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Dansk resumé (in Danish)

Denne ph.d.-afhandling omhandler kombinationen af topologioptimering og additiv frem-
stilling (AM, også kendt som 3D-print). Foruden mit eget arbejde indeholder afhandlin-
gen en bredere gennemgang og vurdering af den øvrige litteratur indenfor feltet.

Afhandlingen indledes med en klassificering af de forskellige AM-teknologier, en
gennemgang af relevante produktionsmaterialer, disses egenskaber i det additivt frem-
stillede emne, samt produktionsbegrænsninger med potentiale for designoptimering.

Herefter gennemgås specifikke formuleringer inden for topologioptimering som er
relevante for de væsentligste AM-relaterede produktionsbegrænsninger. Disse begræn-
sninger inddeles i retningsbestemte og ikke-retningsbestemte begrænsninger.

Ikke-retningsbestemte begrænsninger omhandler minimum/uniform længdeskala og
hulrumsbegrænsning. Det vises, at modificerede filterrandbetingelser er nødvendige for
at den såkaldt robuste optimeringsmetode sikrer overholdelse af mindste længdeskala i
nærheden af domæneranden.

Den vigtigste retningsbestemte begrænsning er en såkaldt overhængsbegrænsning
(overhang constraint), hvor primært to formuleringer fra litteraturen diskuteres.

Mit eget arbejde har hovedsageligt omhandlet en bedre udnyttelse af de nye pro-
duktionsmuligheder, som AM har bidraget med. Disse behandles under kategorierne
multi-materiale- og multi-skala-design, samt interface-problemer som berører begge kat-
egorier. Det vises, hvordan mikrostrukuren for et materiale med foreskrevet, næsten
konstant Poisson’s forhold for store tøjninger kan designes og fremstilles ved hjælp af
direct ink writing. Strukturer opnås for et Poisson’s forhold i hele intervallet [-0.8, 0.8],
alle med uniform detaljestørrelse og sikring af en kontinuert værktøjsbane, således at
strukturerne har potentiale for skalerbar fremstilling.

Under interface-problemer vises det, hvordan et fleksibelt tomt område kan inklud-
eres i et sædvanligt topologioptimeringsproblem ved hjælp af et ekstra designvariabelfelt
og brug af et sensitivitetsfilter. Det vises endvidere hvordan design af coatede struk-
turer kan modelleres som et differentiabelt topologioptimeringsproblem. Dette gøres
ved dels at benytte rumlige gradienter af densitetsvariablen i interpolationsfunktionen
mellem designvaribel og fysiske variable, dels ved at anvende et to-skridtsfilter til at
styre gradientfeltet. Metoden eftervises for både to- og tredimensionelle problemer. Et
specialtilfælde af denne type problemer er porøse skalstrukturer, som ofte anvendes in-
den for 3D-print. Baseret på såvel numeriske som eksperimentelle studier vises det, at
sådanne strukturer har lavere stivhed end fuldt massive strukturer, men til gengæld ud-
viser markant forbedrede bulingsegenskaber og bedre modstår uforudsete lasttilfælde.
Disse egenskaber opnås implicit med den givne formulering, det vil sige uden eksplicit
definition af yderligere begrænsninger.
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Abstract

This PhD thesis deals with the combination of topology optimization and additive man-
ufacturing (AM, also known as 3D-printing). In addition to my own works, the thesis
contains a broader review and assessment of the literature within the field.

The thesis first presents a classification of the various AM technologies, a review of
relevant manufacturing materials, the properties of these materials in the additively man-
ufactured part, as well as manufacturing constraints with a potential for design optimiza-
tion.

Subsequently, specific topology optimization formulations relevant for the most im-
portant AM-related manufacturing constraints are presented. These constraints are di-
vided into directional and non-directional constraints.

Non-directional constraints include minimum/uniform length scale and a cavity con-
straint. It is shown that modified filter boundary conditions are required in order for the
so-called robust formulation to ensure satisfaction of the minimum feature size in the
vicinity of the design domain boundary.

The most important directional constraint is a so-called overhang constraint. In rela-
tion to this, mainly two formulations from the literature are discussed.

My own work has mainly been focused on better exploiting the new opportunities
provided by AM. These are treated under the categories of multi-material applications,
multi-scale approaches, and interface problems which incorporates elements from both
of the preceding categories. It is shown how the material microstructure for a mate-
rial with programmable, nearly constant Poisson’s ratio for large deformations may be
designed and fabricated using direct ink writing. Structures are generated for the full
interval [−0.8, 0.8], all with uniform feature size and a continuous print path, ensuring
the potential for scalable manufacturing.

In relation to interface problems it is shown how a flexible void area may be included
into a standard minimum compliance problem by employing an additional design vari-
able field and a sensitivity filter. Furthermore, it is shown how the design of coated struc-
tures may be modeled as a differentiable topology optimization problem. This is done
partly by using spatial gradients of the density variable in the interpolation function be-
tween the design variable field and physical variables, partly by employing a two-step
filtering scheme in order to control the gradient field. The approach is implemented for
both 2D and 3D problems. A special case of this type of design problem is porous shell
structures which are often used within AM. Based on numerical as well as experimental
studies it is shown that such structures have a lower stiffness than fully solid structures,
however, they possess significantly improved buckling properties and are less sensitive
towards load perturbations. These properties are inherently ensured, that is, without the
explicit definition of additional constraints.
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INTRODUCTION

The recent advances in additive manufacturing (AM) technologies have pushed the limits
of manufacturability. The overall goal of this PhD project has been to explore a number of
the associated new design opportunities from a topology optimization perspective. The
two technologies are a remarkably good fit.

Back in the fall of 2012 when we applied for project funding, the notion of 3D printing
was largely unknown to the greater public. The project started in March 2013, and just
around this point in time public interest in 3D printing exploded, with the media being
flooded by odd examples of 3D printed gadgets. Today, three years later, the growth in
AM-related products continues to exceed a 20% annual rate.

Within industrial AM, the use is generally more rationally founded, and AM is well-
established for a number of applications. Companies are continuously working on fitting
AM into their workflow. As opposed to public belief AM is not just plug-and-play, and
companies have good reasons to be skeptical towards the AM potential for their individ-
ual purpose.

In public communication AM is usually referred to as 3D printing, while academic
communities and industry tend to use the more precise term additive manufacturing or a
variant of this. Throughout this thesis, these two terms will be used interchangeably.

1.1 Project background

Topology optimization, which will be introduced in Section 3.1, is a well-established de-
sign method but has long suffered from a lack of suitable manufacturing technologies to
realize the output designs which are often geometrically highly complex. However, as
outlined by e.g. Rosen (2014), the access to more cost competitive AM equipment has
provided new design opportunities:

• virtually any shape can be fabricated

• features can be fabricated at several hierarchical scales

• material can be deposited or processed differently to enable multi-material devices

• mechanisms with embedded actuators and sensors can be fabricated directly

1



2 Chapter 1 Introduction

These manufacturing capabilities give rise to a high number of research opportunities.
Within topology optimization, much research has been focused on assuring manufac-
turable designs oriented towards conventional manufacturing technologies. In order to
comply with AM, new design tools are needed. AM-oriented approaches are however
only just starting to appear. During his state-of-the-art talk at the World Congress of
Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization (WCSMO-11) in Sydney, June 2015, Pro-
fessor Erik Lund pointed out that despite many references to AM as a research motiva-
tion, only nine out of 343 abstracts dealt with “Design for AM”.

A key challenge for the uptake of topology optimization for a broader range of AM
applications is to eliminate the need for manual post-processing of numerically opti-
mized designs.

1.2 Scope

As indicated by the title of the thesis, this work treats the interplay between topology
optimization and AM. This rather broad topic obviously has to be narrowed down for a
sufficiently focused PhD project. In this thesis, I will only discuss optimization and print-
ing of mechanical components. Thermo-mechanical effects are briefly touched upon. Ex-
amples of interesting topics that I have excluded are 3D printed electronics, batteries,
biomedical components, tissue engineering and other bio-printing approaching. AM-
specific issues are included to the extent they are relevant for performance-oriented opti-
mization studies.

The naming of variables in the thesis differs at a number of occasions from the naming
in the original papers in order to assure consistency in this text.

1.3 Thesis structure

The thesis is structured as follows. First the necessary background knowledge on ad-
ditive manufacturing is presented in Chapter 2. Next, topology optimization is briefly
introduced and initial considerations related to combining topology optimization and
AM are presented in Chapter 3. The assessment of this combined field is divided into
manufacturing constraints and new opportunities, treated in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
Chapter 6 concludes the work and briefly discusses perspectives for the future.

1.4 The contributions of this work

With this thesis I have attempted to provide an overview of the current state of integra-
tion between topology optimization and additive manufacturing, as I believe that a short
review of the field in general is the best way to put my work into context. Consequently,
I have included a number of topics which I have not directly worked with myself in our
published papers, and the thesis is to some extend an independent piece of work. Hope-
fully, the thesis can be useful for other researchers who wish to approach the field.

With this choice, it may be useful to explicitly point out which original contributions
this PhD project has produced. Here I will briefly list the contributions. More details and
perspectives are presented in relation to the concluding remarks (Chapter 6).



1.4 The contributions of this work 3

The paper [P5]1 relates to feature size control, which is discussed in Section 4.1.1 in
the constraints chapter. The remaining five papers belong to the opportunities category
(Chapter 5). The paper [P1] concerns the design and manufacturing of architected ma-
terials with prescribed properties over large deformations, and is presented in Section
5.2.2. The four remaining papers are presented in relation to material interface problems
in Section 5.3. The paper [P2] concerns a method for including flexible voids in a stiffness
design problem. This paper has general relevance for the topology optimization com-
munity rather than particular AM relevance. The papers [P3], [P4] and [P6] concern the
design and characterization of porous shell structures, that is, components which consist
of an outer, solid shell of uniform thickness with a porous interior. Such structures are
frequently encountered in AM applications, however, little research has so far been done
on their optimality and structural pertinence.

While the thesis covers a broad range of topics, I will go into more detail with my
own work. Still, I have attempted to avoid comprehensive discussions on very spe-
cific topics—such discussions may be found in the published papers included in the ap-
pendix.

1The numerical order of the papers may appear random at first sight. I have numbered them consecu-
tively based on when they are discussed in detail in the thesis. However, published papers are listed before
papers in review/preparation.
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2
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

The term additive manufacturing (AM) does not cover a single, but a range of different
technologies. In this chapter I will briefly introduce the fundamentals of AM and classify
these technologies. Moreover, I will discuss a number of associated issues and describe
the workflow for a metal AM build process. The intension is to provide sufficient back-
ground for effectively assessing the potential of topology optimization at various stages
of the AM process chain. As I believe many important points are only vaguely familiar
to the topology optimization community, I have chosen to go slightly more into detail on
some aspects than strictly necessary for understanding the remaining chapters. A section
on the change in cost drivers adds a commercial aspect to the otherwise performance-
oriented assessment.

2.1 Additive vs. conventional, subtractive manufacturing

The notion additive manufacturing refers to manufacturing technologies which work by
creating components “from scratch” by adding successive layers of material exactly where
needed to form a component. An example is so-called powder bed methods, which re-
peatedly add a thin layer of polymer or metal powder in a build chamber and selec-
tively fuses the powder with e.g. a laser at all points within the final part. The addi-
tive approach is opposed to subtractive manufacturing processes such as milling, cutting,
drilling, etc. which start out with a piece of material and gradually removes excess ma-
terial in order to end up with the final part.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the layerwise manufacturing process. The starting point is a
digital/CAD model of the desired component. By means of adequate software the model
is “sliced” into layers of appropriate thickness. These layers are sequentially deposited
as physical material, thus converting the digital model into a physical component.

The quality of an additively manufactured part depends on the ability to accurately
reproduce a given layer and to assure bonding within and across layers. Furthermore,
the capability of controlling the material microstructure and thereby properties is critical
for the component’s performance (see Section 2.2.2). The material choice for AM methods
range from a number of polymers, metals and ceramics to more exotic materials such as
organic inks, gels, and many others (see Section 2.2.1). New materials appear at a high
rate.

5



6 Chapter 2 Additive manufacturing

1. Virtual model 2. Slicing 3. Layer-by-layer deposition1. Virtual model 2. Slicing 3. Layer-by-layer deposition 

Figure 2.1: The basic idea of AM.

AM was earlier, and is still in some circles, referred to as rapid prototyping. This indi-
cates its historical emergence as a means for quickly generating physical prototypes for
the product development process. Over time, the technologies and material options have
been improved to such a degree that they have become relevant for end part manufactur-
ing. AM is ideal for small production batch sizes or individual customization, since the
direct unit cost is almost independent on number of units. This opposes to e.g. injection
molded parts which require relatively large batch sizes to justify the high tool cost.

Compared to conventional, subtractive methods, AM provides the possibility for
parts of incredible geometrical complexity, without any impact on direct manufactur-
ing cost. Furthermore, AM may eliminate the need for tooling and reduce the number
of production and assembly steps. Drawbacks include that build rates are much lower,
the production is typically not scalable, component size is limited to the build chamber
size, the material properties are only partly controlled, and key quality parameters such
as surface finish and dimensional accuracy are generally inferior to those obtained with
conventional methods.

Recently, hybrid technologies which incorporate multi-axial delivery methods or com-
bine additive with subtractive methods have been introduced. Such technologies have
significant commercial potential since they can eliminate several manual post-treatment
steps (see Section 2.3).

2.2 AM technologies

AM technologies can be classified in a number of ways. Classifications based on raw
material or processing technology alone may lead to misleading interpretations of sim-
ilarities and differences across technologies or involve ambiguity. In my opinion, the
most insightful classification is the two-dimensional classification introduced by Pham
and Gault (1998), in the version adopted by Gibson et al. (2014). This classification uses
the generalized notion of a channel for the method by which a layer of the part is gener-
ated, whether caused by deposition (of material, energy, binder etc.) or other techniques
(e.g. a cutting device). The second dimension categorizes the raw material based on it’s
physical form.

In Table 2.1, I have used this classification as the starting point for categorizing a
number of commercial technologies. The horizontal dimension which is based on the
generalized channel setup gives an indication of the print speed or the scalability of the
technology. Gibson et al. (2014) refer to 1D and Nx1D channel systems as point or point-



2.2 AM technologies 7

Discrete particles 

Solid sheets 

Liquid polymer 

Molten/viscous material 

SLS, SLM*, EBM*, 
DMLS*, LMF* 

SHS 

LENS*, EBAM*, LMD* 

ColorJet, PolyJet 

3DP(*) 

FDM, FFF, 
DIW(*) 

FDM, FFF, 
DIW(*) 

SLA DB SLA DLP, cDLM, CLIP 

LOM, UAM* 

Binder jetting 

Powder bed fusion 

Material jetting 

Sheet lamination 

Vat photopolymerization 

Material extrusion 

Directed energy deposition 

1D N x 1D Array 2D 

Table 2.1: Classification of AM technologies. The acronyms are spelled out in appendix A, where
also selected manufacturers are listed. Based on (Pham and Gault, 1998), (Gibson et al., 2014)
and (ASTM Standard F2792, 2012). Technologies marked with an asterisk are metal-oriented (if
in brackets, potentially metal-oriented).

wise systems, arrays of 1D channels as line processing, and 2D channel systems as layer
processing. Clearly a point-wise delivery method such as laser-based technologies will be
orders of magnitude slower than layer processing methods such as direct light projection
(DLP) which are capable of exposing an entire layer at a time. At the vertical axis I have
incorporated the subdivision employed by the ASTM Standard F2792 (2012) based on
machine architecture and materials transformation physics. This standard is to some
degree based on Stucker and Janaki Ram (2007). I have marked those technologies which
are metal-oriented with an asterisk.

It would be too lengthy to go into the details about each process category. I will
restrict myself to a short description. The reader is referred to e.g. (Gibson et al., 2014,
Ch. 2.6) for a more detailed review. The term support is described in Section 2.2.3.

The first four process categories deposit discrete particles to form a layer. Powder bed
fusion works, as described for the example earlier, by repeatedly adding a thin layer of
polymer or metal powder in a build chamber and selectively fusing the powder with
either a laser, an electron beam or a thermal printhead. Many industrially relevant print-
ers belong to this category. Directed energy deposition (DED) methods simultaneously de-
posit material (powder or wire1) and energy, potentially through an integrated nozzle.
Material is only deposited where needed, that is, unlike powder bed fusion there is no
surrounding unfused powder. Material jetting essentially works like an inkjet printer,
but solidifies and accumulates ink in 3D. Binder jetting is in a sense a combination of the

1It is quite imprecise to classify wire-based DED under “Discrete particles”, however, since none of the
other categories are a perfect fit, DED methods are here collected under a single category.
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powder bed and jetting categories: Binder material, potentially of locally varying prop-
erties, is selectively jetted onto the primary material in a powder bed. The method can be
combined with post-treatments like sintering.

The last three categories each use raw materials on a different physical form. Vat
photopolymerization techniques selectively cure a liquid photopolymer in a container by
means of UV light. In sheet lamination techniques each layer is a sheet of paper, polymer
or metal cut into shape and bonded with underlying layers.

Material extrusion can be sub-divided into two main groups: Fused filament methods,
which extrude molten thermoplastic feed material through a nozzle (intuitively like a
glue gun), the typical technology for hobby printers due to a number of low-cost options;
and direct ink writing, which is based on viscous, shear-thinning shear-stress materials
(intuitively like toothpaste). Here the extrusion is pneumatically driven and the material
keeps its extruded shape when deposited. Post-curing is needed.

2.2.1 Material options

A large and steadily increasing number of materials are available for AM, including a
number of high performance materials with industrial relevance for end part manufac-
turing. Common for all AM technologies is the challenge of proper bonding of feed
material, both within and across layers. This bonding can be assured in two different
ways: Through “in-situ bonding”, where the part is solidified at deposition, or “tem-
porary bonding” where the print process is followed by e.g. a curing or sintering step
to completely solidify the part. This post-treatment should not be confused with heat
treatments employed to release residual stresses (Section 2.3).

In the following I will briefly describe which material types are available for the vari-
ous printer categories. Table 2.2 lists a few examples of frequently used materials for the
most common AM technologies.

Polymers of some sort are available for all types of AM categories due to their sim-
ple processing. Depending on underlying technology, either thermoplasts or thermosets
are used. Thermoplasts are used in heat-based processes including powder bed fusion,
directed energy deposition and fused filament extrusion, where the material is thermally
in-situ bonded. As opposed to this, vat photopolymerization and material jetting employ
thermosetting photopolymers which typically require post-curing.

Industrial metal parts are manufactured using either a powder bed method or di-
rected energy deposition (DED). In Table 2.1 these technologies are clustered in the up-
per, left corner, meaning that build rates are generally low. Both powder bed and DED
employ in-situ bonding. Generally, any metal that can be welded may be used, and a
number of high performance options exist. Going beyond metals, basically any material
on powder form which is stable in a molten pool can be used for powder bed methods
and to some extent DED. Ceramics are difficult to make on this form and are susceptible
to cracking during cooling. They are typically processed as part of a metal or ceramic
matrix composite.

Visual models are often made of plaster or a thermoset resin, potentially in high-
resolution color, using binder jetting. This technology is increasingly used also for metal-
lic or ceramic parts which are temporarily bonded, then post-sintered/infiltrated.

Direct ink writing, which extrudes viscous material, is somewhat special. The chal-
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Polymers 
Thermoplasts Thermosets 

Powder bed Fused filament techniques Vat photopolymerization / Material jetting 
PA (polyamide, nylon) ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) Epoxy resins (with acrylate for ductility) 
PS (polystyrene) PC (polycarbonate) Waxy polymers  (mainly for Material jetting) 
PEEK (polyether-ether-ketone) PLA (polylactic acid) 
TPEs (thermoplastic elastomers) TPEs (thermoplastic elastomers) 

Metals Ceramics 
Powder bed / Directed energy deposition Powder bed 

Steel alloys (stainless, tool) Calcium hydroxyapatite (biocompatible) 
Titanium, usually TiAl6V4 Aluminum oxide 
Aluminum, e.g. precipitation hardenable AlSi10Mg, Scalmalloy (AlMgSc) Titanium oxide 
Cobalt-chrome (CoCr, CoCrMo) 
Copper-based alloys (e.g. CuNi2SiCr) 
Nickel-chromium-based Inconel ``superalloys'' 

Table 2.2: Examples of commonly employed materials for AM.

lenge is to make the base material attain the right rheological properties, potentially by
embedding it in a matrix material. A wide range of materials have been developed, in-
cluding a number of polymers, metals and ceramics, but also high-conductivity silver
materials, colloidal inks, nanoparticle-filled inks, fugitive inks, hydrogels and even cell-
laden inks (Therriault et al., 2003; Lewis et al., 2006; Ahn et al., 2009; Lebel et al., 2010;
Ahn et al., 2011). The printed parts are temporarily bonded and solidified subsequent
to printing using sintering, evaporation, curing or similar reactions. For solid polymer
or metal parts, the technique is not commercially competitive, but the method has high
potential for a range of applications.

2.2.2 Part quality and material properties

AM technologies suffer from a different set of quality issues than conventionally man-
ufactured parts. A number of common defects are inherent to the layer-wise approach,
and material properties are generally hard to control due to the local, continuous addi-
tion of new material to the part. The literature on these points is comprehensive, with
a high number of publications for each process/property/material combination. I will
only point out a few main characteristics of general relevance. Note that some issues
may be alleviated through post-treatments (Section 2.3).

AM parts often suffer from small internal porosities due to gas entrapments or lack-
of-fusion. These porosities influence both the effective Young’s modulus, the ductility
and the strength properties. Young’s modulus depends both on pore geometry, orien-
tation and arrangement, but predictive equations of sufficient precision do not yet exist
(Choren et al., 2013). A high ductility requires that cracks cannot grow through lack-
of-fusion porosities (Carroll et al., 2015). As a remark, a process like casting will also
typically suffer from internal porosities. The performance of AM parts may well exceed
that of cast parts.

Ductility and strength are moreover highly influenced by the material microstructure
(Choren et al., 2013; Carroll et al., 2015). This is particularly relevant for metallic processes
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where both grain morphology, grain size, and oxygen content play a role. Grain mor-
phology and size are determined by the thermal history, which depends not only on part
geometry but also a number of process parameters such as beam power/speed/focus,
distance between melt tracks in the scanned hatch, layer thickness and exact print path
(Rehme and Emmelmann, 2006; Carroll et al., 2015). The point-wise material/energy
deposition results in complex, time-dependent temperature profiles involving large tem-
perature variations. As a consequence, the microstructure exhibits repeated liquid-solid
and solid state transformations (Kelly and Kampe, 2004; Frazier, 2014). This results in
heterogeneous, anisotropic parts with properties which are hard to predict exactly. The
connection between microstructure, properties and performance is not yet sufficiently
understood to establish relationships between process parameters and part performance
(Frazier, 2014).

Anisotropy is a general concern in AM due to the layer-wise manufacturing. The
print direction is typically weaker and softer than in-plane directions. Extrusion-based
methods are particularly prone to anisotropy since the material bonding is stronger along
the extruded direction than across filaments. Earlier studies attempted to quantify the de-
gree of anisotropy. Strength variations between the print direction and relevant in-plane
directions were reported to e.g. 15-40% for the extrusion-based FDM method (Ahn et al.,
2002) and 30-50% for powder bed (DMLS) samples (Ning et al., 2005). More recent stud-
ies instead focus on tuning process parameters in order to avoid or decrease anisotropy.
Carroll et al. (2015) report on a test case where “the mechanical properties [...] are com-
mensurate with those of wrought material without the need for post-fabrication heat or
pressure treatments.” Anisotropy can to some extent, but not entirely, be removed in a
subsequent heat treatment (Gibson et al., 2014), see also Section 2.3.

Also surface quality issues are frequent for AM. Inherent to the layer-wise manufac-
turing is the staircase effect, like a voxel representation of a sloping face. Upward-facing
surfaces are of highest quality, then vertical surfaces. Powder bed methods furthermore
suffer from thermally induced dross formation at overhanging surfaces, where melted
material may sink into the underlying, unfused powder (Calignano, 2014).

Other accuracy issues include precision, resolution, ability to accurately produce stan-
dard geometrical features (Vandenbroucke and Kruth, 2007), and reproducibility. A ma-
jor issue is thermal warping, discussed in more detail in Sections 2.2.3 and 4.2.2.

An important, final note is that a major limitation of today’s equipment is the lack of
feedback loops in the control system. The equipment is therefore “blind” to the ongoing
process. This means that fine-tuning of parameters is manual and in practice only can
be done on an averaged basis. The development of real-time control and monitoring
systems are high-priority research areas within the field of AM (Frazier, 2014).

2.2.3 Support structure

One major limitation of AM is that most components require so-called support structure,
that is, a temporarily added auxiliary structure which is printed alongside the main part
for its proper realization (Figure 2.2). Support structure needs to be removed, ideally
entirely, in a post-treatment step. Particularly for metal parts this task is cumbersome
and time-consuming, and if the component is not properly designed or inappropriately
oriented during fabrication it may even be impossible to remove all support as the ma-
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Figure 2.2: (a) Component during printing, indicating overhang angle, θ, and a floating feature
(arrow). Both require support. (b-c) Powder bed manufactured part, (b) before support removal
(holes machined), and (c) final part. Figures (b-c) from (Hamilton, 2016), reprinted with permis-
sion from the publisher and the author, c© 2016 Inovar Communications Ltd., Shrewsbury, UK.

(a) (b) (c)

θ

chining tool cannot reach all surfaces.
Support structure moreover increases both build time and material consumption, and

thereby cost. It is therefore an obvious candidate for optimization. The topic is already
addressed in a number of works, however, no works have yet successfully addressed the
combined problem of simultaneously optimizing component performance and support
requirements. These points will be discussed in detail in Section 4.2.1.

Depending on AM technology the need for support structure arises from one of two
reasons (Figure 2.2):

1. The need for an underlying layer to deposit new material on (Figure 2.2a). Methods
such as extrusion-based techniques which only deposit material where the final
part is, needs support for disconnected features or at sharp overhangs.

2. Anchoring towards thermally induced residual stresses and dissipation of heat.
This mainly applies to metal printing (Figure 2.2b-c).

The need for an underlying layer to deposit material on is relevant for directed energy
deposition methods, material jetting, and for extrusion-based methods. For the former
two methods a “substrate” is needed for the material to hit. For the latter method, gravi-
tational forces need to be resisted where the material is extruded.

Thermally induced residual stresses in metal-based methods (powder bed or directed
energy deposition) are studied in detail in the literature, e.g. by Mercelis and Kruth
(2006). Temperature gradients and material stiffness are orders of magnitude higher than
for polymers, meaning that gravitational forces are negligible in comparison. Conse-
quently, support structure for sustaining thermal stresses is substantially more elaborate
than support designed to resist gravitational forces only.

In addition to dissipate heat and anchor overhanging and floating features to the
build plate, support can be useful for raising the part off the build platform for easier sub-
sequent removal and to strengthen tall, thin features during printing against the forces of
the powder wiper (Hussein et al., 2013). It is important to take the physical reason into
account when designing the support structure, therefore also when developing support
optimization algorithms. Note that also polymer-oriented extrusion-based methods can
be susceptible to thermal stresses if the build chamber is not heated, a solution which is
however currently patent protected (Swanson et al., 2004).
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Figure 2.3: The concept of infill. (a) Triangular infill. (b) Typical extrusion pattern for solid com-
ponents.

(a) (b)

1 2

Printers of the powder bed or vat polymerization types, both highly industrially rele-
vant, are bound to make the support of the same material as the main part. Some printers
with selective material deposition can use a different material for support, thus signifi-
cantly easing subsequent removal. Examples include extrusion-based or material jetting
printers. Patents are used to protect the most suitable materials (Priedeman and Brosch,
2004).

Exact guidelines for when support is needed are technology dependent and even
equipment-specific. As a rule of thumb, overhanging features should not have an angle
with respect to the horizontal direction below a critical value, currently determined to be
around 45◦ for most support-requiring technologies (see e.g. Wang et al., 2013). However,
overhangs only need support if they extend further than a certain threshold distance
which is equipment-specific and depends on the overhang angle itself (Vora et al., 2013).
I will return to the overhang issue in Section 4.2.1. Note that the overhang angle does not
provide sufficient information for the part’s printability.

For non-metal powder bed methods and binder jetting technology, the surrounding,
unfused powder is sufficient support and temperature gradients are not a concern. For
polymer printing, gradients can be kept low, e.g. by pre-heating the build chamber to a
few hundred degrees Celsius to a point just below the melting point of the polymer.

2.2.4 Infill

For extrusion-based 3D printers, typical slicing software offers the possibility of only
printing the outer shell of the structure, while the interior is printed with a certain poros-
ity set by the user through the “infill percentage” (Figure 2.3a). Obviously, the printers
are not limited to this type of layout, but for most slicer software this is the only available
option for reducing material consumption and increasing print speed.

Ignoring boundary effects, a triangular infill will provide the optimal stiffness com-
pared to weight for the in-plane direction (Sigmund, 2000). This point will be discussed
in more detail in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Strangely enough, most slicers provide a range of
infill pattern options, such as hexagonal, random, rectangular and a number of visually
fancy variants, but not the optimal triangular structure.

Solid components are usually printed using the same pattern, that is, first printing the
contour of a layer, then filling up the interior (Figure 2.3b).
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Step Description
1 Preparation Define orientation and nesting, add data blocks and support
2 AM build Build on powder bed / DED machine
3 Powder removal Vacuum away excess powder
4 Stress relief Reduce residual stresses through heat treatment
5 Measurement Verify dimensions using optical scanning / touch probing
6 Milling Machine holes and interfaces to tolerances and surface finish
7 Wire EDM Remove part from base plate using wire EDM
8 Support removal Manually remove additional support structure and clean part
9 Surface blasting Smooth surface and obtain uniform finish

Table 2.3: Metal AM build process workflow. Based on (Hamilton, 2016) with minor adaptations.

2.3 Workflow

It is a widespread belief that the AM operator simply pushes the “Start” button and some
time later draws the final part from the build chamber. This is far from true. Particularly
for metal parts, the manufacturing process involves a complex interplay between addi-
tive and subtractive methods and requires much planning and practical experience. This
will be briefly discussed in the following. The section lifts many points from a useful AM
bracket design case study by Hamilton (2016).

A typical build process plan for metal AM is sketched in Table 2.3. The process needs
careful planning in order to assure that the various steps do not interfere. The Preparation
step involves a number of other tasks than those mentioned, e.g. defining special ma-
chining fixtures for subsequent steps, if required. Other heat treatments than Stress relief
are frequent, e.g. hardening. Measurement is only mentioned after the heat treatment,
but additional measurement steps in between each sub-process of build, heat treating,
machining etc. could be necessary for process optimization. The Milling step potentially
involves other subtractive processes like drilling, boring or threading. The final Surface
blasting step is due to the high surface roughness of AM parts compared to traditionally
machined parts which is a serious concern for the strength of parts due to the risk of crack
initiation. The surface quality may be improved through e.g. vapor blasting (Hamilton,
2016), chemical etching and electrochemical polishing (Pyka et al., 2012) or glass blasting
and ultrasonic ceramic filing (Vandenbroucke and Kruth, 2007). Polymer parts may be
smoothed using similar blasting techniques or by means of a vaporized solvent (Priede-
man and Smith, 2012).

The procedure sketched in Table 2.3 must be taken into account when designing
the part. Since no decent AM process simulation tools exist (see Section 4.2.2), fixes
like shrinkage compensation factors, tolerance compensation and deposition strategy
will all need to be accounted for manually in combination with industry standards and
technology-specific guidelines on feature size, wall thickness, overhang angle etc. This
inevitably leads to overcompensation in both part and support structure design. An inter-
esting point from the bracket case study (Hamilton, 2016) is that the optimized part was
not directly manufacturable. After modifying the part in order to account for potential
manufacturing issues, the mass was increased by 2% compared to the machined-from-
solid bracket, instead of reduced by 18% as in the topology optimization result. The case
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study clearly illustrates the need for including process simulation and modeling of AM
constraints at some point in the part optimization process.

2.4 New cost drivers

The direct manufacturing costs for both additive and subtractive methods may be di-
vided into material cost, machine time and direct labor. However, due the fundamentally
different nature of additive and subtractive methods, these factors have very different
underlying drivers.

Material costs are driven by cost per volume times total volume. The cost per vol-
ume for AM feed materials is significantly higher than solid material for conventional
manufacturing. For instance, powder materials are expensive due to the requirements
of uniform particle size/shape and narrow size distribution. This fact is part of the rea-
son that focus within AM is mainly on high performance materials, since the relative
processing cost for the raw material is lower compared to cheaper alloys.

For subtractive methods, the total volume is determined by an appropriate “bound-
ing box” of the part, while machine time is determined by part complexity. For AM on
the other hand, the approach of gradually adding material implies that both material
consumption and machine time are proportional to part volume, roughly speaking. Geo-
metrical complexity comes “for free”. Direct labor costs are generally higher for AM due
to the large amount of manual post-treatment.

Other points to consider is that AM is associated with a number of dilemmas un-
known within conventional manufacturing. An example is support structure which not
only increases build time and material consumption, but also direct labor cost in the post-
treatment or finishing efforts. Support minimization is therefore of major importance for
reducing direct print costs. A frequent dilemma is that AM machine time costs are de-
pendent on filling up the build volume with parts in each run, however, efficient fitting
of parts may easily interfere with the optimal build direction (Gibson et al., 2014).

The scale advantage within AM is negligible, but this also goes for a number of sub-
tractive processes like CNC milling.
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3
COMBINING TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION

AND ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

The reader should now have a basic understanding of AM. Based on a brief introduction
to the principles of topology optimization, this chapter introduces the idea of combining
the two technologies.

3.1 Brief introduction to topology optimization

Topology optimization is a well-established numerical design tool. The method is most
famous for its ability to generate lightweight mechanical components for the automotive
and aerospace industries. For a typical design problem, engineers work under the re-
strictions that the component must be able to withstand certain loads, and that its layout
cannot extend beyond the limits of the so-called design domain, while the component
should be as light as possible. The aim of topology optimization is to find the optimal
geometry of the component, or the optimal material distribution, under this set of re-
strictions. Figure 3.1 shows an example of a design problem and an optimized design.

The optimization works by iteratively redistributing the available material towards
a better solution. For each iteration the structural response is evaluated, normally using
the finite element method (FE/FEM). The design variable field, which is also discretized,
typically follows the FE discretization. As a consequence, structural optimization prob-

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Example of topology optimization design problem. (a) Design domain, including
loads and supports. (b) Optimized design.
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lems like this one are characterized by a high number of design variables but only few or
a moderate number of constraints.

Each point in the design domain can either be solid material or void. However, sim-
ply using this formulation gives a discrete optimization problem, for which no solution
methods are able to handle the high number of design variables used in topology opti-
mization. The problem is therefore relaxed by allowing the material to be porous, that is,
to take on an intermediate density between solid (1) and void (0). This gives a continuous
optimization problem. This approach must be combined with some approach to ensure
that the final design ends up being close to purely solid or void. This is also referred to
as 0-1 or black-and-white, as opposed to gray which refers to intermediate densities. For
this, the most common approach is the so-called SIMP approach (Solid Isotropic Material
with Penalization) where the stiffness of intermediate densities is penalized and therefore
becomes uneconomical.

Mathematically the above problem can be formulated as minimizing the compliance,
subject to a volume constraint with reference to a given design domain:

min
µ

: c(µ) = UTKU Compliance

subject to: KU = F, Equilibrium (state) equation
g(µ) = V (µ)/V ∗ − 1 ≤ 0, Volume constraint
0 ≤ µe ≤ 1, ∀e ∈ Ω, Box constraints on design variables
. . . . Additional constraints

(3.1)

Here µ is the vector of design variables, c is the compliance, U and F are the global
displacement and force vectors, respectively, K is the global stiffness matrix, g is the
volume constraint, V is the material volume, V ∗ is the maximum allowed volume, and e
is an index variable for the discretization of the design domain Ω.

While compliance minimization is the most common and simplest design problem,
topology optimization may be applied for basically any optimization problem governed
by partial differential equations (PDEs), involving optimization of the material distribu-
tion with respect to a well-defined objective and given constraints. This includes e.g.
thermal problems, fluid flow, acoustics, optics and other electromagnetics, and design
of architected materials with desired macroscopic properties. Regular shape optimiza-
tion techniques based on the variational boundary approach work by gradually moving
the parameterized boundary of a given initial structure. As opposed to this, topology
optimization permits topological changes through the creation of new holes, which is
of critical importance for the design performance. For further details on the topology
optimization approach and potential applications, the reader is referred to the work by
Bendsøe and Sigmund (2003).

The foundations for modern topology optimization was laid by Bendsøe and Kikuchi
(1988). Various categories of approaches exist. In addition to the density-based approach,
which is applied in this work, most notably the level set method has broad appeal (Al-
laire et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003; Allaire et al., 2004). The different approaches, however,
share a number of fundamental ideas, and in the end they appear to be very similar (Sig-
mund and Maute, 2013). The critical point is that gradient information of the design
variables with respect to the objective function and constraints is used in the iterative
update of the design in order to intelligently approach an optimum. Non-gradient ap-
proaches should under no circumstances be used for advanced, structural optimization
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problems (Sigmund, 2011; Rozvany, 2014), despite appealing, bio-inspired metaphors
such as “genetic algorithm”, “ant colonies” or “artificial immune algorithms”. In this
work, design updates are performed using a gradient-based mathematical programming
tool, the Method of Moving Asymptotes, MMA (Svanberg, 1987).

My work has mainly dealt with extensions to the minimum compliance problem, but
also the design and fabrication of architected materials has been touched upon.

In many industrial problems the designer actually designs for stress and not stiffness.
However, for several reasons stress is computationally difficult to optimize for, most no-
tably because it is a local measure, while compliance is global. Compliance optimization
will generally perform well in terms of stress distribution since stress concentrations will
only appear at geometrical restrictions such as internal voids or the domain boundary.

3.2 Topology optimization and AM - the ideal marriage

Topology optimization and additive manufacturing are a great fit. AM allows for the
manufacturing of geometrically highly complex structures, while topology optimization
provides a means for intelligently exploiting this design freedom.

In principle topology optimization is relevant for all AM categories (Section 2.2),
however, the highest commercial potential is within applications involving metal print-
ing. This is not only due to the nature of the industries using AM (mainly automotive,
aerospace, tools and medical/dental), but also the applications where it makes sense
to apply topology optimization (e.g. lightweight or locally tailored properties) and the
manufacturing cost which for polymer-based processes rarely justify the additional cost
of topology optimization design work. The more automated the optimization process
can be made, the broader its relevance.

In the two chapters following this one I have divided the topics into constraints and
opportunities when referring to design problem features. The criterion for whether a
topic belongs to one or the other category is whether the feature is designable or not.
As an example, anisotropy may be both, depending on application: I can think of no
cases where one would wish a non-designable anisotropy in a free design space, so
the non-designable layer-induced anisotropy is categorized under constraints, whereas
structurally induced anisotropy is designable and categorized as an opportunity.

Based on the brief review of AM technologies and associated issues in Chapter 2, it
should be clear that a number of simplifying assumptions are necessary when integrat-
ing topology optimization and AM. Such assumptions and the consequent limitations of
applicability should always be clearly stated.

3.3 Data structures and transmission

The export of optimized results to a 3D printable format is associated with a number of
practical issues. I will not go into detail with these, only point out a few general remarks.

The de facto standard for AM file exchange is the stl format, a triangulated surface
representation suffering from a number of shortcomings. A main limitation is that ver-
tices are not retrieved from an indexed list. Instead coordinates are stored for each trian-
gle, making further mesh processing cumbersome and frequently causing connectivity
issues due to rounding errors. Simple geometries like a cylinder need a high number
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of triangles to be represented at sufficiently high resolution. The successor to stl could
be the amf format (ISO/ASTM Standard 52915, 2016). The basis is still a triangulated
surface representation, but indexed vertices are used and second order (curved) triangles
are supported. Moreover, a number of more advanced features are permitted such as
unit cell replication and varying material/color options. The format is not yet broadly
supported.

The output of a topology optimization is typically voxel-based and as such already
sliced into layers. It is therefore counter-productive and might well imply loss of accuracy
to first covert the result to a 3D surface triangulation then back again to a sliced geometry.
Instead the optimization result could be sent directly to the printer in a sliced format. If
the topology optimization problem is discretized close to the manufacturing resolution
this might even be the only feasible approach. A point to be aware of for practical design
problems is that most industrial companies prefer doing some post-processing of the op-
timized design. Here, a parameterized surface representation suitable for CAD software
would by far be the best option, however current capabilities for extracting voxel-based
geometries to CAD are limited.

The computer graphics field might provide inspiration for the above topics, as this
field has long studied issues such as data storage, surface extraction, visualization etc.
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4
MANUFACTURING CONSTRAINTS

When performing AM-oriented topology optimization, a number of AM-specific manu-
facturing constraints are relevant. I have divided the constraints into two categories: 1)
Non-directional, or 2) Directional. The latter category is characterized by being some-
how related to the print direction. An example of a non-directional constraint is a cavity
constraint to avoid trapped powder or liquid in enclosed voids. An example of a direc-
tional constraint which is common to most AM technologies is layer-induced anisotropy,
as the print direction typically has reduced mechanical properties compared to in-plane
directions due to imperfect bonding between layers. Thermal warping is segmented as a
directional constraint since the deformation pattern depends on the print direction, even
though thermally induced residual stresses cannot be trivially predicted based on the
print direction alone.

From a topology optimization perspective, or the perspective of any automated de-
sign approach, this distinction is fundamental. The reason is that pre-defining the print-
direction with respect to the given set of loads and supports puts a heavy restriction on
the design problem. Therefore, if the freedom of choosing the print-direction is to be
incorporated in the design problem, the complexity increases dramatically. As will be
discussed in Section 4.2 no topology optimization-based works have yet incorporated
this variable.

This chapter first describes the various important constraints in the frame of the divi-
sion between non-directional and directional constraints. Section 4.3 discusses a number
of common points and perspectives.

4.1 Non-directional constraints

4.1.1 Feature size control

Feature size control, or length scale control, is the most fundamental property to ensure
in a fully automated topology optimization algorithm. It is mandatory for two reasons:
Without length scale control (1) the topology of the optimized structure may not be un-
ambiguously defined; and (2) the design is not guaranteed to be manufacturable. In
other words, feature size control is a necessary requirement in order to eliminate post-
processing. As a consequence of (1), feature size control also seems a prerequisite for the
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related problem of automatically extracting the optimized geometry to CAD format.
A recent review paper by Lazarov et al. (2016) covers the topic of length scale and

manufacturability in detail. Here, only a few results with particular relevance for AM are
pointed out. Two sub-topics are highlighted: ensuring a minimum feature size, and en-
suring a uniform feature size. First, however, the notion of filters is introduced since these
form the basis for most, if not all, approaches to ensure feature size control in topology
optimization.

Basic filters

Filters were initially introduced to regularize the design problem by ensuring mesh in-
dependency and avoidance of so-called checkerboard problems, but they turned out to
be useful for a wider range of purposes. As will be seen, several of the original ideas
presented in this work relate to the application of filters.

A density filter (Bruns and Tortorelli, 2001; Bourdin, 2001) of some sort is commonly
used for smoothing the field of design variables. In this work, mainly a PDE-based filter
(Lazarov and Sigmund, 2011) is employed. The PDE-filter smooths the design by solving
a second order partial differential equation:

−
( R

2
√

3

)2
∇2µ̂+ µ̂ = µ, (4.1)

where µ and µ̂ are the non-smoothed and smoothed (design) variables, respectively, and
R is the filter radius1. An illustration showing the effect of varying the filter radius is
shown in Figure 4.1a.

Projection schemes (Guest et al., 2004; Sigmund, 2007) are employed in order to force
the smoothed design towards a black-and-white solution. In this work the scheme sug-
gested by Xu et al. (2010) which permits an intermediate threshold value is employed, in
the version suggested by Wang et al. (2011a):

¯̂µ =
tanh(βη) + tanh(β(µ̂− η))

tanh(βη) + tanh(β(1− η))
, (4.2)

where ¯̂µ is the projected field, η ∈ [0, 1] is the projection threshold and β is the sharpness.
The effect of varying β is illustrated in Figure 4.1b.

Minimum feature size

For AM technologies, the minimum manufacturable feature size is determined by the
deposition method, whether referring to material, energy or both. The minimum feature
size is typically at least an order of magnitude larger than the manufacturing accuracy.
For all AM processes, the accuracy is defined by layer thickness, in-plane resolution and
print material quality parameters such as particle size distribution or surface tension.
Limitations on the minimum feature size vary with AM process category. For powder
bed methods it is limited by the effective melt pool size, which is determined by e.g.

1Here the filter radius is scaled by the factor 2
√
3 since this makes the value equivalent to the “intuitive”

filter radius employed in the original, linear filters.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of basic filters. (a) PDE-based density filter. The solid line indicates the
non-filtered field with two solid features of width 1 and 3. (b) Projection with varying threshold.
The solid line indicates a smoothed field before projection.

the laser beam profile or the electron beam concentration. Extrusion-based methods are
limited by the extruded filament width, which should not be smaller than the nozzle
diameter.

With AM, manufacturing errors may be both uniform and stochastic in nature. How-
ever, according to Lazarov et al. (2012, 2016) the modeling of spatially varying stochas-
tic uncertainties have very little influence on the topology of the optimized design, and
modeling a uniform uncertainty will often produce similar results, at least for elasticity-
based problems. These insights essentially reduce the requirement of robustness towards
manufacturing errors to a requirement of a minimum feature size.

So far, the most successful approach for ensuring minimum feature size in density-
based topology optimization is the so-called robust formulation (Sigmund, 2009; Wang
et al., 2011a). In brief, the method works by considering not only the blueprint design but
also a uniformly eroded and dilated version of the design. The optimization problem from
Equation (3.1) is reformulated as a min−max problem, ensuring that all three designs
perform well on the objective. This approach implicitly ensures a minimum length scale
under the assumption that the topology is identical for all three design realizations.

More recently, also a method based on the application of geometric constraints has
been suggested (Zhou et al., 2015). As opposed to the implicit robust approach, this ap-
proach explicitly requires a minimum feature size through the application of additional
constraints. Both methods are based on a density filter, potentially PDE-based, combined
with a projection scheme. Both approaches produce nearly black and white designs and
are able to ensure a minimum length scale both on the solid and the void phase. The
length scales need not be identical for the two phases, which is convenient for AM pur-
poses.

The main drawback of the robust formulation is that it requires a high number of
iterations due to continuation on the projection. For complex physics problems it also re-
quires the solution of several additional finite element problems. However, for elasticity
problems not all design realizations have to be evaluated; for minimum compliance prob-
lems the eroded design will always perform worst, meaning that the robust approach can
be implemented without additional computational costs. In mechanism problems both
of the extremal projection values need to be evaluated.

An issue with the robust approach which has frequently been neglected in the litera-
ture is that the minimum feature size is not satisfied at the domain boundary if inappro-
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Compliance design. Mechanism design.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Modified filter boundary conditions as suggested in [P5] to eliminate boundary effects.
Top: Homogeneous Neumann BCs. Bottom: Domain extension approach suggested in [P5]. The
orange circles indicate the minimum length scale which at the domain boundary is only satisfied
for the structures optimized using the domain extension approach.

priate filter boundary conditions (BCs) are used. With the paper [P5] we have addressed
this problem and suggested a simple solution. In the literature, a density filter is usually
applied using homogeneous Neumann BCs. However, homogeneous Neumann BCs cor-
respond to a symmetry condition, and as it has already been remarked in the literature
(e.g. Lazarov et al., 2011; Lazarov et al., 2016) this choice of BCs imply several boundary
effects. It requires the filtered field to be perpendicular on the domain boundary, and
specifically for the robust approach it implies that the minimum feature size is not satis-
fied at the domain boundary. With the paper [P5] we briefly review several alternative
BC suggestions, and propose a domain extension approach which effectively solves the
issues (Figure 4.2). In short, the method suggests restraining the extent of the optimized
structure through the extent of the design variable field, while all other fields including
filters, FE etc. are evaluated on sufficiently extended domains as to avoid boundary ef-
fects. Earlier it has been suggested using a void padding on the filter (Zhou et al., 2014;
Lazarov et al., 2016), however, this approach ignores stiffness and volume contributions
in the padding in the subsequent FE evaluation. This may cause issues, particularly in
problems where the dilated field can be performance limiting such as compliant mecha-
nism design.

In the frame of the level-set approach Allaire et al. (2016) recently treated the topics
of minimum and maximum feature size.

Uniform feature size

For some AM techniques it can be beneficial to generate designs consisting of features of
uniform width. An example will be discussed in relation to [P1] in Section 5.2.2. Here
it suffices to point out that direct ink writing and other extrusion-based AM techniques
can obtain a significant scale-up in print speed if all features can be printed with a single
passage of the material delivery system. A necessary condition for this approach is that
the structure has uniform feature size within each layer. For similar reasons, the approach
from [P1] was adopted by Ding and Kovacevic (2016) for use with the so-called robotized
laser-based metal additive manufacturing technique.

The most simple way to ensure a uniform feature width is to reduce the design prob-
lem to a shape optimization problem discretized with beam elements of constant width.
In order for this approach to provide satisfactory results, the topology which is deter-
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mined by the initial design should be defined by a suitable method. A reasonable choice
here is to perform a regular topology optimization while imposing a minimum and max-
imum length scale simultaneously. Formulations for imposing a maximum length scale
have been suggested by Kim et al. (2004), Guest (2009), Carstensen and Guest (2014), and
Allaire et al. (2016). Except for (Kim et al., 2004), they all also explore the simultaneous
application of a minimum and maximum length scale.

The initial designs from [P1] were likewise obtained by simultaneously applying a
minimum and a maximum length scale in combination with the robust approach. The
challenge is to decrease the difference between the two length scales without losing nu-
merical stability. The reader is referred to the above papers for details or the review
presented in (Lazarov et al., 2016).

In [P6] we show that the so-called coating approach may be employed to generate
shell structures of uniform thickness. The paper is presented in more detail in Section
5.3.2. This particular design problem, however, is not discussed in the thesis. The reader
is referred to the paper for details.

4.1.2 Cavity constraint

For AM technologies such as powder bed fusion or vat photopolymerization, enclosed
voids imply that powder or liquid from the manufacturing is trapped. Subsequent re-
moval can be cumbersome if at all possible. A means for avoiding internal voids is im-
posing a cavity constraint.

Several approaches have been suggested for this type of problem. Liu et al. (2015)
and Li et al. (2016b) suggested the “virtual temperature method”, where a virtual heat
source is associated with the void field and a restriction is put on the maximum tem-
perature. Isolated voids would thus accumulate heat energy and violate the constraint.
A compliance constraint on the void phase would give similar results, however, using
a scalar field such as a virtual temperature has the advantage that only one DOF per
node is required, assuring a computationally cheap constraint. A constraint on the max-
imum field value is local in nature. Any scalable, numerical implementation imposing
this constraint explicitly requires an aggregation to a global (or regional) measure. Here,
the non-differentiable max operator is implemented as a P -norm approximation in simi-
larity with e.g. the work by Le et al. (2010). This may cause a number of challenges and
has been extensively studied in the literature for stress constraints.

An alternative approach, still using the idea of a virtual temperature field, could be
to use the penalty method and include the total, non-dissipated heat as an additional
term in the objective function. In the paper [P2], which will be discussed in Section 5.3.1,
we used the penalty approach to impose several geometrical constraints. A major draw-
back of this approach is that the choice of heuristically defined normalization and tuning
parameters, such as temperature limit and conductivity parameters, have a tendency to
significantly influence the final design. Similar considerations apply to (Liu et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2016b).

Earlier than the above works, Wang et al. (2011b) employed an eigenvalue constraint
to ensure a fully connected solid material phase. The idea is that “isolated components”
imply a zero eigenvalue, and thus if the lowest eigenvalue is required to be strictly pos-
itive, connectivity is enforced. This approach could as well serve as a non-cavity con-
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straint by interpreting the void phase as a fictitious material.
As a remark, the cavity constraint has earlier appeared as a sub-requirement for a

casting constraint, which requires that molds can be translated linearly away from the
molded part without interfering with it. As pointed out by Xia et al. (2010) the level-
set approach provides a shortcut to a cavity constraint, since no internal holes will be
nucleated unless explicitly initiated through topological derivatives, thus effectively pro-
viding the constraint for free, given an appropriate initial guess. The density-based cast-
ing constraint suggested by Gersborg and Andreasen (2011) implicitly involves a cavity
constraint, which is tightly coupled to the casting constraint. This approach essentially
reduces the design problem to a shape optimization and has no immediate interest for
AM applications.

4.2 Directional constraints

Before entering the discussion on directional constraints, it is useful to take a step back
and consider how these constraints are dealt with when topology optimization is not
involved. When the manufacturer receives a digital model of a given component her
first task is to determine the optimal print direction based on a trade-off between the
following key factors:

• Part accuracy and surface finish (component performance)

• Amount of support structure (material consumption, print time, post-treatment)

• Component’s height in print direction (print time)

• Influence of anisotropy on mechanical properties (component performance)

As appears, these factors are not completely independent. The importance of each factor
depends on the specific AM process. For instance, with extrusion based methods the
print time is practically independent on part orientation (disregarding support structure).
For all AM processes, part accuracy and surface finish are generally best at upward-
facing features. The trade-offs may not be accounted for in the typical design phase,
since considerations such as the component’s function and mechanical properties are
prioritized. Moreover, many designers are inexperienced with AM.

Optimization with directional constraints can be performed either with a fixed, pre-
defined print direction or with a free choice of print direction. The former is almost
guaranteed to provide sub-optimal results. The latter may be considered the true op-
timization problem, but a fully coupled optimization problem where both component
design and print direction are considered poses significant challenges. So far, no works
have formulated a smooth version of this problem. Instead, more pragmatic approaches
have been suggested where a few discrete directions have been tested individually and
compared. In principle any print direction should be evaluated to determine the optimal
one. For practical purposes a number of appropriately spaced discrete choices would
suffice. One could think of some sort of pre-evaluation at low resolution which could
give a rough indication of the optimal print direction which is then chosen as fixed in the
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subsequent high-resolution step. This approach, however, is obviously heuristic in na-
ture and will supposedly still lead to a sub-optimal solution. The computational expense
of the algorithm should be limited in order to be relevant for practical applications.

Support structure is an important part of optimization with directional constraints.
The topic appears both in relation to overhang and warping.

4.2.1 Overhang support

AM processes have limited capability to produce overhanging features without support
structure, as described in Section 2.2.3. A number of optimization problems can be de-
rived from this limitation. The two main variants are the following:

1. Given a component, minimize the amount of support structure needed to print it

2. Design the part such that the amount of required support structure is minimized

In other words, the focus is typically either on the design of the support structure or the
design of the component, not the combined problem.

Due to its broad relevance within AM, a number of works outside the domain of
topology optimization suggest methods for minimizing the amount of support material,
given a specific component to print. An integrated part of minimizing support is to iden-
tify the optimal print direction. More than two decades ago, Allen and Dutta (1994) sug-
gested an approach for this task. Also the commercial potential in minimizing support
has long been recognized (see e.g. Swaelens et al., 1997). Of more recent contributions
mainly relevant for polymer parts, Strano et al. (2013) suggested using graded cell struc-
tures to optimize support material consumption based on e.g. a part’s mass distribution.
Vanek et al. (2014) suggested an approach specifically minded on the fused deposition
modeling technique (FDM), leading to slender, tree-like support structures.

Of recent contributions aimed at supporting metal parts, Cloots et al. (2013) suggest a
lattice support in combination with an optimized laser scanning strategy, and Hussein et
al. (2013) argue for the use of open, rounded lattice-like support structures permitting the
removal of unsintered powder before wire-cutting which increases the amount of recy-
clable powder and thereby improves printing economy. The study includes validation on
titanium (TiAl6V4) parts manufactured using direct metal laser sintering (DMLS). Calig-
nano (2014) performed an extensive, experimental parameter study to systematically op-
timize support structure.

While the above references do not employ topology optimization, they are still use-
ful to benchmark new approaches against. Adequate topology optimization algorithms
could be of significant value for the industry, particularly for metal printing which re-
quires some degree of process simulation capabilities.

Within the topology optimization community interest has mainly been on the second
problem, that is, designing parts with minimal support structure or parts which are com-
pletely self-supported. As described in Section 2.2 overhangs only need support if they
extend further than a specific threshold distance which is equipment specific and de-
pends on the inclination angle. So far, however, all topology optimization papers which
have dealt with the overhang issue have ignored this threshold and approached the prob-
lem by imposing a “slope constraint”. The restriction is enforced at all faces except the
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(a) 

Figure 4.3: Inclusion of overhang constraint. (a) Target slope definition. (b) Supporting region
suggested by Gaynor and Guest (2014). (c) Supporting region suggested by Langelaar (2016a).

bottom face which is assumed directly attached to the build plate (Figure 4.3a). This sim-
plifying assumption is reasonable for many problems since the threshold is typically at
the order of a few millimeters (Vora et al., 2013).

Early works such as (Brackett et al., 2011) and (Leary et al., 2014) solved the overhang
constraint as a post-processing step to the optimization. Both approaches were based
on modifying the optimized geometry in order to make it printable without support.
The topology optimization step and the slope constraint were in principle independent
design steps.

The first to introduce a sensitivity-based overhang constraint into the minimum com-
pliance problem were Gaynor and Guest (2014). The constraint is imposed by extending
the filtering procedure with an additional projection step. The approach uses nodal de-
sign variables, and for each node a corresponding supporting region is defined as nodes
enclosed in a circular sector immediately below the node (Figure 4.3b). The central angle
of the sector is defined by the critical overhang angle. A given node can only be projected
as solid if the average density in the supporting region is above a certain threshold. The
physical density of an element is defined as the product of this aggregated support value
and the element’s own design variable value.

Recently, Langelaar (2016a) introduced a somewhat related filtering procedure in 2D
to handle the overhang constraint, later extended to 3D (Langelaar, 2016b). This ap-
proach uses elemental design variables. The supporting region is here significantly sim-
plified and directly tied to the finite element discretization. For a given element, the
supporting region comprises the element immediately below with respect to the print
direction and the two (in 3D, four or eight) direct neighbors of this latter element (Figure
4.3c). An element cannot be solid, unless at least one element in the supporting region
is solid. Mathematically this condition is defined using a smooth P -norm approximation
of the non-differentiable max operator. The physical density of an element is defined as
the (smoothed) minimum of the element’s own design variable value and the maximum
support value.

The works of Gaynor and Guest (2014) and Langelaar (2016a) have several common
traits. Both rely on an additional nonlinear filtering step, instead of imposing the con-
straint explicitly, and for both methods the filter is applied in a layer-wise manner (that
is, starting from below and sequentially going upwards). Both enforce the overhang
constraint for every design iteration and require an additional projection step to remove
intermediate densities.

The results in both papers indicate well-functioning algorithms. Interestingly, the
optimized MBB beam designs from (Langelaar, 2016a), which are sensitivity-based, have
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a remarkable similarity with the post-processed designs presented by Leary et al. (2014).
The supporting region of (Gaynor and Guest, 2014) is mathematically more appealing

since it is mesh-independent and easily generalizes to any angle, but in order to resolve
the overhang slope properly, the resulting support region becomes large. The compu-
tational burden is not reported. The simplicity of the approach suggested by Langelaar
(2016a) is a clear advantage for the numerical robustness, and the computational cost is
reported to be negligible. Drawbacks of the formulation in its current version include
that it requires the print direction to be axi-parallel, and the overhang angle becomes tied
to the aspect ratio of the finite elements—for square/cubic elements a value of 45◦ is ob-
tained, conveniently fitting current guidelines of typical equipment. However, by tying
the constraint to the FE discretization, it is not possible to simultaneously optimize print
direction. Some of these issues might be solved by including a coordinate transforma-
tion. To me, it is unclear why the smoothed min-max formulation should be superior to
a projection scheme. It would be interesting to see the approach of (Gaynor and Guest,
2014) modified to elemental design variables and using the supporting region suggested
by Langelaar (2016a).

A major limitation of all methods presented above is the need of a pre-defined print
direction which in the general case puts a strong limitation on the performance of the
optimized designs. This challenge is illustrated in Langelaar (2016b): If the optimiza-
tion is run with a disadvantageous print orientation, a significant amount of material
effectively acts as support structure for the remainder of the design instead of efficiently
carrying the load. For complex design problems this issue may be hard to avoid due
to the difficulty in predicting its appearance. For the same reason, the industrially most
relevant problem is probably a combination of the two initially defined main variants,
that is, optimize or completely eliminate the amount of support structure while accept-
ing slight modifications to the component geometry. This problem remains unstudied in
the literature. A challenge for integrated design of component and support structure is
that support structure can either be fixed to the build plate or to already solidified parts
of the components. No works have yet successfully addressed the combined problem of
simultaneously optimizing component performance and support requirements.

4.2.2 Warping—the need for adequate process simulation

Thermal warping, or more precisely warping or distortion due to thermally induced
residual stresses, is one of the main challenges for metal AM. The residual stresses are
a result of the local melting and non-uniform cooling of the part during manufacturing.
Thermal warping is the primary reason for the support structure required in most metal
printing.

Currently, no adequate numerical models exist to simulate the additive manufactur-
ing process and predict thermal warping. Particularly metal printing is difficult to model.
Multi-scale approaches are required, as large temperature variations occur over several
length scales in terms of both time and space. A review of the literature on this topic is
out of scope for this thesis. An example of the current state of modeling capabilities is
the work by Li et al. (2016a). They suggest a multi-scale modeling approach for selec-
tive laser melting incorporating three length scales in space. The heat dissipation model
not only incorporates conduction through underlying solid layers, but also convection
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between melt pool and powder bed, as well as radiation. The method is, however, not
validated against realistic part samples. Ideally, model validation should be based on an
extensive set of printed benchmark samples, where not only distortions but also residual
stresses are directly measured. This requires advanced experimental equipment such as
neutron diffraction to accurately determine internal strains.

Due to the lack of modeling capabilities support structure for metal is generally over-
dimensioned and there is a significant potential for optimization. Incorporation of thermo-
mechanical process simulation in the topology optimization problem could be very valu-
able in order to be able to optimize thermal support for an already optimized component,
and even better of course, if the component and layout of support structure can be de-
signed simultaneously. This is an extremely challenging problem as also all partly built
configurations should be printable and potentially supported.

The process simulation-based topology optimization scheme would become even
more complicated if the subsequent stress relief heat treatment should be included, as this
step might well introduce non-uniform shrinkage, another source of warping/distortion.
The sensitivity analysis will become quite comprehensive, to put it mildly, and the opti-
mization problem highly prone to bad local minima.

4.2.3 Layer-induced anisotropy

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, for some AM processes the print direction may be weaker
and softer than in-plane directions due to the layer-wise manufacturing technique. This
layer-induced anisotropy can be modeled using an orthotropic material with the soft/weak
direction oriented along the print direction and the other two directions possessing iden-
tical, stiffer/stronger properties. It poses no difficulties to extend the isotropic formula-
tion to an orthotropic stiffness matrix as long as the print direction is pre-defined. How-
ever, as was the case for the overhang constraint presented in the previous section, the
interesting and relevant problem is to simultaneously optimize the topology and the print
direction using an orthotropic material model. This problem could be an interesting, sim-
plified first step towards including the print direction as a design variable.

4.3 Relevance of constraints

I would like to summarize the survey of AM constraints by discussing their relevance for
practical, industrial problems.

Feature size control is fundamental for any serious attempt on creating an automated
algorithm. While ensuring a minimum feature size is mandatory, the ability to enforce a
maximum or constant feature size is only relevant for a more narrow range of problems.
The cavity constraint may in many cases be avoided since cavities do not necessarily
appear. If they do, chances are that the structural benefits of a closed wall structure out-
weigh the effort of introducing a small hole in the design which is mended after vacuum-
ing out unsintered powder. Note, that these non-directional constraints can be applied
without too much concern for the interplay with other options, disregarding the numer-
ical complexity of additional nonlinear constraints.

Directional constraints, on the other hand, must be applied with utmost care, as
the pre-defined print direction puts heavy restrictions on the design freedom. Design
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approaches which incorporate directional constraints without also involving some ap-
proach for determining the optimal print direction mainly have academic relevance. The
overhang constraint is definitely relevant, but is an example of a heavy design restriction
if using a pre-defined orientation. Thermal warping, the underlying physical reason for
support structure in metal printing, is a problem of high relevance, but as explained the
relevant modeling capabilities are immature. Layer-induced anisotropy is less of an issue
for the most relevant industrial technologies, as post-treatments can significantly reduce
the problem. Amongst the trade-offs related to directional constraints described in the
beginning of Section 4.2, only the support structure issue has been treated in topology
optimization works.

An interesting point of the constraint discussion is that the manufacturing technolo-
gies are still undergoing rapid developments. What today is a constraint may very well
be solved tomorrow. When discussing the importance of constraints it is therefore al-
ways worthwhile to assess whether a constraint is likely to disappear within a foresee-
able future or whether the constraint will remain relevant. The constraints discussed
in this chapter are all intrinsic to the additive manufacturing approach (e.g. residual
stresses and trapped powder in cavities). Only exception is layer-induced anisotropy
which is more a material property-type limitation, as those discussed in Section 2.2.2.
In similarity with internal porosities and unpredictable material microstructure, the is-
sue of anisotropy will beyond doubt be better controlled as improved simulation tools
are developed and feedback loops and process monitoring systems are integrated into
the manufacturing equipment. While constraints like overhang requirements probably
will remain relevant for a number of years at least for powder bed metal processes, such
simulation tools and improved manufacturing control have the potential to significantly
reduce the need and continuously push design guidelines.
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NEW DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES

The capability of AM to create structures of much higher geometrical complexity than
was earlier possible can only be fully leveraged if existing design approaches are adapted
accordingly. This section discusses topology optimization-based methods aiming at this
purpose.

A capability which is often acclaimed in the context of AM is “graded material proper-
ties”, which refers to the opportunity of having locally varying material properties within
a single component. Such local variations can be obtained in two ways with specialized
AM equipment: By varying the material composition (chemical variations) or the geo-
metrical microstructure (physical variations). These two different approaches are dis-
cussed under the notions of multi-material (Section 5.1) and multi-scale design (Section
5.2), respectively. The last section in the chapter, Section 5.3, focuses on a specific category
of problems denoted as material interface problems. This section incorporates elements
from the first two sections. It is within this area I have focused a major part of my work.

5.1 Multi-material applications

A number of commercial printers now permit multi-material printing. As an example,
the polyjet technology selectively combines droplets of two different material phases,
thereby providing not only the two base materials, but also a range of interpolated prop-
erties. Extrusion-based printers may employ multiple, carefully aligned nozzles. More
generally, selective material deposition is required for multi-material printing. Most no-
tably this excludes the two industrially most relevant categories, powder bed fusion and
vat photopolymerization.

For mechanism-like design problems the availability of graded stiffness properties
can improve performance due to the increased design freedom for compliant members
such as hinge-like functions. The common commercial multi-material printers are less
relevant for compliance-based mechanical optimization, as the soft and stiff materials
phases typically have quite similar polymerized mass density.

A number of works within topology optimization have earlier studied multi-material
design problems. Sigmund and Torquato (1997) designed structures with negative ther-
mal expansion coefficient, for which at least two material phases are required in addi-
tion to void (or another third phase). Bendsøe and Sigmund (1999) suggested the SIMP-
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like three-phase interpolation function which is typically applied for three-phase design
problems. The approach introduces an additional design variable field. One design vari-
able determines the distribution between structure and void, while the other interpolates
to a composite of the two non-void phases. Note that a length scale can easily be en-
sured on the total member size by using e.g. the robust formulation, however, currently
no works have suggested methods for ensuring a minimum length scale for each of the
constituent phases. Gibiansky and Sigmund (2000) designed three-phase microstructures
attaining the theoretical bulk modulus bounds.

Few topology optimization-oriented works have focused specifically on the design
capabilities of modern AM systems. Gaynor et al. (2014) created topology optimized,
multi-material compliant mechanisms fabricated using the polyjet technology. The addi-
tion of a soft phase is demonstrated to provide a dramatic increase in output deflection.
Using a softer phase in a hinge effectively corresponds to permitting a correspondingly
smaller feature size. The authors suggest a so-called combinatorial SIMP method as an
alternative to the three-phase SIMP approach suggested by Bendsøe and Sigmund (1999).
The idea is that each design variable now simultaneously indicates non-void material and
phase selection. An improved length scale control for the individual constituent phases
is reported, though full control is still not achieved.

The authors remark that their combinatorial interpolation scheme permits combining
in principle any number of discrete phases, with the restriction that increments in stiff-
ness must be constant between the different material phases. For a four-phase example
including void, this would mean 0, E0/3, 2E0/3 and E0.

Recently, based on the level set method and an extended finite element (XFEM) frame-
work Maute et al. (2015) designed and fabricated active composites consisting of active
shape memory polymers embedded in a passive matrix. The composites were designed
to attain prescribed target shapes upon thermal actuation. They were printed using a
polyjet printer and experimentally validated against the XFEM predictions.

Meisel and Williams (2015) investigated critical constraints for multi-material AM.
The nature of the investigated constraints did not differ from those described in this thesis
for single-material design.

5.2 Multi-scale approaches and design with microstructure

Multi-scale design relates to approaches that in some sense incorporates modeling of
structures at several length scales, typically separated by at least an order of magnitude
in characteristic length. For the purpose of this thesis it will suffice to distinguish be-
tween the macrostructure of a design on one side, and on the other side its microstructure
in a geometrical sense (Figure 5.1a-b). For periodic structures, the smallest repeatable
unit is referred to as the base cell, or unit cell (Figure 5.1c). The fundamental difficulty
for numerical modeling is that multi-scale problems often are too big to be fully resolved,
and alternative solution methods need to be introduced. Often this is done by somehow
“averaging” structural properties for the microstructure and thereby obtain a computa-
tionally feasible problem to solve for the macrostructure.

Multi-scale design approaches is a vast research topic, and several of the sub-topics
that I will discuss comprise independent research areas. I will only highlight a few as-
pects with particular relevance for AM, and only provide selected references.
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Figure 5.1: Concept of multi-scale design. The macrostructure (a) is clearly separated in scale
from the microstructure (b). (c) Unit/base cell for cubic symmetric example. (d) The effective
properties of an isotropic or a cubic symmetric, porous microstructure should satisfy the Hashin-
Shtrikman upper bound (shown for 2D plane stress and 3D), as compared to fully solid material.

To simplify matters, I will limit the discussion to (micro)structures consisting of only
a single solid material phase and void. An important theoretical result in this context
is that the properties of an isotropic microstructure cannot exceed the upper Hashin-
Shtrikman (HS) bound (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963). The curves for Young’s modulus
is traced for both 2D plane stress and for 3D in Figure 5.1d, showing that isotropic, porous
microstructure has a disproportionately low stiffness-to-density ratio, compared to fully
solid material. In other words, it will always be sub-optimal from a stiffness point of
view to map intermediate densities to a predefined, isotropic microstructure. This is a
decisive insight provided by the HS bound result, which is however frequently missed
both in academic and industrial contexts.

An important point to bear in mind is that multi-scale design approaches and the in-
troduction of any kind of microstructure is a limitation on the design freedom compared
to the fully resolved problem. These approaches therefore only make sense in cases where
the manufacturing resolution cannot be resolved numerically, either due to technical or
economic limitations. Andreassen (2015) presents a number of interesting considerations
related to this point under the topic “When does material (microstructural) design make
sense?”. The designer should always consider whether the microstructure is attributed
sufficient freedom to justify the corresponding limitations.

I will discuss multi-scale approaches in more detail in the following. In Section 5.2.1
I will discuss various approaches for cheaply incorporating microstructure by param-
eterizing the geometry. Another, though related problem, is the design of microstruc-
tures corresponding to prescribed, effective macroscopic properties or a desired response.
Such architected, or structural, materials are the topic of Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1 Parameterized microstructure

The computationally cheapest way to do multi-scale design is to use a parameterized mi-
crostructure, where a single or a few design parameters fully define the microstructural
layout in a given region of the macroscopic design. This microstructural layout itself may
well be geometrically complex, however, for realistic design problems relevant manufac-
turing capabilities must always be considered. The effective, macroscopic parameters
of a given, periodic microstructure can be determined through homogenization (Du-
vaut, 1976; Papanicolau et al., 1978). For very simple microstructures, the homogenized
properties may be found analytically, but in the general case numerical homogenization
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is required, such as the finite element-based homogenization technique formulated by
Guedes and Kikuchi (1990). The mapping between design variables and the correspond-
ing microstructure can either be based on a function definition or a pre-defined database.

The inclusion of microstructure as a design feature in mechanical components has re-
cently received broad and significant attention due to the new possibilities provided by
AM. This also goes for the topology optimization community. Interestingly, several of
the early, pioneering works within topology optimization were based on microstructure-
based density models, referred to as composite material. As an example, the crucial idea
in (Bendsøe and Kikuchi, 1988) which founded modern, numerical topology optimiza-
tion, was to introduce composite material in order to regularize the design problem from
a discrete to a continuous form. The design domain was seen as a porous medium with
an infimum of small voids, with each finite element possessing homogenized properties
of a periodic microstructure. The approach was labeled “a homogenization method”,
but the way it was implemented was essentially as an interpolation model between den-
sity and stiffness, quite similar to the later, simplified SIMP interpolation (Bendsøe and
Sigmund, 2003).

Simple types of microstructure used in early works on topology optimization for the-
oretical considerations include square unit cells with rectangular/superellipse microscale
voids and so-called ranked laminates. Both types have provided a number of useful theo-
retical insights, including proofs on the existence of solutions, bounds on effective prop-
erties, and construction of theoretically optimal microstructures. For the 2D minimum
compliance problem with a single load case, the theoretically optimal structure can be
constructed using rank-2 material, and for multiple load cases using rank-3 material. In
3D, optima for single and multiple load cases can be constructed using rank-3 and rank-6
material, respectively (Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003). An interesting implication is that
high performing components might be constructed using microstructure which mimics
ranked laminates and is allowed sufficient local freedom, e.g. to be oriented based on
the principal stress directions. Groen and Sigmund (in review) have recently suggested
a microstructure-based design approach along these principles, where a coarse mesh is
projected to finer microstructure with a significant improvement in compliance. Note
however, that there are significant challenges in translating the ranked laminate idea to
a manufacturable structure, both with respect to unit cell layout and ensuring a smooth
transition at cell interfaces.

In the following sub-sections, I will discuss a few examples of AM relevant microstruc-
tures. The primary focus will be on lattice and cell-type structures. Design-induced
anisotropy based on fiber-reinforced composites is briefly discussed.

Lattices and cellular structures

Lattices are probably the most extensively used feature for industrial AM showcase mod-
els. Undoubtedly the reason is that they convey a feeling of complexity. However, the
structural pertinence is often questionable. In the following I will refer to cellular struc-
tures for any type of microstructure applied with some sort of periodicity or regularity.
Regular lattices is a special case of cellular structure, solely consisting of straight rods of
individually uniform thickness.

In the typical design process involving lattices, the macroscopic component layout is
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given before a lattice is introduced. The best argument for using periodic lattices for stiff-
ness design is that it is a simple, standardized way with guaranteed manufacturability
to remove excess material in order to decrease print time and cost. If a design engineer
only has a few hours available for a small design problem, it might be easier simply to
convert parts of a design into a lattice based on intuition or back-of-the-envelope calcu-
lations instead of doing a more time-consuming optimization study. Another reasonable
argument is that lattices may provide higher structural stability with respect to buckling
or maintain a certain robustness towards unforeseen loading conditions.

Thus, the approach of using lattices to decrease material consumption is not always
unreasonable. What is more problematic, is common misconceptions like “replacing the
solid interior of a part with a lattice structure reduces material consumption, but pro-
vides the part with virtually the same stiffness and strength”. This is at best a strong
exaggeration. In a continuum structure the principal stresses will generally vary consid-
erably in terms of both magnitude and direction. Since standardized, periodic cellular
structures, comprising lattices, do not account for this variation, they are not an optimal
choice of microstructure for stiffness purposes, and the frequent approach of mapping in-
termediate densities to such a pre-defined microstructure leads to sub-optimal designs.
Nevertheless, this option is integrated by a number of commercial software packages.
For an optimization problem with relatively well-defined load cases a fully solid struc-
ture will perform better than a periodic, isotropic lattice obtained at the same macroscopic
resolution, cf. the HS upper bound curve in Figure 5.1d.

The literature on the manufacturing of lattice structures is already quite comprehen-
sive. The reader is referred to (Rashed et al., 2016) for a recent review of metallic mi-
crolattice materials, including manufacturing techniques and capabilities. I should also
mention that already a decade ago, Rehme and Emmelmann (2006) made extensive stud-
ies on SLM-fabricated lattice structures in stainless steel. The overhang restriction also
applies to lattices. Support structure is only an option if it can be manufactured using
a different material which can be chemically removed. Otherwise, only unit cells where
all bars satisfy design guidelines are relevant. Consequently, it is necessary to fix the
print direction before introducing the lattice, that is, yet another design restriction. A
small unit cell size may be fabricated without support, but bars close to the horizontal
direction are always difficult to manufacture properly as discussed in Section 2.2.3.

Other cellular structures than lattices are relevant for AM. As an example, the infill
employed by most extrusion-oriented slicer software is cell-based (Section 2.2.4). Often a
2D pattern defined within the print plane is simply employed. For this case, a triangular
infill is structurally optimal as it attains the HS upper bound (Sigmund, 2000).

Recently, a number of suggestions for cellular structures to replace standard lattices
for AM purposes have gained in popularity. As examples, Panetta et al. (2015) created pe-
riodic, cell-type parameterized microstructures with isotropic homogenized properties.
Interestingly, they reported that even a relatively few repetitions of an isotropic unit cell
can reasonably be approximated with the homogenized properties, at least with respect
to stiffness properties. This observation is well aligned with numerical studies presented
by Coelho et al. (2015) indicating that the error is below 10% for only 5 to 6 repetitions in
3D.

Cellular structures, including lattice structures, are particularly useful for design prob-
lems involving other objectives than providing structural stiffness. They are well-suited
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for efficient cooling systems due to the large surface area. If infused with a soft phase,
they could form the basis for materials with an optimized combination of stiffness and
damping. For biomedical implants, mapping of intermediate density to porous microstruc-
ture makes sense as the macroscopic geometry is given but the local stiffness variations in
the replaced bone must be mimicked. Furthermore the porosities facilitate tissue growth.

Another, related design option is using irregular lattices. These are non-cellular and
essentially correspond to a truss. The topic has been extensively studied in the literature
and is out of scope for this thesis. Only, I would like to point out that as opposed to
regular lattices they may be attributed a considerable amount of design freedom, most
importantly in the lattice topology. This freedom is however difficult to fully leverage
for large-scale practical applications, and either an extensive ground structure or a good
initial guess are required to end up with a design which is both quantitatively and intu-
itively high performing. The visual appearance is not irrelevant for the designer’s belief
in a result and consequently for the adoption in real-life applications.

Design-induced anisotropy using fiber reinforced composites

Fiber-reinforced composites (FRC) are extensively used by industry for creating lightweight
structures. An interesting special case of parameterized microstructure is FRC with lo-
cally optimized fiber orientation. Though most industrially oriented FRC applications
currently are obtained through a discrete, layered assembly of standardized fiber orien-
tations, the design freedom continues to develop.

The number of academic works concerning AM techniques for printing FRC is lim-
ited but gradually increasing. Shofner et al. (2003), Tekinalp et al. (2014), and Ning et al.
(2015) explored fused deposition modeling (FDM) printing of ABS with embedded car-
bon fibers. Similar experiments were performed using a PLA matrix by Matsuzaki et al.
(2016). Compton and Lewis (2014) introduced a direct ink writing method for printing
FRC using epoxy-based inks with added carbon fibers, where fibers were mainly aligned
with the extrusion direction. A few other works have briefly touched upon the topic.
Commercial printers are slowly starting to offer the possibility for printing FRC, how-
ever, the relevant technologies are still highly immature.

I have considered it out of scope for this work to describe topology optimization
works related to FRC. It suffices to point out that tailoring these approaches to the limi-
tations and opportunities of AM will constitute an interesting future research area.

5.2.2 Architected materials

The design of structural materials has attracted considerate attention within the topol-
ogy optimization community. The design problem is the inverse of that described in the
preceding Section 5.2.1: Given desired, effective macroscopic properties, find the base
cell for a corresponding periodic microstructure. Again, the base cell is constituted of at
least two different material phases, one of them typically void, and the finite element-
based homogenization technique formulated by Guedes and Kikuchi (1990) is required
to compute effective macroscopic properties. Sigmund (1994b, 1995) introduced the in-
verse homogenization approach to solve the problem. A variant of the approach aims at
maximizing or minimizing particular properties, typically combined with a constraint,
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Figure 5.2: Optimized microstructures for a material with ν = −0.8. a) Linear modeling. b)
Geometrically nonlinear modeling. c) Dependency on strain of the Poisson’s ratio for large defor-
mations of the materials from (a) and (b). From [P1].

e.g. on the bulk modulus. For an extensive review of microstructure design techniques
the reader is referred to the overview provided by Cadman et al. (2013).

Wang et al. (2014) were the first to introduce a topology optimization-based approach
for designing microstructures for materials undergoing large deformations. The homog-
enization approach is no longer valid in this case, as nonlinear geometrical modeling is
required. Instead, the approach works by minimizing the maximum difference between
the prescribed and actual objective parameters for a finite number of target strain val-
ues. In comparison with linearly optimized designs which only relate to the undeformed
geometry, the desired properties can be assured over a significantly larger strain range
(Figure 5.2).

While the homogenization approach permits designing a macroscopically isotropic
material this is no longer possible with a deformation dependent stiffness tensor, or at
least it would require a prohibitively large number of target strain evaluations. In fact,
when employing a geometrically nonlinear model, the resulting unit cell design is linked
to the assumed unit cell deformation state used in the optimization. In (Wang et al., 2014)
a uniform, uni-axial deformation is assumed in either the longitudinal or transverse di-
rection. The material can therefore only be known to possess the predicted behavior for
the corresponding deformation states. Diagonal or axial symmetry requirements ensures
an identical behavior in the relevant symmetric directions. For more complex deforma-
tion patterns, a higher number of numerical tensile tests of varying direction must be
incorporated.

A frequent test problem within material design is creating architectures with a nega-
tive Poisson’s ratio (Gibson et al., 1982; Lakes, 1987; Evans, 1991), often referred to as aux-
etic materials. A number of advantageous properties of such materials are predicted by
the literature, and with its requirement of intricate, mechanism-like deformation patterns
it is recognized as a difficult test problem for numerical optimization. The approach sug-
gested by Wang et al. (2014) proves capable of designing materials with nearly constant
Poisson’s ratio while undergoing finite deformations of up to 30%. Note that the local
strains in the solid material phase generally are lower than the corresponding macro-
scopic strain.

Earlier works have designed auxetic materials using topology optimization and val-
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Figure 5.3: (a) Material fabricated using DIW. Single passage, continuous print path indicated by
solid lines with triangle markers. Scale bar: 5 mm. From [P1]. (b-c) Multinozzle print head. From
(Hansen et al., 2013), reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons, c© 2012 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

idated the structures experimentally. Larsen et al., 1997 designed and fabricated a 2D
structure using silicon surface micromachining, and Andreassen et al. (2014) designed
and fabricated a manufacturable 3D material with a Poisson’s ratio of -0.5 using SLS.
Outside the topology optimization community, Babaee et al. (2013) created cell-based
materials which under large deformations exhibit 3D auxetic behavior. The new material
class is referred to as “bucklicrystals” since the behavior is induced by elastic buckling.
The manufacturing of test samples was based on 3D printed molds, where half-cells were
individually molded, then glued together to form the test specimens.

With the paper [P1] we aimed at experimentally validating the design approach de-
veloped by Wang et al. (2014). For the fabrication of test specimens we used direct ink
writing (DIW), since it permitted printing with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a silicone
rubber capable of elastically undergoing large deformations.

We realized that by continuously varying the print parameters we could print each
feature with a single passage of the nozzle (Figure 5.3a). This opposes to the typical
deposition pattern for extrusion-based printing techniques, see Section 2.2.4, where the
contour of the structure within the given slice is initially traced up, then the interior (or
the infill) is printed in a meander-like way (Figure 2.3b). The single passage approach
would provide two major advantages: (1) the minimum feature size could be signifi-
cantly decreased—features need only be one filament width wide; and (2) the manufac-
turing speed would increase dramatically.

Based on this initial finding, the paper introduces several new ideas. Starting with
a set of designs similar to that shown in Figure 5.2b, obtained with the approach pre-
sented in (Wang et al., 2014), we modified the design problem to be discretized using a
beam model instead of the original continuum formulation. This permitted leveraging
the capability of DIW to fabricate features of highly uniform width simply by impos-
ing a (piecewise) constant beam width. Furthermore it ensured a layout which could be
fabricated with a continuous print path (Figure 5.3a). This printing approach could po-
tentially be combined with the application of a multinozzle print head to pave the way
for scalable manufacturing of structural materials. Such a print head has already been
demonstrated capable of extruding 64 parallel features simultaneously for DIW (Hansen
et al., 2013, Figure 5.3b-c).

Using the beam discretization approach, we designed, printed and tested a series of
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Figure 5.4: Topology optimized, printed architectures. (a) Designed and (b) printed unit cells for
a programmable range of Poisson’s ratio values. (c) 3x3 unit cells of the corresponding PDMS-
based architectures. (d) Deformation pattern of the 2x2 central unit cells corresponding to given
longitudinal nominal strain values for ν = -0.8 (in (g) for ν = 0.8). (e) Experimental setup for
tensile tests. (f) Comparison between experimental (points) and numerically predicted (dashed
lines) results. Unit cell size for all architectures in (a-g) is 5 mm. Figure and caption from [P1].
The optimization model was implemented numerically by Dr. Fengwen Wang.

nine architectures with a Poisson’s ratio within the range of -0.8 to 0.8 that remain nearly
constant over large deformations of 20% (Figure 5.4). The beam model furthermore pro-
vides the advantage that structures for intermediate values of Poisson’s ratio can easily
be designed simply by interpolating control point coordinates. The paper therefore pro-
vides a design for any value in the continuous interval ν ∈ [−0.8, 0.8].

To illustrate the broader applicability of the study, our approach of fabricating struc-
tural materials based on a uniform feature size and continuous print path has later been
adopted by Ding and Kovacevic (2016) to print samples in stainless steel using a directed
energy deposition method, the so-called robotized laser-based metal additive manufac-
turing technique.

5.2.3 Fully resolved multi-scale

With the steadily increasing computational power it is now realistic to do compliance op-
timization nearly at the machine resolution of typical commercial AM equipment, how-
ever, with a considerable cost in computational power (CPU time). This gives rise to the
question whether incorporation of microstructure is really relevant for the given problem,
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a point the designer always must consider carefully.

For real large-scale, fully resolved problems there is no way around using parallel
computing-based implementations (Aage et al., 2015b). For details on this topic, the
reader is referred to this paper and its references. I will only mention that computa-
tional aspects become of primary importance, since direct solvers are no longer an option,
and the solution to the state equation must be approximated using iterative approaches.
Typically, the framework will need to incorporate tools like multi-grid and appropriate
preconditioning, potentially supplemented with subspace or reduced basis approaches.

Recently, it has been suggested to divide the design space into different regions, each
consisting of constant microstructure (Andreasen and Sigmund, 2012). Alexandersen and
Lazarov (2015) used this approach to design manufacturable microstructure, but with all
microstructural details fully resolved in the FE problem. The robust formulation (Section
4.1.1) was applied to ensure manufacturability within each unit cell, while periodicity
and connectivity constraints were imposed to assure interconnectivity between different
cell types. The computational cost was reduced using a coarse basis preconditioner and
coarse basis reutilization. Also here, the consideration applies, whether the reduction in
the number of design variables justifies the relatively strong design restriction it is to pre-
scribe constant microstructure in pre-defined blocks. Inspired by the more common map-
ping of intermediate densities to pre-defined microstructure (Section 5.2.1), the approach
might be combined with a coarser pre-analysis to cleverly define the initial division into
blocks.

Wu et al. (in review) recently suggested an approach to design components with fully
resolved, locally optimized microstructure. Fine microstructural details were enforced
by means of a local volume constraint. Note that this work was not implemented for
a large-scale parallel framework which, however, might reveal interesting results. The
approach has recently been combined with the coating approach (Section 5.3.2) and will
be discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.3. Oriented towards a broader audience of AM
designers, Wu et al. (2016) suggest a GPU-based solver to increase the feasible resolution
at desktop computers. In similarity with Wu et al. (in review) the resolution is orders of
magnitude lower than for the large-scale, parallel frameworks cited above.

5.3 Material interface problems

A significant part of my work has been devoted to the development and testing of method-
ologies for material interface design problems. Aiming at two different purposes relating
to this category of problems, we have developed two novel approaches. The first ap-
proach is a shape optimization-like approach introduced in order to permit a certain flex-
ibility for prescribed void areas (Section 5.3.1). The second methodology was developed
for the problem of creating solid shell structures with a porous interior, as frequently
encountered in AM applications. This problem is a special case of the more general prob-
lem of designing coated structures. The method is an interface problem, since the coating
is enforced at the interface between a porous base structure and a void surrounding by
attributing particular properties.
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5.3.1 Flexible void area

The initial inspiration for the so-called flexible void method came from architect and
PhD-Fellow Asbjørn Søndergaard from Aarhus School of Architecture. He found that
the standard topology optimization algorithms often resulted in aesthetically unpleasant
structures around pre-defined holes for windows or other kinds of voids, and requested a
method for ensuring more “organically” shaped structures. A related problem frequently
occurs in mechanical design problems, where void spaces may be reserved for functional
reasons or for assembly or maintenance. Often, especially early in the design phase, the
exact layout of holes is not rigidly specified, and it may be useful to allow a certain degree
of freedom in order to avoid restricting the design problem unnecessarily.

Earlier works relating to this problem have focused on embedding rigid objects. Qian
and Ananthasuresh (2004) successfully demonstrated the embedding of multiple objects
into the minimum compliance problem using three additional design variables per object
(in 2D): Centroid coordinates and the object’s rotation. Zhu et al. (2009) extended the
approach with a non-overlap constraint and a constraint on the center of gravity for the
full structure. Other works extending this approach include (Zhang et al., 2011; Xia et al.,
2012). Kang and Wang (2012) presented an approach for embedding movable holes with
fixed geometry, by using a combination of the density-based and level set methods, also
including a non-overlap constraint.

Our solution to the problem, published in [P2], was to make the void area itself flex-
ible. With this approach, flexible voids only have their area fixed but can be flexibly
reshaped and relocated into the position which disturbs the surrounding structure the
least possible. In order to still provide some sort of control of the flexible void area, we
included the opportunity of penalizing the position of the void’s center of mass (location
measure) and either its moment of inertia (deformation measure) or the deviation of its
shape compared to a pre-defined reference shape (shape measure).

Flexible void areas are represented by means of a second design variable field, ζ,
using the same domain and discretization as the standard density design variables. The
physical density for an element is equal to the standard design variable, ρe, if outside the
flexible void, but zero if inside:

ρ̂e = ρe(1− ζe). (5.1)

Since the two design fields are independent, sensitivity expressions are trivially obtained
for the new design variable ζe.

The optimization problem can be intuitively seen as consisting of two sub-problems.
The primary problem is to minimize the compliance of the structure using the SIMP
method, with a secondary sub-problem of minimizing the disturbance from the flexible
void area.

Only elements at the interface of the flexible void are changed. This is how the con-
nectivity is ensured. The interface elements are easily identified by applying a standard
density filter to the flexible void domain, resulting in intermediate density for interface
elements. The flexible void area is updated discretely every third iteration using a BESO-
like method (see e.g. (Huang and Xie, 2010) for a review). More precisely, the sensitivities
of the interface elements are ranked, and an equal number of elements from within and
outside the flexible void are swapped. This ensures satisfaction of the constant area re-
quirement. The method uses a sensitivity filter (Sigmund, 1994a, 1997) to ensure that
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(a) Physical field, ρ̂ (b) Flexible void field, ζ

Figure 5.5: Arbitrary design domain, Ω. a) Physical field described by ρ̂. Standard passive ele-
ments are indicated by black (solid) and white (void), whereas the flexible void is indicated by
white with a dashed interface. b) Corresponding flexible void field described by ζ. Void is defined
by ζe = 1 (black area). ζe = 0 everywhere else.

Figure 5.6: Bridge problem. (a) Design domain. (b) Optimized with standard passive void
method. (c) Optimized with flexible void method.

interface elements in the flexible void area are attributed a sensitivity value. This filter
was originally implemented as a heuristic regularization method but was later shown to
model a nonlocal elasticity problem (Sigmund and Maute, 2012).

The flexible void method can be extended to multiple void areas, and a shape measure
can be used to control the void’s final shape.

Here, I will present two examples using a single void area to illustrate the method.
Figure 5.6 shows a bridge design problem optimized first with a fixed void area, then the
flexible void method. The compliance decreases remarkably from 7.05 to 4.10 by allowing
the void area some flexibility.

The example in Figure 5.7 is particularly relevant for architectural applications. It
shows how the flexible void method may be used to work creatively with the design
space by gradually narrowing down the available space from an initial configuration. A
vertical unit load is applied at the midpoint between the two supports (Figure 5.7(a)).
The optimization is performed with a 160 x 160 elements discretization, 25 % volume
fraction and sensitivity filter radius R = 4. By changing the value of h which determines
the extension of the flexible void area, the design space may be more or less limited. As
expected a completely symmetrical structure is obtained for h = 0 (Figure 5.7(b)). With
increasing h the flexible void area will start pushing up against the structure from below
(Figures 5.7(c-e)). The flexible void area limits the design space but still permits some
flexibility. The results may serve as inspiration for visually pleasing alternative beam
layouts which still are characterized by a high structural performance.

The flexible void method has been integrated into the freely available interactive
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Figure 5.7: Working creatively with a flexible void area. (a) Design domain. (b-e) Optimized
designs, for h chosen as 0, 0.3l, 0.4l and 0.5l, respectively.

TopOpt App (Aage et al., 2013). In addition to [P2], the method has been further dis-
cussed in the context of architectural applications in the proceedings paper [P7] prepared
for the conference Advances in Architectural Geometry 2014.

As a final note, the connectivity requirement and the derived choice that only inter-
face elements are modified imply that the flexible void method is essentially a shape
optimization method. The shape is simply discretized using a regular mesh instead of
through a parameterized boundary representation. As such, the flexible void update
scheme could be used independently for shape optimization problems, without a pri-
mary standard SIMP problem.

5.3.2 Coating approach

Already from the beginning of my PhD project we were interested in the unique AM ca-
pability of creating structures consisting of a solid shell with porous infill. The design
opportunity of exploiting porous infill had not earlier been incorporated into topology
optimization algorithms. We realized that this kind of structure was a special case of a
coated structure, and the method would therefore be of broad relevance. Over several
papers, we have developed an appropriate numerical design algorithm and character-
ized the structural properties of this type of components. This work is described in the
following.

Metallic coating of polymers is frequently used in industry to combine the two ma-
terials’ benefits, either by enhancing component properties or reducing cost. Polymers
can be processed into complex shapes much more easily than metals. Thus, polymers are
highly suitable for the base structure which can subsequently be coated with a superior
metallic material. Figure 5.8a shows a sketch of a coated structure in 2D.

For certain applications, coated structures can be further improved by etching away
the polymer base structure, then either let the interior remain void or be infused with a
superior material such as a metallic or ceramic foam, leading to remarkable properties
(Schaedler et al., 2011). With that approach, the mechanical properties of the polymer
material used for the base structure are unimportant, instead high geometrical precision
is demanded. This opens for a range of alternative AM technologies compared to direct
part manufacturing, including vat photopolymerization, polymer-based powder bed fu-
sion, and jet or extrusion-based techniques.

A coating-based manufacturing approach furthermore provides a “manufacturing
length scale advantage” in the sense that the coating process permits adding only a very
fine layer of metal, thereby attaining a much smaller length scale than could have been
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tref

Base structure

Coating

(a) Intuitive sketch. (b) Solid vs. porous component.

Figure 5.8: Illustration of the coating approach and AM interpretation. Pictures in (b) from [P4].

obtained through other scalable additive or conventional manufacturing techniques.
For the special case of AM with infill, as usually printed with extrusion-based meth-

ods (Section 2.2.4), the porous interior is made of the same material as the coating, and
therefore its homogenized properties must satisfy the Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound
(Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963) in order to be physically meaningful (Figure 5.1d). In 2D
the bound can be realized by using a triangular infill structure. Figure 5.8b shows two
3D printed components fabricated with an extrusion-based method, one with a triangu-
lar infill and one without infill.

We first introduced the coating approach in [P3]. The important initial observation is
that coating is applied with a constant thickness at all interfaces between base structure
and void, but only at interfaces. Two distinctive ideas serve as a basis for the devel-
opment of a numerical design method to mimic this structural layout. First, we use a
two-step filtering procedure to separate the modeling of the base structure and the coat-
ing into two different density fields (Figure 5.9). This furthermore permits separating
the length scales of base structure and coating. The first filtering step aims at obtaining
the base structure, defined by a density field, ϕ. This field takes the value of 1 inside
the structure and 0 outside. A well-defined base structure is the basis for a well-defined
coating obtained through the second step. The second major idea is to use spatial gradi-
ents of the base structure density field to define the coating. More precisely, we use the
projected, normalized gradient norm of the smoothed base structure field, ‖∇ϕ̂‖α. It is
clear, that if the base structure is well-defined, spatial density gradients will be zero at
the interior and exterior of the structure, but high at the interface between structure and
void. The combination of these two ideas means that the full component layout can be
modeled using a single, underlying mathematical design variable field.

The idea of using spatial density gradients to identify material interfaces has earlier
been used for restriction methods or perimeter control (Petersson and Sigmund, 1998;
Borrvall, 2001). Sequential filtering schemes have earlier been suggested in order to si-
multaneously ensure several properties (Sigmund, 2007), but a two-step filtering proce-
dure as the one applied in [P3] has not earlier been suggested. Note however, that unre-
lated to this work Christiansen et al. (2015) suggested a similar “double filter” approach
to improve robustness in sensitive problems.

In standard SIMP, the element stiffness is obtained through a simple interpolation
function of the physical density. Here, the physical density itself is expressed through a
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of two-step filtering method.
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Figure 5.10: Density interpolation function for the coating approach, incorporating spatial density
gradients. The plot shows how a sharp-edged feature in the mathematical design variable field, µ,
is interpolated. The hat symbol in µ̂ and ϕ̂ indicates a smoothed field. The density interpolation
indicates void at left, interior (base) structure at right, and coating at the interface.

more complex interpolation of the underlying filtered design fields in order to include the
spatial gradients in the formulation. The mass density and stiffness of the base structure
material is expressed as ratios of the coating material properties, denoted as λm and λE ,
respectively. Assuming unit mass density for the coating, the physical density, ρ, and
stiffness, E, are given through the following expressions:

ρ(ϕ, ‖∇ϕ̂‖α) = λmϕ+ (1− λmϕ)‖∇ϕ̂‖α, (5.2)

E(ϕ, ‖∇ϕ̂‖α) = E0
[
λEϕ

p + (1− λEϕp)(‖∇ϕ̂‖α)p
]
. (5.3)

The underlying continuous fields corresponding to a sharp-edged feature in the design
field are plotted in Figure 5.10. The sharpness of the interface is controlled by the pro-
jection sharpness. Note that everywhere except close to the material interface the vari-
able ‖∇ϕ̂‖α equals zero and the expressions reduce to the SIMP-like ρ = λmϕ and E =

E0λEϕ
p. At the interface where ‖∇ϕ̂‖α → 1, the expressions evaluate to ρ = 1 and

E = E0. In the surrounding void ρ(0, 0) = E(0, 0) = 0.
Note that the coating thickness is prescribable (analytically derived), uniform, and

independent of discretization. A basis for this is that also the maximum gradient norm
in the second, filtered field was analytically derived. The method uses both a PDE-based
filter and a projection.
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Figure 5.11: Optimized MBB beam. Left: 150 by 50 elements (c = 324.3). Middle: 300 by 100
elements (c = 305.2). Right: 600 by 200 elements (c = 305.8).

Figure 5.12: Detail of Fig. 5.11, showing leftmost member. Scale bar indicates tref = 2.0.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the approach, the MBB beam benchmark design
problem (Figure 3.1a) is optimized using various combinations of parameters. Here only
the main results are presented. The reader is referred to [P3] for further examples. Note
that the optimized designs from [P3] contain solid boxes at loads and supports. This
choice as well as boundary effects from the filters are discussed below.

Figure 5.11 shows three MBB beams optimized at varying discretization, using a vol-
ume fraction of 40%, a filter radius R1 = 10, a coating thickness tref = 2.0 and infill
parameters λm = 0.7 and λE = 0.4. The figure shows how the method is capable of
producing designs with a clearly defined coating, which is highly uniform and almost
independent of discretization. A zoom on the coating (Figure 5.12) confirms this obser-
vation.

Figure 5.13 compares the design obtained with the intermediate discretization (300
by 100 elements) from Figure 5.11 with two other structures optimized at the same dis-
cretization but using a different coating thickness. The modeled coating thickness is again
well controlled.

For the coating approach, the choice of BCs for the PDE-filters is non-trivial since the
base structure depends on field values while the coating depends on gradients. In [P3] we
used homogeneous Dirichlet BCs on the PDE-filters in order to enforce a gradient at the
domain boundary. This opposes to using homogeneous Neumann BCs which enforce

Figure 5.13: Optimized MBB beam with varying coating thickness. Left: tref = 1 (c = 374.4).
Middle: tref = 2 (c = 305.2). Right: tref = 3 (c = 270.2).
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Figure 5.14: MBB beam optimized using the coating approach (left) compared to a fully solid
structure (right). For both structures the domain extension approach from [P5] is incorporated in
order to eliminate filter boundary effects.

a zero gradient and therefore no coating. However, the Dirichlet BCs imply a number
of boundary effects, most notably resulting in a coating thickness which is not fully con-
trolled in the vicinity of the domain boundary. Furthermore, we used a local modification
at loads and supports in the form of solid boxes and non-homogeneous BCs. Later we
have shown, that by incorporating the domain extension approach from [P5], boundary
effects may be eliminated. An example of a coated structure with these improved BCs is
shown along with a fully solid structure in Figure 5.14.

Improved structural properties

3D printed components consisting of a solid shell with porous infill of the same mate-
rial (Figure 5.8b, right) may provide an interesting alternative to fully solid structures in
the trade-off between various structural properties. When designing this kind of struc-
tures, the coating approach is useful due to the possibility for conveniently including
microstructure by using the homogenized properties of the infill material. Referring to
the observation discussed in Section 5.2, isotropic, porous infill will always result in re-
duced stiffness due to the limits expressed by the Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound curve.
Here, I will investigate porous structures for which the infill exactly attains the HS up-
per bound. Such porous structures will always have a higher compliance (lower stiffness)
than a fully solid component optimized under the same conditions, including using com-
parable length scales. But while no stiffness advantage is obtained, porous infill provides
other advantages. With the paper [P4] we explore the buckling properties of porous
structures. Like sandwich structures they take advantage of a light “core” to place mate-
rial away from the center axis of structural members. This implies a substantially higher
bending stiffness-to-weight ratio and thereby buckling load.

Buckling analysis is a mandatory step in mechanical design. Particularly for design
problems with a low allowed volume fraction buckling can be a problem. Usually buck-
ling analysis is performed as a post-optimization step rather than as an integrated opti-
mization constraint, where the initially optimized design is modified until a satisfactory
buckling load is ensured. This process may lead to sub-optimal components. It would
therefore be desirable to include the buckling load as a design constraint, however, so
far no works have provided a convincing approach. The buckling load is determined
through the solution of an eigenvalue problem, and a major challenge is clustering of a
high number of eigenmodes at the lowest eigenvalue (the buckling load) implying a pro-
hibitively heavy computational burden (Lindgaard and Dahl, 2013; Gao and Ma, 2015;
Jansen et al., 2015; Dunning et al., 2016).

In the paper [P4] we present an experimental study in which we compare the perfor-
mance of a porous MBB beam with a solid beam optimized under the same conditions
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(a) Solid, numerical (b) Solid, experimental (c) Porous, experimental

Figure 5.15: Response of specimens when loaded beyond the buckling load of the solid structure.

(Figure 5.15). We use a relative stiffness for the porous material of 20% of solid, that is,
λE = 0.2, implying λm = 0.43 from the HS bound relation. As expected, the porous com-
ponent is less stiff than the solid component, however, the experimental and numerical
analyses indicate a dramatic improvement in buckling load close to a factor of 5.

The experimental study included a single porous structure and a corresponding solid
structure. The two test specimens were fabricated using the fused filament fabrication
(FFF) technique. Since we needed to investigate buckling modes, a material was required
which was able to undergo large deformations without failing due to fracture. We chose
a thermoplastic elastomer, styreneethylene-butylene-styrene (SEBS), with an elongation
at break of 500%. This material proved very durable and flexible, however, as with any
elastomeric polymer, SEBS is characterized by a relatively strong material non-linearity.
The most significant nonlinearity observed during experiments was viscoelasticity, man-
ifesting itself as dependency on deformation rate for the stress-strain curve and a sig-
nificant degree of creep. Also, a certain strain dependency for Young’s modulus should
be expected, however, these effects were difficult to distinguish from viscoelastic effects
with the simple test setup. In order to get an indication of the uncertainty, we validated
the buckling load measurements at various strain-rates, ranging from 0.5 mm/min to 5
mm/min in addition to a manual quasi-instantaneous loading and found the measure-
ments to be within 10% of extremal values.

For the numerical models we made the assumption that SEBS is a linear elastic ma-
terial and that the infill is homogeneous and isotropic, satisfying the HS upper bound.
These assumptions are discussed in more detail in the paper. It is clear that the linearity
assumption is rough and the applied test setups and experimental approach were simple,
however, compared to the documented performance improvement of nearly a factor of
5, uncertainties from experiments were considered acceptable.

We extended the study with a purely numerical analysis for a broader range of in-
fill densities to provide indications on the dependence on infill density of the structural
properties for the investigated MBB beam test problem. For this study both local “buck-
ling strength” in the infill and global buckling properties were investigated.

While the bending stiffness is increased when separating the solid shells by infill,
there are limits as to how light the infill can become without losing stability due to local
buckling. Figure 5.16a-b illustrates the triangle infill with a zoom on a unit cell, indicat-
ing the triangle side length L and the cell wall thickness t. The buckling strength of a
triangular infill is known to depend on the ratio (t/L)3 (Haghpanah et al., 2014). Based
on a number of assumptions which are described in detail in [P4] we were able to deter-
mine an “infill stress factor” as a function of the infill density λm (Figure 5.16c), relating
the macroscopic stress state in the infill with stresses in an equivalent solid structure. For
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Figure 5.16: Estimation of infill stability. (a) Triangle infill structure with a single unit cell indi-
cated. (b) Unit cell geometric parameters (c) “Infill stress factor” relating macroscopic stresses in
the infill with stresses in an equivalent fully solid structure. (d) Distribution of (absolute) maxi-
mum principal stress. Green is compression and red/orange is tension.

Figure 5.17: Buckling load and compliance dependency on infill density. (a) Test structures with
varying infill density. (b) Corresponding normalized buckling load and compliance values.

the given test problem the bar indicated with an arrow in Figure 5.16d was shown to
be subject to the highest principal compressive stresses. The orientation of this bar with
respect to the infill orientation permitted reducing the infill buckling strength to a simpli-
fied expression (Fan et al., 2009), thereby providing an explicit relation between the infill
density λm and the infill stability limit.

For the numerical study of the dependence of the buckling load on infill density we
designed a sequence of five structures using varying infill density (Figure 5.17a). The
structures labeled 1 and 5 were those used in the experimental study. Figure 5.17b shows
the compliance and buckling load for the five structures along with the infill buckling
strength. When using lower infill percentages the structural stiffness decreases slightly
(compliance increases), however, the buckling load improves remarkably. This illustrates
our initial hypothesis: Since bending stiffness increases with a power of three of the per-
pendicular distance from the center axis, a small decrease in infill density can signifi-
cantly increase the buckling load.

With the paper [P6], the coating approach is extended to 3D by adapting the imple-
mentation to a large-scale, parallelized computational framework (Aage et al., 2015b).
The addition of a third dimension changes the design opportunities fundamentally, since
pure shell structures with vanishing base structure stiffness still have significant load car-
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rying capacity in 3D, as opposed to the 2D case. New effects can therefore be observed
when studying the 3D problem. The improved filter BCs suggested in [P5] are incorpo-
rated in [P6].

The extension to 3D was initially proven possible in [P8], but a significantly more
elaborate study is presented in [P6]. In similarity with [P4], we only consider problems
for which the porous base structure is isotropic and made of the same material as the
coating, and is assumed to exactly attain the upper HS bound. As shown in Figure 5.1d,
a relatively stiffer isotropic, porous material may be realized in 3D as compared to 2D.

Based on the improved buckling properties of porous structures indicated by the
study from [P4], it was our hypothesis that such structures would moreover be more ro-
bust towards unforeseen loading conditions, since also this property to some extend is re-
lated to bending stiffness. Recall, that single load case topology optimized structures are
tension/compression-dominated. Bending members are avoided to the extend possible,
which implies that this loading condition is badly supported, should it appear anyway.
As a means for testing this hypothesis we numerically tested the optimized structures
for an off center (asymmetric) load case, different from the load case the structures were
optimized for. The load magnitude was identical to that used in the optimization, but
now applied asymmetrically on only one half of the beam width, from the edge to the
center.

We created two series of optimized structures at a volume constraint of 25% (Figure
5.18) and 10% (Figure 5.19), respectively, using a discretization of 288 × 96 × 96, or 2.7
million, tri-linear brick elements. For each series a fully solid structure was used as a ref-
erence and compared with four porous structures with infill stiffnesses of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and
0.8, corresponding to infill densities of 0.18, 0.33, 0.67 and 0.89, respectively, assuming
that the HS upper bound is attained, see Figure 5.1d. In both figures, the full structures
are shown along with cross sections through the center point, normal to the x, y and z
directions, respectively.

The resulting layouts are discussed in detail in [P6]. For the 25% volume fraction
structures, I would particularly like to point the attention to the porous structure with
λE = 0.2, where the infill is sufficiently light so that two parallel I-beams can be created,
thus better exploiting the stiffer coating material. For the 10% volume fraction struc-
tures, remark that a larger variation in the topologies is observed due to the more limited
amount of material. For the fully solid structure, there is no longer enough material to
generate a full, vertical plate or wide flanges. As opposed to this, for the structure with
λE = 0.1, the plate has been fully closed, and the flanges are wide and thin.

Figure 5.20 shows compliance plots for both series of structures, indicating both the
performance with respect to the symmetric load case used for the optimization (indicated
by solid squares) and the asymmetric off center load perturbation (indicated by circles).
All values are normalized with respect to the performance of the fully solid structure for
the symmetric load case.

Considering first the performance of the 25% volume fraction series in Figure 5.20a,
the compliance generally increases with smaller infill density due to the sublinear relation
between density and stiffness given by the upper HS bound curve, the same trend as was
observed in the 2D problem. However, for the asymmetric load case the five structures
perform similarly, except for the structure with λm = 0.33 which performs 12% better
than the fully solid structure.
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Figure 5.18: Optimized MBB beam structures for a volume constraint of 25%. From the top: Fully
solid structure, then four porous structures. The infill stiffnesses of 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1 correspond
to infill densities of 0.89, 0.67, 0.33 and 0.18, respectively.
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Figure 5.19: Optimized MBB beam structures for a volume constraint of 10%. From the top: Fully
solid structure, then four porous structures. The infill stiffnesses of 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1 correspond
to infill densities of 0.89, 0.67, 0.33 and 0.18, respectively.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of the structural performance. Compliance values are normalized with
respect to the fully solid structure. Solid squares indicate compliance when evaluated with the
same load case as used in the optimization. Circles indicate compliance when evaluated with an
off-center load of the same magnitude. (a) MBB beams of 25% volume fraction. (b) MBB beams of
10% volume fraction.

The picture is somewhat different for the 10% volume constraint case (Figure 5.20b).
All compliance values for the “as optimized” case are more or less identical, despite the
relatively softer infill material. Referring to the structural layouts (Figure 5.19), there
appears to be a trade-off between making a solid, vertical plate (the I-beam web) and en-
suring wide flanges. The introduction of a porous interior permits ensuring both features
simultaneously, while the the fully solid structure for this volume fraction is limited by
the large filter radius. This seems to be the reason for the similar performance in com-
pliance. This observation fits well with the effects which have been observed in a recent
study on the optimality of Michell structures (Sigmund et al., 2016). When evaluating
these five structures for the off center load case, the three porous structures of lowest in-
fill density perform remarkably better than the fully solid structure. The compliance of
the porous structure with an infill density of λm = 0.18 is nearly 45% lower than that of
the fully solid structure.

Considering simultaneously the compliance plots for the two series of structures (Fig-
ure 5.20a-b), there is a clear trend that the porous structures are less sensitive towards the
asymmetric load perturbation. The lower the infill density, the smaller the relative de-
crease in performance due to the load perturbation. The effect is more pronounced for
the 10% volume constraint, where the material limit puts stronger restrictions on the de-
signs. For the 25% case, the I-beam-like shape is well realized for all five designs, and the
benefits of using porous material is smaller.

An essential point from [P4] and [P6] is that both the robustness with respect to buck-
ling and towards load perturbations are inherently ensured, and are not explicitly in-
cluded in the optimization. This is an important advantage since especially the buckling
load is difficult to include as a design constraint. The improvements generally come at
the expense of a minor decrease in stiffness, however, depending on the length scale en-
forced on the solid structure even the “as optimized” performance of porous structures
may in some cases be at a level comparable to that of a solid structure.

Both studies indicate that porous structures are mainly relevant in design problems
with a low total volume constraint, since the resulting designs generally have thinner
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Figure 5.21: Initial result for MBB beam design problem optimized using a combination of the
methods from [P3] and (Wu et al., in review). Numerical implementation done in collaboration
with Dr. Jun Wu.

members which are more prone to buckling and sensitive to load perturbations.

5.3.3 Shell structures with locally optimized microstructure

In the coating approach, the benefit of separating the modeling of the base structure and
the coating into two different density fields is that in principle any microstructure could
be overlaid as infill. In [P3] we restricted the problem to only consider base structures
of uniform, isotropic material described by the homogenized material properties, but in
principle any material optimized for particular properties, as discussed in Section 5.2.2,
could be used, at least as long as the homogenized properties can be used as a reasonable
approximation. Also the microstructures from [P1] presented in Section 5.2.2 could be
used. Note however, that those microstructures were optimized under an assumption of
large deformations and are not isotropic.

The designs obtained with the coating approach can be further improved by not re-
stricting the infill to be isotropic and better exploiting the design freedom of AM. This
can be done by combining the approach with the work of Wu et al. (in review) described
in Section 5.2.3. With this combined approach, the basic ideas of the coating approach
are unchanged: The two-step filtering and density gradients are still used to define the
base structure and the coating. However, instead of defining the infill properties with the
constant parameters λm and λE , a second design variable is introduced. This variable
designs the infill locally based on the idea from (Wu et al., in review), thereby permitting
locally optimized properties. This dual variable formulation somewhat resembles that of
a standard three-phase material approach (Bendsøe and Sigmund (1999), see also Section
5.1).

An initial result for this work is shown in Figure 5.21. The results was obtained us-
ing a resolution of 450 by 150 elements. A local volume constraint of 60% is employed.
The advantage of this combined approach is that it still provides improved robustness
compared to a fully solid structure, but expectedly with a smaller decrease in compliance
compared to the standard coating approach. The major drawback is that the infill must
be fully resolved, which results in a significantly higher computational burden.

While isotropic microstructure in a sense “wastes” material on unloaded directions,
anisotropic microstructure oriented along the principal stress directions with appropriate
density could be an option (Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003). One potential problem, how-
ever, is that the microstructure might experience local failure. As an example, porous,
anisotropic microstructure with full design freedom subjected to uni-axial compression
would orient along the loading direction. This would lead to long, thin features very
prone to buckling failure. Therefore, some sort of “cross-linking” has to be enforced in
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order to ensure structural robustness. The challenge is to hit the right trade-off between
optimality with respect to the loading condition and general structural robustness.

5.3.4 Other applications

The underlying ideas from both the flexible void method and the coating method have
broader relevance than the problems treated in the papers.

In the original implementation the area of the flexible void method is kept constant,
but it could as well be controlled by some other measure such as a volume constraint,
simply by adding and removing different numbers of elements in the discrete update
steps.

A common idea for the flexible void approach and the coating approach is that the
interface is identified using a density filter. The new idea applied in the coating approach
is that the interface is defined by the filtered, spatial density gradients. This formulation
has the major advantage compared to the BESO-like formulation used in the flexible void
formulation that it is differentiable.

Our work on the coating method has been focused on compliance problems and a
material model assuming constant properties at the interface region. However, the need
for identifying material interfaces is relevant for a broad range of problems, such as fluid-
structure interaction, acoustic-structure interaction and basically any problem with two
regions governed by different equations which only interact at the boundary.

The additional capability of separating length scales of base structure and interface
region provided by the two-step filtering process is relevant for a broader range of prob-
lems. An example application is to include a smooth transition between two material
phases, as suggested by Vermaak et al. (2014) in the frame of the level set method. Note
that the two-step filtering approach allows to crisply model the material interface, thus
providing a density-based alternative to the level set method. The properties in the inter-
face region can be tailored by modifying smoothing and projection parameters, or using
other interpolation schemes. As a note, also the flexible void method might find rele-
vance for this category of problems.

In a recent paper, Donoso and Sigmund (2016) extended the coating method to model
a prescribed null-polarity phase in piezo modal transducers. This shows that the rele-
vance of the approach extends well beyond minimum compliance problems.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

I would like to conclude this thesis with a few final remarks on the contributions pro-
vided by this work to the combined field of topology optimization and AM. Furthermore,
I will emphasize what I see as the major challenges going forward and point out a few
interesting research opportunities.

Among my own co-published works, mainly the papers [P1], [P3], [P4] and [P6] con-
tribute to the combined field of topology optimization and AM.

[P1] contributes on one hand by validating a design approach for creating material
microstructures with programmable properties over large deformations, on the other
hand by suggesting an approach for scalable, additive manufacturing of such microstruc-
tures. Much work within the topology optimization community has been focused on
microstructure design, but only few works have validated the designs experimentally.
A design from the paper and the manufacturing approach have been adopted for metal
structures in a later work. It would be interesting to see attempts to further decrease
the manufactured unit cell size, preferably using a manufacturing method with a similar
potential for print speed scale-up.

[P3] and [P6] are the first works to provide a topology optimization-based design
approach for porous shell structures in 2D and 3D, respectively. As was discussed in
Section 5.2.1, microstructure is frequently employed in AM applications, not only in the
form of infill for extrusion-based technologies, but also in the form of lattices or other
types of microstructure which can be realized on a metal-based printer. However, de-
sign approaches for these applications are typically based on standardized procedures
rather than gradient-based design tools like topology optimization. This may easily re-
sult in suboptimal performance. In addition to providing a new design approach, all
three papers, but particularly [P4] and [P6], discuss the relevance of such components
for structural purposes. Specifically, it is shown that porous components generally have
lower compliance than fully solid components, but exhibit improved buckling properties
and higher robustness towards load perturbations. [P4] provides an experimental vali-
dation of the 2D model. Experimental work aimed at validating the 3D model would be
valuable for practical applications. It should be mentioned that [P3] has relevance for a
number of design problems beyond porous shell components or coated structures. Such
applications were discussed in Section 5.3.4 and are not directly related to AM.

57
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The paper [P5], which suggests an approach to ensure that the minimum feature size
is enforced in the entire modeled domain, is not only relevant for AM applications, but
more generally for manufacturability considerations. The issue which is solved with the
paper frequently occurs in practical applications, since the design space will often be fully
utilized. The motivation for the work was in fact a realistic design problem where the
feature size limit was violated at the domain border and the design not manufacturable.
[P2] is mainly of general topology optimization relevance and is not further discussed.

Among the other topics that I have covered in this thesis, a main challenge is to in-
clude the optimal print direction as a design variable while taking support structure,
anisotropy, print time/cost and potentially other variables into account. The biggest ob-
stacle for further developments is the lack of adequate process simulation tools. Opti-
mization of metallic support structure must take print direction, process simulation and
post-AM subtractive processes into account before it has industrial relevance.

Currently, all topology optimization works, including my own co-published papers,
employ major assumptions such as homogeneity, perfect bonding, and disregard of resid-
ual stresses and requirements for post-treatment with subtractive methods. It would be
interesting to see works quantifying errors in performance prediction or variations in
optimized designs resulting from these assumptions.

A number of challenges for an increased industrial uptake are numerical rather than
conceptual. Resolution limits and computational cost are obvious and ever-existing chal-
lenges, but also the strong nonlinearity which characterizes many academic works poses
more numerical than theoretical problems. New conceptual works might focus on sim-
plifying existing frameworks rather than only finding new application areas.

The use of sequential filtering schemes appears to be a recurring idea in the simulta-
neous application of multiple restrictions. A point which has long concerned me is the
challenge of properly performing continuation of e.g. projections. There are limits as
to how much the complicated underlying physics or nonlinear interpolation or filtering
schemes can be relaxed before fundamentally changing the problem. My impression is
that continuation schemes generally are devised on an ad hoc basis and that frequently
applied “reference schemes” are somewhat random in the choice of parameters. It would
be interesting to see research oriented towards sensible and robust continuation schemes,
general stabilizing measures, and the influence of continuation on final design. A contin-
uation which is not performed sufficiently slowly, is effectively a post-processing.

The entire area of designing with microstructure and particularly its relevance for
practical applications also deserves more solid foundations. It would be interesting to see
benchmark studies on performance (including experimental validations), computational
cost, resolution and other relevant parameters for designs obtained using parameterized
microstructure compared with fully resolved designs.

Beyond the scope of this thesis a number of interesting AM applications exist. An area
which in my opinion should be followed with particular interest is the ability to print
with fiber reinforced composited. The topic is only briefly discussed in this thesis since
it is still largely undeveloped. However, the potential is unquestionable and it provides
an exciting case for tailored microstructure. Furthermore, it is an interesting platform for
topology optimization research.
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LIST OF COMMON COMMERCIAL AM

TECHNOLOGIES

Below, the acronyms from Table 2.1 are spelled out and selected manufacturers are listed.
The channel classification is repeated in the right column.

Powder bed fusion
SLS Selective laser sintering 3D Systems 1D
SLM Selective laser melting Renishaw, Concept Laser, Matsuura, Phenix 1D
EBM Electron-beam melting Arcam 1D
DMLS Direct metal laser sintering EOS 1D
LMF Laser metal fusion Trumpf 1D
SHS Selective heat sintering Blueprinter Array

Directed energy deposition
LENS Laser engineered net shaping Optomec 1D
EBAM Electron beam additive manufacturing Sciaky 1D
LMD-p Laser metal deposition-powder Trumpf 1D
LMD-w Laser metal deposition-wire Sciaky 1D

Material jetting
CJP Color jet printing 3D Systems Nx1D
Polyjet Polyjet printing Stratasys (Objet) Nx1D
Thermojet Thermojet printing 3D Systems Array

Binder jetting
3DP 3D printing 3D Systems, ExOne Array

Material extrusion
FDM Fused deposition modeling Stratasys 1D, Nx1D
FFF Fused filament fabrication RepRap project, Ultimaker, MakerBot, 3D systems 1D, Nx1D
DIW Direct ink writing Envisiontech Nx1D

Vat photopolymerization
SLA Stereolithography 3D Systems 1D
DB SLA Dual beam stereolithography 3D Systems Nx1D
DLP Digital light processing Envisiontech, Carima, Prodways, 3D Systems 2D
cDLM Continuous Digital Light Manufacturing Envisiontech 2D
CLIP Continuous Liquid Interface Production Carbon 2D

Sheet lamination
LOM Laminated object manufacturing Cubic Technologies, Mcor Technologies 1D
UAM Ultrasonic additive manufacturing Fabrisonic 1D
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linear model that is applied by existing design methods (Figure 
 1 a) assumes small deformations. By contrast, an emerging 
approach (Figure  1 b), described in detail in a recent study [ 26 ]  by 
Sigmund and co-workers, uses a geometrically non-linear model 
and includes a requirement of a constant prescribed Poisson’s 
ratio when straining the material. While both examples are 
designed to have a Poisson’s ratio of −0.8, the performance of the 
linearly designed material rapidly deteriorates when the material 
is strained more than a few percent (Figure  1 c).  

 Mathematically, the optimization goal is defi ned as mini-
mizing the error between the actual and the pre-defi ned value 
of Poisson’s ratio over a range of discrete, nominal strain values 
up to 20%. [ 26 ]  To ensure scalable fabrication of these archi-
tectures, several geometric constraints are imposed on the 
topology optimization design problem. A requirement of uni-
form structural features is implemented as a combination of 
imposing a minimum [ 27,28 ]  and a maximum length scale. The 
topology optimization step leads to a beam-like layout, which 
may be converted into a simplifi ed design composed of a set 
of parameterized superellipses. Uniform feature size is guar-
anteed by specifying a constant width for all the superellipses, 
while the length of each superellipse is controlled by design 
points (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Using shape opti-
mization to fi ne-tune the superellipse designs, we obtain archi-
tectures with uniform features having the desired response. 

 To demonstrate our approach, nine reference architectures 
are designed with equally dispersed and strain-independent 
constant Poisson’s ratio values between −0.8 and 0.8. Based 
on this discrete set of architectures, we derive a simple generic 
parameterization that provides a design guideline for any tar-
geted value of the Poisson’s ratio within the range of −0.8 to 
0.8. The details of the topology and shape optimization meth-
odology as well as the derivation of the generic parameteriza-
tion are provided in the Supporting Information and illustrated 
in Figure S2. We use direct ink writing (DIW), [ 29–31 ]  an extru-
sion-based 3D printing method, to fabricate these topologi-
cally optimized materials ( Figure 2   a). Inspired by initial results 
from the topology optimization process, we realized that mate-
rials with a negative or zero Poisson’s ratio could be designed 
to ensure a continuous print path (Figure  2 b), which is not 
generally obtained in topology optimized architectures. This 
ultimately ensures their scalable fabrication via multinozzle 
arrays. [ 32 ]  The uniform feature size obtained with the superel-
lipse approach allows printing with a constant nozzle speed 
and volumetric fl ow, thereby minimizing patterning errors. 
The structures with a strictly positive Poisson’s ratio have a dif-
ferent topology requiring a modifi ed printing strategy. The unit 
cell consists of round features connected by straight members 
(Figure  2 c) and may be fabricated with a continuous print path 

  Structural materials are used in myriad applications, including 
aerospace, automotive, biomedical, and acoustics. Most mate-
rials have positive or zero Poisson’s ratio, with cork serving as 
a well-known example of the latter type of behavior. The Pois-
son’s ratio describes the relative amount a given material con-
tracts transversally when axially stretched. Recently, artifi cial 
materials that exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio have been intro-
duced. [ 1–3 ]  These auxetic materials expand transversally when 
axially stretched, seemingly defying the fundamental laws of 
nature. [ 1–3 ]  They exhibit enhanced mechanical properties, such 
as shear resistance, [ 4,5 ]  indentation resistance, [ 6–9 ]  and extraor-
dinary damping properties, [ 10 ]  making them well suited for tar-
geted applications. To date, several types of auxetic materials 
have been introduced. [ 2,3,11–20 ]  However, most current embodi-
ments suffer from two primary limitations: i) they only exhibit 
the desired response over a narrow range of strains (less than a 
few percent) and ii) they are diffi cult to manufacture in a scal-
able manner. [ 17,21–25 ]  While recent structures (e.g., chiral honey-
combs, [ 14 ]  tilting square structures, [ 24 ]  or Bucklicrystals [ 19 ] ), for 
specifi c values of Poisson’s ratio, exhibit near constant values 
over large strains, they are either not generalizable to other 
Poisson’s ratio values or they exhibit low effective stiffness and/
or must be pre-stressed to yield the desired performance. 

 Here, we combine topology optimization to programmably 
design their architecture with 3D printing to digitally fabricate the 
designs and validate against the numerically predicted behavior. 
Specifi cally, we create a new class of architected materials with 
programmable Poisson’s ratios between −0.8 and 0.8 that display 
a nearly constant Poisson’s ratio over large deformations of up 
to 20% or more.  Figure 1    shows two representative examples of 
microstructures designed using topology optimization. [ 26 ]  The 
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by printing the connecting features with two passages of the 
nozzle, as indicated by the arrow in Figure  2 c. This approach 
translates into a requirement of piecewise uniform feature size, 
with the double-printed features having correspondingly larger 
width, which is easily fulfi lled using the superellipse approach.  

 We fabricated a complete series of topology optimized archi-
tectures that exhibit nearly constant values of Poisson’s ratio 
over large deformations across nine equally dispersed values 
ranging between −0.8 and 0.8 ( Figure 3   a–c). These samples (ten 
layers) are printed using a silicone-based elastomeric ink and 
then cured (see, for example, Movie S1, Supporting Informa-
tion). Each sample is then subjected to uniaxial tensile testing 
(Figure  3 e) and its performance is compared to the numerical 
prediction (Figure  3 f). The deformation patterns for sam-
ples of the two extremal Poisson’s ratio values (−0.8 and 0.8) 
clearly demonstrate the large deformations associated with the 
expanding (Movie S2, Supporting Information) versus con-
tracting behavior (Figure  3 d,g). The defi nition of Poisson’s ratio 
used for design and validation is the negative ratio of the trans-
verse strain,  ε  2 , to the longitudinal strain,  ε  1 

 
ν ε

ε
= − 2

1   
(1)

    

 The applied strain measure is the engineering strain, i.e., 
ε = ΔL L/ 0, where ΔL  is the change in distance between two 
points initially separated by the distance  L  0 . The experimen-
tally measured values are an average over the four (two by two) 
central unit cells. Despite minor deviations, the experimental 
results are in good agreement with the predicted behavior 
for both the negative and positive Poisson’s ratio designs. In 
the latter case, the experimental values are slightly below the 
numerical curve for large strains in all samples. This devia-
tion likely arises to slight geometrical differences between the 
fabricated samples and the programmed designs, rather than 
fl aws in the numerical model. For example, the initial (lower) 
layers deform slightly due to gravitational and viscous forces 
as subsequent (upper) layers are printed. The upper layers are 
drawn slightly inwards at sections with strong curvature due to 
viscous forces in the ink. Hence, the desired uniform feature 
size is not perfectly realized in those samples. 
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 Figure 1.    Topology optimized microstructures for auxetic materials via a) linear and b) geometrical non-linear modeling. c) Dependency on strain of 
the Poisson’s ratio for large deformations for the respective materials.

 Figure 2.    3D printing method and constraints. a) Optical image of the fabrication of PDMS-based architectures using direct ink writing. b) Print path 
(indicated by superposed solid lines with triangle markers) for these structures for negative and zero Poisson’s ratio. c) Print path for positive Poisson's 
ratio. For segments with overlapping print paths (indicated by arrow), the features are correspondingly wider. The scale bars in (b) and (c) are 5 mm.
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 As noted earlier, the four optimized microstructures with 
positive Poisson’s ratio share a very similar generic confi gura-
tion ( Figure 4   a), while the fi ve optimized microstructures with 
negative or zero Poisson’s ratio share another (albeit related) 
generic confi guration (Figure  4 b). To clearly demonstrate their 
confi guration evolution versus Poisson’s ratio only the skeletons 

of the optimized materials are shown. Based on the optimized 
design points for the nine reference designs, the microstruc-
tural confi guration for any given Poisson’s ratio within the 
interval [−0.8, 0.8] can be obtained by using a B-spline interpo-
lation of the design points. The validity of this interpolation is 
illustrated in Figure  4 c, where the total absolute performance 
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 Figure 3.    Topology and shape optimized architectures. a) Designed and b) printed unit cells for a programmable range of Poisson’s ratio 
values. c) 3 × 3 unit cells of the corresponding PDMS-based architectures. d) Deformation pattern of the 2 × 2 central unit cells corresponding to 
given longitudinal nominal strain values for  ν  = −0.8 (in (g) for  ν  = 0.8). e) Experimental setup for tensile tests. f) Comparison between experimental 
(points) and numerically predicted (dashed lines) results. Unit cell size for all architectures in (a)–(g) is 5 mm.

 Figure 4.    Generic parameterization of engineered architectures. Visual comparison of the unit cell layout for a) positive and b) negative or zero 
Poisson’s ratio. c) Average absolute error for parameterized designs for any given Poisson’s ratio. The red square points indicate the nine optimized 
reference structures.
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error, averaged over the entire strain range, is displayed not 
only for the nine reference structures, but also for seven inter-
polated structures between each design point in both the posi-
tive and the negative range of Poisson’s ratio. Figure  4 c clearly 
shows that all designs perform well in a predictable fashion 
with only small variations.  

 In summary, by combining topology optimization with addi-
tive manufacturing, we have created a new class of architected 
materials. We have developed a simple geometric parameteri-
zation for the layout of the microstructural designs based on 
numerical optimization studies. We have fabricated material 
architectures with programmable Poisson’s ratio values ranging 
from −0.8 to 0.8 over deformations that are an order of mag-
nitude greater than those observed previously. Our approach 
opens new avenues to the design and rapid fabrication of pro-
grammable materials possessing exotic properties.  

  Experimental Section 
  Silicone Ink : The ink is a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) silicone 

material, SE 1700 (Dow Corning), which consists of a 10:1:1 mix ratio of 
SE 1700 Clear Base, SE 1700 Catalyst (both Dow Corning) and silicone 
oil (viscosity 350 cSt (25 °C), Sigma–Aldrich Chemistry), respectively. 
The parts were mixed in a 15 mL container for 5 min at 2000 rpm using 
a planetary mixer (Dual Asymmetric Centrifugal SpeedMixer, FlackTek 
Inc., DAC 600.2 VAC-P). For each test specimen, 6 g of mixed material 
was prepared. 

  3D Printing : The ink was loaded into a 10 cc, luer-lock syringe 
(Nordson EFD Optimum) and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm to 
remove air bubbles (Thermo Electron Corporation IEC Centra CL2 
Centrifuge). The loaded syringe was placed on an Aerotech 3-axis 
positioning stage (Aerotech, Inc.). Ink deposition was controlled 
pneumatically using an Ultimus V pressure box (Nordson EFD). The 
ink was printed through a 200 µm luer-lock syringe tip (Nordson EFD) 
onto a glass plate covered with PTFE-coated aluminum foil to prevent 
adhesion (Bytac, Saint-Gobain). Print paths were generated from 
optimized designs by converting node positions into parameterized 
G-code scripts. Test specimens (10 layers with 136 µm layer thickness) 
were printed on a custom-designed three-axis motion-controlled stage 
(Aerotech, Inc). Printed parts are cured at 100 °C for 4 h. 

  Uniaxial Tensile Tests : For each of the fabricated architectures, a 
test specimen with overall dimensions of 60 mm × 40 mm consisting 
of 12 (longitudinal) by 8 (transversal) unit cells (5 mm × 5 mm) was 
printed. At both ends, a 15 mm grid was printed to allow mounting the 
sample for mechanical testing. For the tensile tests, the attachment grid 
at both ends was friction fastened between two pieces of purpose cut 
6 mm acrylic plate, the latter held together using bolts and nuts. Each 
sample was tested in a vertical setup. The top end was attached to the 
 z -stage of the Aerotech positioning system using screws. The bottom 
end was attached between two steel blocks held in place by gravity. The 
initial sample length (distance between acrylic plates of opposite ends) 
was measured using a digital caliper. The sample was strained at 2% 
increments between 0% and 20%. Each step was monitored using a 
digital SLR camera (22.3 M Pixels Canon 5D Mark III with a Canon US 
Macro 100 mm objective) synchronized with the setup. 

  Image Analysis : Each photo from the strain test was converted to a 
contour plot using the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox. Distances, 
measured in pixels between corresponding features, were tracked 
between images for all nominal strain values for each sample. Numerical 
simulations of the entire tensile test specimen revealed that boundary 
effects, such as constraints on both ends of the specimen, only cause 
minor deviations (less than 5%) when evaluating the Poisson’s ratio 
using the four unit cells located in the center of the specimen. Hence, 

experimental strain values used for computing the Poisson’s ratio were 
determined as an average over the four unit cells within the 2 × 2 array 
located in the center of each specimen.  

  Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.  
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Supplementary Information 

Topology Optimized Architectures with Programmable Poisson’s Ratio over Large 

Deformations 

Anders Clausen, Fengwen Wang, Jakob S. Jensen, Ole Sigmund* and Jennifer A. Lewis* 

 

Topology optimization 

Topology optimization can efficiently be employed to design structural materials with a 

programmable Poisson’s ratio values. A design domain defining the unit cell is discretized 

using a number of elements, defining both the design mesh and the finite element mesh used 

to model the periodic microstructure. The material occupation in each element, e, is controlled 

by a design variable, 𝝆𝒆, which can take values between 0 and 1. By iteratively changing the 

design variables based on gradient information, the microstructural layout can be optimized to 

achieve the prescribed Poisson’s ratio. Exact topology optimization formulation and 

procedures are described in detail in a recent study.
 [25]

  

To ensure scalable fabrication of the architectures, we first imposed geometric 

constraints like minimum
[26,27]

 and a maximum
[28]

 length scale on the topology optimization 

problem, leading to beam-like layouts with only minor variations in feature size. Inspired by 

these architectures, we formulated a shape optimization step by parameterizing the previously 

optimized microstructures using a set of superellipses to ensure completely uniform member 

sizes. In this second optimization step, any finite element, e, is defined as solid (𝜌𝑒 = 1) or 

void (𝜌𝑒 = 0), depending on whether its center (𝑥𝑒 , 𝑦𝑒) is located within one of the 

superellipses or not. Thereby, the material occupation of a given element, e, can be described 

by 

𝜌𝑒 = max(𝑆𝑖(𝑥𝑒 , 𝑦𝑒)) , 𝑖 = 1. . 𝑁 ,       (S1) 
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where 𝑆𝑖 indicates whether element e is inside the i
th 

superellipse, controlled by the i
th

 and 

(i+1)
th

 design points as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1a. 𝑆𝑖(𝑥𝑒 , 𝑦𝑒) = 1 indicates that 

element e is within the i
th

 superellipse, and 𝑆𝑖(𝑥𝑒 , 𝑦𝑒) = 0 indicates that the element is 

outside. Mathematically, 𝑆𝑖 is given as 

𝑆𝑖(𝑥𝑒 , 𝑦𝑒) = 1 −
1

1+𝑒

(−𝛽((
𝐴

𝑎𝑖
)
100

+(
𝐵

𝑏𝑖
)
100

−1))

 ,      (S2) 

where 𝛽 is chosen as 50, and the parameters A and B are calculated by 

𝐴 = (𝑥𝑒 − (𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑖+1)/2) cos 𝛼 + (𝑦𝑒 − (𝑦𝑖 + 𝑦𝑖+1)/2) sin 𝛼    (S3) 

and  

𝐵 = −(𝑥𝑒 − (𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑖+1)/2) sin 𝛼 + (𝑦𝑒 − (𝑦𝑖 + 𝑦𝑖+1)/2) cos 𝛼   (S4) 

Here, 𝛼 is the angle of the line connecting the i
th

 and (i+1)
th

 design points. It is calculated by  

𝛼 = tan−1 (
𝑦𝑖+1−𝑦𝑖

𝑥𝑖+1−𝑥𝑖
)         (S5) 

The semi-diameter 𝑎𝑖 is fixed to be half of the desired feature size and the semidiameter 𝑏𝑖 is 

defined by half of the distance between the two design points. Based on this design 

parameterization, materials with pre-defined Poisson’s ratio are fine-tuned by changing the 

locations of design points, using a gradient-based optimization algorithm.  

The unit cell size of all optimized superellipse-based designs is 5.0 mm. Designs with 

a negative or zero Poisson’s ratio have constant feature size of 300 µm, or a1
i
 = 150 µm. For 

comparison, a design with positive Poisson’s ratio (𝜈 = 0.4) is shown in Supplementary Fig. 

1b. The connecting features located along diagonals are represented by superellipses with an 

increased semi-diameter (a2
i
 = 275 µm) to reflect the two passages of the nozzle in the 

fabrication process as illustrated in Fig. 2c in the main article. The semi-diameter a2
i
 was 

determined experimentally based on the print parameters giving the value a1
i
 . The reason that 

a2
i 
 is not exactly the double value of a1

i
 (we found that a2

i 
 < 2a1

i
 ) is that at the second 
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passage of the nozzle, the PDMS is extruded into the already printed material from the first 

passage, giving rise to a small viscous resistance and thereby a lower extrusion rate.  

Generic parameterization of microstructural architectures 

 Nine reference architectures with equally dispersed Poisson’s ratio values between  

-0.8 and 0.8 are created using the combined topology and shape optimization approach.  The 

microstructural configuration for a material with any prescribed Poisson’s ratio within this 

range can be obtained by interpolating the design points from the reference architectures. 

Specifically, we use the Matlab cubic spline interpolation function “csapi” to obtain the 

interpolation functions. 

The microstructural configuration for a material with any Poisson’s ratio within the 

range [-0.8, 0] is interpolated using the five reference architectures with Poisson’s ratio 

smaller than or equal to zero. Supplementary Fig. 2 illustrates the cubic spline interpolation of 

the y-coordinate of a single design point. Similarly, the microstructural architecture for a 

material with a Poisson’s ratio within the range [0.2, 0.8] is interpolated using the four 

reference architectures with positive Poisson’s ratio. Configurations for the intermediate range 

[0, 0.2] are interpolated using the two reference architectures with Poisson’s ratios of 0 and 

0.2. 
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Figure S1. (a) Illustration of the design parameterization based on superellipses used in the 

shape optimization. (b) Illustration of the superellipse-based design parameterization for 

reference architecture with positive Poisson’s ratio (𝜈 = 0.4).  

 

 

 

 
Figure S2. Representative example of the y-coordinate interpolation of a single design point 

as a function of Poisson’s ratio.  

 

 

 

Movie S1.  Direct ink writing of a topology optimized architecture with a Poisson’s ratio of  

-0.8.  

 

 

Movie S2.  Uniaxial tensile testing of a topology optimized architecture with a Poisson’s ratio 

of -0.8. 
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Abstract This paper presents a methodology for including
fixed-area flexible void domains into the minimum com-
pliance topology optimization problem. As opposed to the
standard passive elements approach of rigidly specifying
void areas within the design domain, the suggested approach
allows these areas to be flexibly reshaped and repositioned
subject to penalization on their moments of inertia, the
positions of their centers of mass, and their shapes. The
flexible void areas are introduced through a second, dis-
crete design variable field, using the same discretization
as the standard field of continuous density variables. The
formulation is based on a combined approach: The pri-
mary sub-problem is to minimize compliance, subject to a
volume constraint, with a secondary sub-problem of min-
imizing the disturbance from the flexible void areas. The
design update is performed iteratively between the two sub-
problems based on an optimality criterion and a discrete
update scheme, respectively. The method is characterized
by a high flexibility, while keeping the formulation very
simple. The robustness and applicability of the method are
demonstrated through a range of numerical examples. The
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flexibility of the method is demonstrated through several
extensions, including a shape measure requiring the flexible
void area to fit a given reference geometry.

Keywords Topology optimization · Flexible void area ·
Embedded hole · Architectural constraints

1 Introduction

Structural engineering design problems are generally asso-
ciated with geometrical restrictions. A common restriction
is that void space should be reserved for functional or man-
ufacturing specific reasons. Functional restrictions include
e.g. other components passing through the structure or pre-
scribed objects to be embedded. Holes for components
passing through may or may not have a rigidly prescribed
geometry and position, whereas embedded objects usu-
ally have a prescribed geometry. Manufacturing restrictions
include reserving space for the assembly process or main-
tenance. The exact position and shape of the corresponding
holes are usually not strictly defined.

Another area where structural optimization is increas-
ingly being used is architecture (see e.g. Stromberg et al.
2012). Here geometrical restrictions are usually tightly con-
nected to aesthetic considerations, meaning that prescribed
holes may be attributed a considerable flexibility in terms of
shape and position.

This paper considers design problems which are
approached as a minimum compliance problem solved
using topology optimization with the standard density
approach (Bendsøe and Sigmund 2003). Holes or objects of
a fixed shape and position are usually included by defining
passive areas in the design domain, i.e. areas with a pre-
scribed density. The corresponding elements are excluded
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ly = 100

lx = 160

Fig. 1 Design domain for cantilever beam with void inclusion denoted
by the dashed circle. The circle has radius ly/3 and the center is located
at (2lx/3, ly/2)

from the set of design variables, but included in the evalua-
tion of the structural response.

The passive elements method is easy to implement, but
has certain drawbacks. As an example, consider the can-
tilever beam problem with a circular void inclusion shown in
Fig. 1. Unless the shape of the hole is carefully defined, the
resulting optimized structure may contain irregular beams
(see Fig. 2), possibly with unwanted singularities. Fur-
thermore, the position of the hole strongly impacts the
compliance of the optimized structure (see Fig. 3). Prob-
lems also arise when structural optimization is used very
early in the design phase. The method of defining fixed, pas-
sive areas requires a clear specification of the design space.
Design choices made very early in the process will gener-
ally be based on experience rather than optimization, with
the risk of choosing sub-optimal configurations which can-
not be changed later. For holes where the shape and position
are less strictly defined, the standard approach is therefore
undesirable.

Different alternatives to the passive elements approach
have been explored, in which the shape and position of
embedded holes or objects are attributed a certain amount of
freedom. Qian and Ananthasuresh (2004)present a method-
ology for solving “the embedding problem” of optimally

Fig. 2 Optimized structure (160 by 100 elements) for problem defined
in Fig. 1, using the passive elements method. Parameter data provided
in Section 4. Compliance φ = 80.67

Fig. 3 Changing the position of the fixed circular void inclusion for
the problem illustrated in Fig. 1 has a major impact on the compli-
ance of the optimized structure. The figure shows how the compliance
varies with varying position of the x-coordinate for the center of the
circular void inclusion (the y-coordinate is fixed at ly/2). The com-
pliance is normalized with respect to the optimized structure shown in
Fig. 2

embedding predesigned objects of fixed geometry and stiff-
ness into a design region, and simultaneously designing the
topology of the connecting structure to optimize a charac-
teristic of the overall assembly. The method is demonstrated
with multiple objects, each determined by three design vari-
ables (in 2D): Centroid coordinates and part orientation.
Zhu et al. (2009) present a similar methodology for inte-
grated layout design of multi-component systems, includ-
ing a non-overlap constraint by means of the finite circle
method and several other constraints, including a constraint
of the gravity center position of the total structure (support-
ing structure and embedded objects together). The field of
integrated layout design of multicomponent systems, also
encompassing topology optimization with moveable com-
ponents, is treated in an overview paper by Zhang et al.
(2011). Within the same area, Xia et al. (2012) suggest
a material perturbation model for the sensitivity analysis,
as opposed to a usual geometric perturbation model. The
authors’ attention have been drawn to the fact that the prob-
lem of embedding objects of fixed shape has earlier been
approached with a combination of the density approach and
the level set method, incl. a nonoverlap constraint. The work
has appeared in Chinese language only.1

Kang and Wang (2012) present an approach for topology
optimization with embedded, moveable holes (void areas) of
fixed geometry. The method combines the density approach
with the level-set method (for hole shape description). Like
the above mentioned “embedding problem”, the position
and rotation of each embedded object are determined by
three design variables (2D), referred to as pseudo-velocities
(two variables for the translational motion of the centroid,
and one for the rotational motion). A non-overlap constraint
based on a single integral-type constraint is included.

1Shan (2008). Optimal embedding objects in the topology design of
structure. Master thesis, Dalian University of Technology.
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Mei et al. (2008) present a method for constructing a
topology optimized design from geometric primitives, such
as circles, triangles, etc. The Constructive Solid Geom-
etry (CSG) method is employed to gradually insert the
primitives based on topological derivative analysis. In a
recent paper, Zhou and Wang (2013) propose a method for
combining feature design and topology optimization, more
specifically combining CSG modeling and level set based
shape and topology optimization. Each geometric feature is
represented by a sub-level set half-space model, which is
individually updated. On top of the three design variables
used in the above papers, a fourth variable, a homogeneous
scaling coefficient, is introduced for each sub-level set
model. Thereby the method can represent shapes which may
be obtained from affine transformations of the sub-level set
models.

This paper presents a new method for including a flexible
void area (hole) into a minimum compliance optimization
problem. The main difference from the approaches in the
above mentioned papers is in the void definition, allow-
ing for full flexibility of the void space: Rather than using
a level set function, the void is defined by means of a
second design field. This field describes the flexible void
area by means of discrete variables, and uses the same
discretization as for the usual density variables. The dis-
crete formulation allows the void region to take any shape
and position, satisfying a connectivity and constant area
requirement.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the problem formulation, where the flexible void defini-
tion is presented, including the definition of two flexibility
penalization measures (Sections 2.1-2.2). The same section
presents a formal definition of the optimization problem,
sensitivity analysis, and considerations related to the use
of a sensitivity filter (Sections 2.3-2.5). In Section 3 the
design update scheme is presented, with focus on the dis-
crete update of the flexible void field. Section 4 presents
a range of numerical results, followed by two examples of
extensions to the method in Section 5. The method and
the presented results are discussed in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the work.

2 Problem formulation

The introduction of a flexible void area through a second
design field requires a formulation that allows for sensitivity
calculation as the basis for design updates. Such a for-
mulation is presented in the following subsection. Derived
challenges such as properly defining penalization measures
on the void shape and position, and formally including the
flexibility into the optimization problem are treated in the
following subsections.

2.1 Flexible void formulation

For a standard minimum compliance problem, the element
densities, ρe, of the FE discretization are used as (con-
tinuous) design variables. As described in Section 1, the
passive elements method copes with fixed objects by defin-
ing passive elements with a prescribed density. If the set of
passive elements should be allowed to change during the
optimization, a different formulation is required. For this
end a second design variable, μe, is introduced for each
element, defining whether the element is within the flexi-
ble void region or not. This variable may be interpreted as
defining a second design field discretized the same way as
the density variables. The flexible void variables are chosen
to be discrete, as this allows for a convient design update
scheme (see Section 3). The variables are allowed to take the
value of either 1 (within flexible void) or 0 (outside flexible
void). This way, by letting Ω refer to the entire, discretized
design domain, the void area, B , may be formally defined as

B = {e ∈ Ω | μe = 1} (1)

and the physical element density as

ρ̂e = ρe(1 − μe) (2)

The two fields are shown in Fig. 4. The flexible void should
stay connected and with constant area throughout the opti-
mization. Only changes in μ fulfilling these requirements
are allowed.

Fig. 4 Arbitrary design domain,
Ω . a Physical field described by
ρ̂. Standard passive elements are
indicated by black (solid) and
white (void), whereas the
flexible void is indicated by
white with a dashed interface.
b Corresponding flexible void
field described by μ. Void is
defined by μe = 1 (black area).
μe = 0 everywhere else
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2.2 Void flexibility measures

A convenient way to interpret the flexible void region is
as a geometrical entity, having a mass (area), a center of
mass, and a moment of inertia. For some applications, the
void area may be allowed to deform or move freely dur-
ing the optimization, but for many applications the degree
of flexibility is constrained by practical limitations. For this
reason two different penalization measures are introduced:
A deformation measure and a location measure. These may
be included either individually or combined.

2.2.1 Deformation measure

The degree of deformation of the void is controlled using its
moment of inertia, I (μ), normalized by a reference value,
I0. Thus, the deformation measure, g1(μ), may be defined
in the following way:

g1(μ) = I (μ)

I0
(3)

where

I (μ) =
n∑

i=1

μivir
2
i (4)

Here, vi is the element volume and ri is the distance from
the center of element i to the center of mass of the void area
(the field μ). As the lowest possible moment of inertia for
an object of a given area occurs when it is shaped as a circle,
this value is chosen as the reference, I0. With this choice
g1(μ) ≥ 1 for any μ satisfying the void volume constraint.
Fig. 5 provides a few example values of the deformation
measure.

2.2.2 Location measure

The freedom of translational motion is controlled using the
void region’s center of mass. The location measure, g2(μ),
is chosen as the (squared) radial distance, rcm, from a given

Fig. 5 Example values of the deformation measure, g1(μ), for differ-
ent shapes of a void region of constant area

reference point, p0 = (x0, y0), to the void region’s center of
mass, (xcm, ycm), normalized by a reference distance, r0:

g2(μ) = r2
cm

r2
0

(5)

with

r2
cm =

2∑

j=1

(x
j
cm − x

j

0 )2 =
2∑

j=1

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

n∑

i=1

μivix
j

i

M
− x

j

0

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

2

(6)

The summation over j refers to the two coordinates (x, y),
and M is the total mass of the void area, defined by

M =
n∑

i=1

μivi (7)

The reference distance used for normalization, r0, is cho-
sen as the radius of a circle having the same area as
the void.

It should be noted that the element volume, ve, is part of
the expressions for the deformation measure and the shape
measure. However, as long as the analysis is performed on a
uniform mesh the element volume may be ignored in these
expressions.

2.3 Optimization problem

The inclusion of a flexible void area, as defined in the previ-
ous subsections, leads to a combined minimization problem.
The primary problem is to minimize compliance, subject to
a volume constraint. A sub-problem is to minimize the dis-
turbance from the void, subject to restrictions on the shape
and location. By including the void flexibility measures by
means of the penalty method, the optimization problem may
be defined in the following way:

min
ρ,μ

: f (ρ, μ) = α0φ(ρ, μ) +
∑

k

αkgk(μ)

subject to: KU = F
g0(ρ, μ) = V (ρ̂)/V ∗ − 1 ≤ 0

0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1
μe ∈ {0, 1}

Ṽ (μ) = Ṽ ∗
B simply connected

(8)

Here f (ρ, μ) is the objective function expressed in terms
of the two vectors of design variables, ρ and μ, φ(ρ, μ)

is the compliance, α0 is a normalization factor for the
compliance function, αk is the weight of the penalization
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measure gk(μ), K is the global stiffness matrix, U and F
are the global displacement and force vectors, respectively,
g0(ρ, μ) is the volume constraint, V (ρ̂) = ∑

viρ̂i and
V ∗ are the material volume and maximum allowed volume,
respectively, and Ṽ (μ) and Ṽ ∗ are the actual and required
flexible void volume, respectively. The requirement that B

be simply connected implies that this domain cannot contain
holes.

Using the modified SIMP approach, the Young’s modu-
lus of an element is a function of the design variable, ρ̂e:

E(ρ̂e) = Emin + ρ̂
p
e (E0 − Emin) (9)

The global stiffness matrix, K, is defined as:

K =
∑

e

ke(ρ̂e) =
∑

e

E(ρ̂e)k0
e (10)

where ke is the element stiffness matrix, dependent on the
element design variable, and k0

e is the element stiffness
matrix for an element with unit Young’s modulus. In this
paper, the values E0 = 1 and Emin = 10−9 are used.

2.4 Sensitivity analysis

The formulation in which both ρ and μ are design vari-
ables, means that sensitivities must be calculated with
respect to both ρe and μe. Differentiation with respect to ρe

gives:

∂φ

∂ρe

= ∂φ

∂ρ̂e

∂ρ̂e

∂ρe

= −p (E0 − Emin) ρ̂
p−1
e uT

e k0
eue (1 − μe)

(11)

∂g0

∂ρe

= ve

V ∗ (1 − μe) (12)

∂g1

∂ρe

= ∂g2

∂ρe

= 0 (13)

Differentiation with respect to μe gives:

∂φ

∂μe

= ∂φ

∂ρ̂e

∂ρ̂e

∂μe

= p (E0 − Emin) ρ̂
p−1
e uT

e k0
eueρe (14)

∂g1

∂μe

= ver
2
e

I0
(15)

∂g2

∂μe

= 2ve

Mr2
0

2∑

j=1

(x
j
cm − x

j

0 )(x
j
e − x

j
cm) (16)

The positive sign in (14) (opposite compared to density vari-
able sensitivities, (11)) is due to the choice of representing
void elements with μe = 1 and non-void with μe = 0,
meaning that an increase in a void variable implies a larger
void and thereby a larger compliance.

The sensitivity of the volume constraint, g0, with respect
to μe is not used, as the update scheme for μ does not
require this constraint to be satisfied (see Section 3.1).

2.5 Sensitivity filtering

Topology optimization algorithms usually employ some
sort of filtering to prevent numerical instabilities, such as
checkerboards and mesh-dependency. A popular choice is
the sensitivity filter (Sigmund 1994, 1997). The method was
originally implemented as a heuristic modification of strain
energy densities, but in a recent paper it was demonstrated
that the filtering corresponds to optimizing for a nonlo-
cal elasticity formulation (Sigmund and Maute 2012) and
thereby is physically well-founded. The filtering is given by
the expression:

∂̃φ

∂ρe

=

∑

i∈Ne

w(ci )ρi

∂φ

∂ρi

/vi

ρe/ve

∑

i∈Ne

w(ci )
(17)

where

w(ci ) = R − ‖ci−ce‖ (18)

is a linearly decaying weight function, R is the filter radius,
Ne is a list of elements for which the centers lie inside the
filter radius, and cj is the spatial location of the center of
element j . In order to assure a non-zero denominator the
density weight is defined as max(ρe, 10−3). The filtering is
performed similarly for the sensitivities with respect to the
discrete variable, μ, except that the density weight is defined
as max(1 − μe, 10−3).

For consistency, the interface of the flexible void area
and the domain border should influence neighboring ele-
ments in the same way. If elements outside the domain
are attributed zero sensitivity, this simply corresponds to
using the same normalization factor,

∑
i∈Ne

w(ci ), for all
elements in the entire domain, i.e. assuming Ne being of full
size.

3 Design update scheme

As described in Section 2, the overall optimization problem
may be interpreted as two sub-problems, formulated in the
two different variables ρ and μ. These two sub-problems
are strongly coupled, as may be seen from the sensitivity
expressions in (11) and (14). The chosen discrete repre-
sentation of μ allows to conveniently assure that the two
geometrical requirements on the flexible void area, the con-
nectivity requirement and the constant area requirement, be
satisfied. The connectivity requirement is satisfied by only
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letting elements along the interface of the void area change
during an update, and the constant area requirement is satis-
fied by swapping an equal number of elements between the
interior and the exterior of the void area (see Section 3.1 for
details).

The discrete nature of μ implies that the design variables
ρ and μ should be updated separately. The design update
is performed in an iterative manner, including the following
two steps:

• With a fixed void area (fixed μ), perform a certain
number of design updates for the minimum compli-
ance sub-problem in the design variable ρ, using a
standard optimality criterion method (see e.g. (Bendsøe
1995))

• Perform a discrete update of the void variable, μ, satis-
fying the connectivity and constant area requirements

The flow chart for the entire optimization algorithm is
shown in Fig. 6.

For the test problems it has shown appropriate with 3 iter-
ations of the continuous field, ρ, before updating the flexible
void area, μ. The overall optimization problem is consid-
ered converged, when the two sub-problems simultaneously
attain convergence. The sub-problem in ρ is considered
converged when the maximum (absolute) element density
change is below the convergence criterion (= 0.01). Conver-
gence of the sub-problem in μ is discussed in the following
section.

3.1 Update of flexible void area

As mentioned above, the update scheme for the flexible void
area, μ, must comply with both the connectivity require-
ment (safisfied by only changing elements along the inter-
face of the flexible void during an update) and the constant
area requirement (satisfied by swapping an equal number of
elements between the interior and the exterior of the void
area).

The interface elements can be identified by applying
a density filter (Bruns and Tortorelli 2001; Bourdin
2001) to the flexible void field, μ. Thereby interface
elements get intermediate density, which may then be
identified. The radius of the filter, ri , determines the
width of the interface, and thereby which elements
are allowed to change. If only elements right at the
interface should be allowed to change, this radius should
take a value in the interval 1 < ri <

√
2 (for a mesh

with square unit length elements). For many problems,
a larger radius will lead to similar results, and may
therefore be chosen to accelerate the optimization.
However, if the radius is too high, the flexible void area
may split into two different regions, e.g. by “jumping”
over a thin bar. A simple way to assure connectivity of

Fig. 6 Flowchart for optimizing with flexible void area

the void area is to keep ri within the aforementioned
interval.

The method requires a maximum for the number of
flexible void elements allowed to change per iteration. Oth-
erwise, elements at the interior and exterior of the same
interface point might change simultaneously, implying non-
connectivity. On the other hand, if too few void elements
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are changed the algorithm risks getting stuck in a local
minimum. For the examples shown in this paper, the ini-
tial maximum value was chosen as 20% of the number
of interface elements on a reference circle with the same
area as the flexible void. Numerical experiments have
shown that this approach is robust and independent of the
test problem. It should be noted that when one or both
penalization functions are applied (α1 > 0 or α2 > 0),
the sensitivities are less homogeneous, as the contribu-
tions from the compliance expression and the penaliza-
tion measures may be conflicting. In this case it might
be necessary to choose a lower initial maximum number,
e.g. 10-15 %.

The constant area requirement for the flexible void
means that any design update corresponds to swap-
ping an equal number of elements from within the
void (interior) with elements outside the area (exterior).
The discrete design update is based on ranking the
sensitivities of the interface elements, quite similar to
the approach employed in the BESO method (for a
review, see e.g. Huang and Xie (2010)). Interior and
exterior elements are ranked separately. The interior ele-
ments with highest sensitivity are swapped with an equal
number of exterior elements with the lowest sensitivities.
The material volume constraint, g0(ρ, μ), is not taken
into account in this scheme, as a minor violation is
quickly counteracted by the subsequent update of the
continuous field, ρ.

In order to prevent oscillating updates of the flexible
void area, a move limit scheme is introduced, based on the
last two updates of μ. If the compliance has not devel-
oped monotonously, the maximum number of elements
allowed to change per iteration is decreased by a factor of
0.95. Inversely, if the compliance develops monotonously,
the maximum number is increased by a factor of 1.03,
though never above the initial limit of 20 %. The
sub-problem is considered converged when the maximum
number reaches 0.

4 Results

The following section presents a range of numerical exam-
ples to demonstrate the robustness and wide applicability of
the presented method.

Where nothing else is mentioned, the problems are
solved using unit length square elements, sensitivity fil-
ter radius R = 6, density filter radius ri = 1.2 (for
identification of void interface), and a volume constraint,
V ∗, of 40 % of the total volume. The optimization shown
in Fig. 2 is likewise performed using these parameter
values.

4.1 Progression of flexible void area

In order to demonstrate the optimization process, the design
problem shown at the beginning of the paper, in Fig. 1, is
used as an example.

The development is shown without applying the flexibil-
ity measures, i.e. α1 = α2 = 0. Snapshots from the iteration
history are shown in Fig. 7. The flexible void area devel-
ops from being a circle placed at a sub-optimal location
into a relocated (rounded) triangle, allowing the surrounding
structure to assume an optimized shape, almost undisturbed
by the void inclusion. It may be noticed that the method,
in line with the passive elements method, leads to a sharp
solid/void interface between the flexible void area and solid
parts of the continuous field. As mentioned in Section 2.5,
the interface is treated the same way as the outer domain
border in terms of filtering.

The compliance of the optimized structure (φ = 59.25)
is 27 % lower than for the fixed circle case (φ = 80.67). The
compliance convergence is shown in Fig. 8. The compli-
ance is seen to decrease stably, despite the discrete updates
(seen as small bumps in the graph, see also detail). The
topological change occuring around iteration 150 (a bar
is eliminated, see Fig. 7) translates to a rapid decrease in
compliance.

4.2 Size of flexible void area

The algorithm is able to handle flexible void areas of
considerable size. To illustrate this, the problem from
Fig. 1 (optimized structure shown in Fig. 7) is investi-
gated using a larger void area. The radius of the initial void
circle is increased by 25 %, from ly/3 to 5ly/12,
corresponding to an area increase of 56 %. The
optimized structure is compared to the original result
in Fig. 9. The compliance has obviously increased due
to the larger void area, but the geometry is very similar,
except that the structure with the larger void area has been
forced to fix the left diagonal cross bar at a higher point
of the supported edge. The number of iterations has
increased from 365 to 507.

4.3 Validation of flexibility measures

In order to visualize the influence of the void flexibil-
ity measures, g1 and g2, the initial design in Fig. 10 is
used. The figure refers to the flexible void variable μ.
For the validation, the structural part is eliminated such
that only penalization terms are active (α0 in (8) is
set equal to 0), meaning that loads and supports are
of no importance. The entire domain outside the flexible
void area is allowed to be filled with material, meaning
that the volume constraint is not active. The reference
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point, p0, for the location measure, g2, is indicated
by a ×. In Fig. 11 the resulting “optimized” flexible
void areas are shown. Application of the deformation
measure alone (α1 = 1, α2 = 0) leads to a perfect
circle with an unchanged center. Application of the loca-
tion measure and deformation measure simultaneously
(α1 = 1, α2 = 1) leads to a perfect circle centered at the
reference point.

Application of the location measure alone, without
an underlying compliance optimization, is numerically
unstable. The reason is that the sensitivities for the
location measure always constitutes monotonically
changing isolines perpendicular to the vector from the
void region center of mass to the reference point, p0,
with the zero line passing through the center of mass. If
the reference point is located outside the void region, this
means that small bars perpendicular to the isolines will
evolve in the flexible void region, and eventually violate the
connectivity requirement. If a minimum compliance prob-
lem is solved simultaneously, this effect is counteracted

Fig. 7 Iteration history for optimization of the problem shown in
Fig. 1. The flexible void area is updated for every third iteration of the
continuous problem, or when the continuous problem has converged

Fig. 8 Compliance development for optimization of the problem
shown in Fig. 1. The compliance is normalized with respect to
the optimized structure obtained using the passive elements method
(see Fig. 2). The black dots refer to the iteration snapshots shown in
Fig. 7

by the compliance sensitivities, however the problem may
still arise if the penalization weight, α2, is too high. The
effect may to some extent be remedied by simultaneously
applying the deformation measure, g1, as demonstrated in
Fig. 11b. Issues with the connectivity requirement related
to application of the location measure are further discussed
in Section 6.

4.4 Effect of the flexibility penalization measures

The effect of the two flexibility penalization measures may
be investigated by optimizing an identical problem with
and without applying the penalization measures. The results
are shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12a the optimization is run
without applying the penalization measures, leading to the
result which is already shown in Fig. 7. The same topology
is obtained when the deformation measure, g1, is applied
alone (see Fig. 12c) with α1 = 1. However, the void area
is forced to assume a more rounded shape, leading to a
higher disturbance of the structure and thereby a slightly
higher compliance. When applying the location measure,
g2, alone (see Fig. 12b) with α2 = 10 and the reference
point, p0, at the center of the initial void area, a differ-
ent topology is obtained. Due to the forced location of the
void area, the compliance is significantly higher, but the

Fig. 9 Influence of varying the size of the void area. In both cases the
design domain from Fig. 1 is used, except that the radius of the initial
void circle is increased for the structure shown in Fig. 9b
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Fig. 10 Flexible void field, μ, used for verification of the two penal-
ization terms. The center of the initial square void is located at
(2lx/3, ly/2). The reference point, p0 (shown as a ×), is located at
(lx/3, ly/2)

void area smoothly follows the structure, thereby avoid-
ing dents in the surrounding bars. When the two measures
are applied simultaneously (see Fig. 12d), the same topol-
ogy is obtained as when applying the location measure
alone, however, in line with the result from Fig. 12c the
presence of the deformation measure forces the void area
into a more rounded shape. The void interface no longer
“sticks” to the structure in the corners, leading to a higher
compliance.

In Fig. 12e and 12f, the optimizations from Fig. 12c and
12d, respectively, are repeated with a higher weight on the
deformation measure (α1 = 10). This implies that the final
shape of the flexible void area becomes close to circular.
The limited flexibility of the void area also means, how-
ever, that the algorithm is not able to break down the slender
bars. Therefore, the optimization shown in Fig. 12e, with the
deformation measure applied alone but with a high weight,
ends with the same topology as when the location measure
is applied.

4.5 Mesh-independency

The method described in this paper leads to similar designs
when using various discretizations for the same problem.
This is illustrated in Fig. 13, where the optimized struc-
ture from Fig. 7 is compared with the very similar geometry
obtained with a higher discretization (twice as many ele-
ments in both the x− and y−direction and a sensitivity filter

Fig. 11 Validation of penalization with flexibility measures, using the
domain defined in Fig. 10 with α0 = 0. a Deformation measure alone
(α1 = 1, α2 = 0). b Location measure and deformation measure
applied simultaneously (α1 = 1, α2 = 1)

radius, R, extending over twice as many elements). The dif-
ference in compliance is 2.4 %. This number is equal to the
difference obtained when running the two problems with-
out a void area, meaning that the difference is not due to
variations in the final design, but inherent for the refined
discretization.

The interface width of the flexible void area is deter-
mined using the same density filter radius, expressed in
number of elements. This means that the void area will
progress more slowly in the fine discretization case, as it
will need twice as many steps to progress the same distance
in the domain. The iteration number is therefore larger for
the fine discretization (542 iterations) compared to the base
case (365 iterations).

4.6 Moving circle

The flexible void method is an efficient way to reduce the
disturbance from void inclusions. This is already illustrated
in Section 4.1, Figs. 7-8, where the compliance is reduced
by more than 25 % by letting the void inclusion take a flex-
ible shape and position. Also in the case where the position
is restricted, the method may increase the performance of

Fig. 12 Effect of the flexibility penalization measures on a minimum
compliance problem, using the domain defined in Fig. 1. The reference
point is equal to the center of the initial void area, p0 = (2lx/3, ly/2).
a No flexibility measure applied. b Location measure alone. c & e
Deformation measure alone. d & f Location measure and deformation
measure applied simultaneously
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Fig. 13 Influence of refining the discretization. Similar structures are
obtained

the optimized structure. This is illustrated in Fig. 14. In
line with Fig. 3, the figure describes the variation in com-
pliance with varying position of the void inclusion, but in
this case, a position measure penalization is applied, with
the reference point, p0, equal to the center point of the ini-
tial circle. For the solid line, the compliance is normalized
with respect to the optimized structure shown in Fig. 2. The
dotted line compares the passive and flexible void cases
directly: The compliance for the flexible void optimization
is normalized with respect to the corresponding passive ele-
ment void inclusion (with same initial center). As expected,
the flexible void method provides a lower compliance for all
positions of the reference point. Comparison with the solid
line shows, that the gain increases with increasing compli-
ance for the test case, i.e. for more challenging positions of
the inclusion.

4.7 Facade optimization in architecture

As briefly mentioned in the introduction, topology opti-
mization is being increasingly used in architectural contexts.
An example design problem is a concrete facade with a
single, large window of fixed size, which may take any
shape. The design domain, starting from a standard design,

Fig. 14 Variation of compliance with varying position of the x-
coordinate for the center of the (initially circular) flexible void inclu-
sion (y = ly/2), see reference domain in Fig. 1. Location penalization
applied with p0 equal to the initial center, and α2 = 10. For the solid
line, the compliance is normalized with respect to the optimized struc-
ture shown in Fig. 2. For the dashed line, the compliance is normalized
with respect to the corresponding passive element void inclusion, i.e.
the values of the graph in Fig. 3

Fig. 15 Design domain for the facade optimization problem. The ini-
tial window is a square with side length ly/2, and the upper right corner
placed at (lx/2, ly/4). The maximum material volume, V ∗, is chosen
such that all non-void elements are allowed to have maximum density
(=1)

is shown in Fig. 15 (the × indicates the center of mass of
the initial window). The facade should mainly be support-
ing a beam at the center, as indicated by the load case. The
entire domain outside the flexible void area is allowed to be
filled with material, meaning that the volume constraint is
not active.

This constrained shape optimization problem may be
solved using the flexible void method. Two optimized
designs are shown in Fig. 16. In Fig. 16a, there are no
restrictions on the position of the window, and the sym-
metric, (rounded) triangular shape of the flexible void is
obtained. The design in Fig. 16b is obtained by applying
the location measure penalization with α2 = 10. The design
still follows the triangular shape at the left part, where it dis-
turbs the load path least possible. The effect of varying the
value of α2 is shown in Fig. 17. When increasing α2, the
center of mass of the flexible void in the optimized design
approaches the reference point (the center of mass of the ini-
tial window). With α2 = 100, the distance is below 1/10 of
an element.

4.8 Design domain flexibility

Instead of representing a void inclusion, the flexible void
formulation may alternatively be used to define a certain
flexibility in the design domain. In this case the flexible void
should initially be placed along the border of the domain.

Fig. 16 Optimized designs for the facade optimization problem
shown in Fig. 15. Only the flexible void field, μ, is shown, as the vol-
ume constraint is not active in the problem. a Optimization with no
flexibility measures applied (α1 = 0, α2 = 0). b Optimization with
location measure penalization (α1 = 0, α2 = 10)
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Fig. 17 Influence of the weight, α2, of the location penalization mea-
sure, g2, demonstrated for the facade optimization problem defined in
Fig. 15. The center of mass of the flexible void area (marked by a solid
circle) is seen to approach the reference point (marked by a ×) as α2
increases

As opposed to the general case, where the flexible void area
should be able to progress across potential bars (as in Fig. 7),
the flexible void is in this case only supposed to reshape
along the edge of the structure. For this reason, the filter
radius R of the sensitivity filter has less influence of the
ability of the flexible void to develop, meaning that a small
filter radius will be sufficient.

An example of a flexible domain is the L-shape domain
shown in Fig. 18. The standard passive elements method
leads to the design shown in Fig. 19, using filter radius
R = 2.1 and a volume constraint of 25 %. It is well-known
that this design suffers from a singulariy at the corner of the
passive void area. The same problem is optimized using the
flexible void method, see Fig. 20a (α1 = 0) and Fig. 20b
(α1 = 10), again with R = 2.1. In both cases the opti-
mized designs exploit the opportunity of cutting the edge,
while restricted from extending too far into the flexible void
area. In the case where the deformation measure is applied
(α1 = 10), the structure is extending less into the initial void
area.

Fig. 18 Design domain for optimization of L-shape domain combined
with a flexible void

Fig. 19 Optimization of the problem described in Fig. 18, using the
passive elements method

4.9 Bridge

In order to illustrate the flexible void method on a larger
example, the bridge problem shown in Fig. 21 is consid-
ered. The problem involves an initially rectangular void area
placed at the bottom center of the domain (see Fig. 21a),
with the dimensions (lx/2) × (2ly/3). The optimization is
performed with a 800 × 200 elements discretization, 25 %
volume fraction, sensitivity filter radius R = 8, and den-
sity filter radius for interface identification ri = 1.2. The
equally distributed load sums up to 1.

For reference, the problem is first optimized without
a void area, see Fig. 21b. However, if space is required
under the bridge, e.g. for a train passing through, the void
area should be included in the optimization. The results
using the passive elements method and the flexible void
method are shown in Fig. 21c and 21d, respectively. The
compliance obtained using the flexible void method is
strongly decreased, from 5.03 to 2.16 (57 %), and the design
does not contain singularities. The possibility for round-
ing the corners of the void area allows to distribute the
load much more evenly in the structure. Obviously, further
design steps would be required to assure the right dimen-
sions of the passage under the bridge, but the example

Fig. 20 Optimization of the problem described in Fig. 18, using the
flexible void method. The initial void area is indicated by the dashed
square. a Optimization with no flexibility measure applied (α1 = α2 =
0). b Optimization with deformation measure (α1 = 10, α2 = 0)
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Fig. 21 Optimization of the bridge problem. Comparison of results
obtained without void area (b), with the passive elements method (c),
and with the flexible void method (d). The distributed load sums up
to 1. The dimensions of the initial void rectangle placed at the bottom
center of the domain is (lx/2) × (2ly/3)

illustrates the usefulness of the method in the early design
phase.

5 Extensions

This section shows how the flexible void method may
immediately be extended to include multiple void areas.
Furthermore, a shape measure is introduced, requiring the
flexible void area to fit a given reference geometry with a
certain accuracy.

5.1 Multiple void areas

The method may easily be extended to include multiple
flexible void areas, simply by defining multiple void fields,
μ1, μ2, ..., μn. Only minor modifications to the design
update scheme described in Section 3 are required. Several
approaches are possible. For the present implementation it

Fig. 22 Optimization using multiple flexible void areas. In both exam-
ples the two void areas have size (2ly/3× ly/3). a Example 1: Centers
of void areas placed in (lx/2, ly/4) and (lx/2, 3ly/4). b) Example 2:
Centers moved ly/10 towards each other. c Optimized structure from
(a), c = 61.62. d Optimized structure from (b), c = 62.59

has been chosen to update each flexible void area individ-
ually, without recomputing sensitivities (or the structural
response) between the updates of individual void areas.
When updating a void area, only interface elements which
do not coincide with another flexible void area are allowed
to change. This assures non-overlap of void areas, and
thereby that the total flexible void area remains constant.
The various penalization measures may be applied simply
by adding the average across void areas to the compliance
value in the objective function.

Figure 22 compares two examples of optimizing with two
flexible void areas of equal size (and equal size across the
two examples). For the first example (Fig. 22, left), the two
void areas are initially further separated than in the second
example (Fig. 22, right). The first example shows a stan-
dard situation where the two void areas remain separated
throughout the optimization. In this case the behavior of
each void area is highly similar to the corresponding single
void area case.

The second example illustrates the situation where two
void areas merge from an initially divided state. Ideally,
a merged area would behave similar to a single void area
of the same size. However, since the update of elements
is performed indidually for each void area, low sensitiv-
ity elements from one void area interface are not allowed
to swap with high sensitivity elements from the other void
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area interface, thereby slowing down motion perpendicu-
lar to the interface between the two void areas. Another
particular issue should be noticed. Since one void area is
always updated before the other, low sensitivity elements
at the interface between the two void areas will always be
occupied by the first updated area. This possibly implies
that the first void area slowly “floats” around the other
area, until this latter area is completely absorbed in the
first. This is partially occuring at the “tip” of the merged
void areas in Fig. 22f. Another effect impeding motion
perpendicular to the interface between the two void areas is
that once the two areas are merged, the sensitivities along
the interface of the two areas will remain zero, as all ele-
ments within the sensitivity filter radius have minimum
density. This heavily impedes the flexible void areas to
subdivide again, once they are merged. These effects
combined imply that a merged flexible void area will
have a tendency of moving in a direction parallel to
the interface between the two areas, even though this direc-
tion would not necessarily be optimal. If the merged case
arises it is recommended to substitute the merged areas with
a single void area.

The two design problems presented in Fig. 22 only dif-
fer by the initial position of the flexible void areas. In
the second example, where the space between the areas
is smaller, the areas merge. More generally speaking, two
void areas will have a tendency to merge if the sensitivi-
ties of elements between the void areas are smaller (absolute
value) than sensitivities of elements at the remaining inter-
face elements for at least one of the void areas. As in the
second example, this will happen when the space between
the areas is so small that no initial structural member
passing through the areas will be formed. In this case
the sensitivities will remain low. Simultaneously, structural
members are enhanced around the flexible void area to com-
pensate for the low stiffness in and between the void areas.
Thus, sensitivities in these enhanced areas will be higher.
The combined effect of these circumstances will imply a
tendency of the void areas to merge.

5.2 Shape measure

The combined approach adopted in this paper introduces
a high degree of flexibility for including geometrical con-
straints. The alternation between continuous and discrete
updates makes it possible to use various heuristic design
update schemes in the discrete field.

In line with the two flexibility measures introduced in
Section 2.2, a shape measure, g3(μ), may be introduced.
This measure controls the degree to which the void area
is allowed to deviate from a given reference shape, Bref .
The idea is illustrated in Fig. 23. Bref is defined in a new
domain with same discretization as the design domain. This

Fig. 23 Definition of the reference shape and signed distance func-
tion in a domain of same discretization as the design domain. In (c)
and (d) the interface of the reference shape is indicated by black
elements

way, any geometry may easily be used as a reference with-
out needing to parametrize the shape. Bref is (optionally)
allowed to rotate freely around its center of mass. The rota-
tion is defined by the angle θ as illustrated in Fig. 23b. The
rotation is performed on a fixed mesh. For this reason the
operation should always be applied to the original reference
shape, as successive rotations will accumulate approxima-
tion errors and eventually, in the general case, modify the
shape.
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The shape measure is based on the signed distance func-
tion, h. The value he is calculated for each element as
the shortest distance from the center of element e to the
interface of Bref (see Fig. 23c). The value is chosen to
be negative in the interior of the flexible void area, B .
The interface of Bref is defined by element interfaces. It
is therefore possible to calculate the signed distance func-
tion based on information about the mesh. A drawback of
this reference shape definition is that the interface becomes
non-smooth at element corners. However, as the flexible
void area is already defined on a fixed mesh, the shape
measure cannot be smooth. It should be noted that the
reference shape is translated to a position defined by the
update scheme (see Section 5.2.1) before the signed distance
function is computed.

The shape measure is defined as the sum of the value of
the signed distance function for elements contained in the
flexible void area, B:

g3(μ) =
∑

μivihi

H0
(19)

H0 is a normalization factor. The calculation is illus-
trated in Fig. 23d, for the example flexible void area, B ,
from Fig. 23a and reference shape, Bref , from Fig. 23b. The
figure shows element values of the signed distance function
based on Bref for elements contained in B . It should be
noted that the reference shape initially should be scaled to
have the same area as the flexible void area.

The normalization factor, H0, is defined as the sum∑
μivihi for a circular flexible void region of same area as

B , having itself as a reference shape (i.e. B = Bref ). This
value may be analytically calculated as the surface integral
(absolute value) of the signed distance function over the
circle:

H0 =
∣∣∣∣
∫

B

hdA

∣∣∣∣ = πr3
0

3
(20)

With this definition, the shape measure may immediately
be included into the optimization problem as defined in (8),
by penalizing with a factor α3, and taking the sum over three
flexibility measures in the objective function.

The sensitivity of the shape measure with respect to the
flexible void variable, μe, of element e is

∂g3(μ)

∂μe

= vehe

H0
(21)

5.2.1 Continuation and design update for shape measure

In order to enforce the flexible void variables into a par-
ticular shape, a high penalization factor, α3, is required.
However, a well-known issue in relation to high penaliza-
tion is the increased risk of getting stuck in local minima.
An often used remedy is some sort of continuation strategy,

which is also applied here. Another modification to take
into account is that the reference shape needs to be updated
during the optimization.

The above considerations lead to the continuation
scheme presented in Fig. 24. The optimization is initially
run as a standard flexible void problem (i.e. α3 = 0)
until convergence. Then the reference shape, Bref , is
initialized by aligning its center of mass with the center
of mass of the flexible void area, B , and rotating it
the angle θ leading to the minimum value of the shape
measure, g3(μ). The optimization is then continued with
α3 > 0. When B converges, Bref should be updated.
Bref is updated to the position and rotation for which the
average compliance sensitivity (with respect to the flexible
void variables) of elements contained in Bref is minimized.
This happens at the step represented by the left-most box in
Fig. 24. In order to smooth the iterative optimization prob-
lem the motion of Bref is restricted for this step: Bref is only
allowed to rotate ±4o per update and may only be translated
up to m elements either diagonally or in an axial direction,
where m is a number proportional to the sensitivity filter
radius of the problem (here m = 2R/3). Bref is considered
converged when no combination of the allowed translation
and rotation leads to a smaller average sensitivity.

When Bref converges, the value of α3 is increased to its
maximum value whereupon B and Bref are alternatingly
updated until convergence. The problem is considered con-
verged when B , Bref and ρ are simultaneously converged.

5.2.2 Shape measure results

A first example of optimization using the shape measure is
shown in Fig. 25. The reference shape (an L-shape) is shown
in the top row, the final flexible void geometry is shown
at the bottom, and the middle figure shows the optimized
structure. The initial guess for the flexible void area was
a circle of same size as the reference shape, positioned as
in the problem from Fig. 1. The penalization factor α3 was
first increased from 0 to 10, then to the maximum value,
100. The example is run using the same parameters as in
Section 4, with a discretization of 160 by 100 elements.

The example demonstrates the ability of the method to
translate and rotate the reference shape into an optimized
position for minimizing the disturbance on the compliance
problem. Except for slightly rounded corners the final flexi-
ble void area is shaped like the reference. The area is placed
with a certain overlap with the grayscale regions of the
structure, whereas the solid edges are only touched.

Two other test examples, with a square of varying area
as reference shape, are shown in Fig. 26. For both cases
the initial guess for the void area and the continuation of
α3 are defined as in the L-shape example, and the same
discretization and optimization parameters are applied. For
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the small square the optimization algorithm exploits the
opportunity of rotating the reference shape to make it fit
with the triangle-shaped hole in the structure, similar to the
optimization for the L-shape test case. However, when the
size of the reference shape becomes larger compared to the
size of the domain, as is the case for the large square, there is
no longer an obvious way for the square to fit into the struc-
ture. Also for this case the algorithm moves the void area to
minimize the disturbance on the structure. However, due to
the size of the void area and the requirement to fit a square
shape with sharp edges, the optimized structure is character-
ized by irregularities similar to those obtained when using
standard passive elements.

As illustrated by the test cases the shape measure extends
the flexible void method to solve design problems with
holes of a fixed shape. However, the method has certain
drawbacks. First, as illustrated by the examples in Fig. 26,
the method reaches its limitations when the reference shape
area is large compared to the total domain area. Second, the
iteration number becomes high due to continuation of the
penalization parameter. The L-shaped test case converged in
722 iterations, whereas the square cases converged in 470
and 655 iterations, respectively. One way to decrease the
iteration number would be to relax the convergence criterion

determining when to update the reference shape. Another
option is to modify the move limit scheme for the flexible
void area to faster decrease the number of elements allowed
to swap per update of the void area.

6 Discussion

One of the strengths of this new method is the ability
to enforce a connected void area, while keeping the void
definition simple and defining the design variables at an
individual element level. Alternative approaches include
implementation of a “casting constraint”, where element
densities are required to change monotonously along a given
casting direction (see e.g. Gersborg and Andreasen 2011),
or a 2D level set definition (without topological derivatives),
where only existing interfaces are changed, meaning that no
new holes are introduced.

Cases may arise, however, where the connectivity is chal-
lenged. As mentioned in Section 4.3 this includes cases
where the location measure is applied with a high weight.
One remedy is, as already suggested, to simultaneously
apply the deformation measure, which forces the flexible
void elements towards its center of mass. Another approach

Fig. 24 Flowchart for
continuation strategy when
optimizing with shape measure
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Fig. 25 Optimization with shape measure. a L-shaped reference shape
with side lengths lx/8 and 3lx/8. b Optimized structure, c = 60.75. c
Final void area

is to implement a heuristic connectivity scheme, checking
whether a given design update of μ implies non-connected
areas, and if necessary removing elements leading to this
situation from the update list.

The designs obtained with the flexible void method are
obviously highly dependent on the initial location of the
void area. An example is the cantilever beam problem with a
flexible void circle from Fig. 1, with the final design shown
as the last iteration in Fig. 7. If the initial circle is instead
placed with its center point in (lx/3, ly/2), the flexible void
area moves towards the left, ending up in a different local
minimum as a triangle at the left edge (at the low density
area in Fig. 7).

Put more generally, the efficiency and applicability of the
method depends on characteristic parameters such as filter
radii, the maximum number of elements allowed to change
per iteration, and the weight of the penalization measures. If
the filter radius, R, of the sensitivity filter is too small (e.g.
R = ri = 1.2), the flexible void area develops very slowly
and tends to get stuck in a local minimum. As described
in Section 3, an increased interface width (increased radius,

Fig. 26 Optimization including shape measure a Example 1: Square
reference shape with side length lx/4. b Example 2: Square refer-
ence shape with side length lx/3. c Optimized structure from (a), c =
61.18. d Optimized structure from (b), c = 66.87. e-f Corresponding
final void areas

ri , on the density filter) decreases the number of iterations
required for the flexible void area to move large “distances”.
This is, however, with the risk of violating the connectivity.
A necessary condition is ri ≤ R.

With the presented implementation, the flexible void
area impacts surrounding elements in the same way as the
domain border, as the unfiltered sensitivities inside the void
are zero and the filtering weight factor is equal for all
elements. When the volume constraint is defined on the
physical densities, ρ̂, only, this has the implication that
the interface between the structure and the flexible void
becomes a sharp 0/1 edge. An alternative would be to apply
the volume constraint to the continuous design variables,
ρ. With this choice, however, the physical meaning of the
constraint value is lost. The method leads to a grayscale
interface, but the edge is still sharper than for interfaces
between maximum and minimum densities in the remainder
of the domain.

7 Conclusions

This paper presents a new method for including a flexible
void area into a minimum compliance topology optimiza-
tion problem. The void area is introduced as a second,
discrete design variable field with the same discretization as
the standard, continuous density field. This way, the method
allows to define a void inclusion of fixed area, which may
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be flexibly reshaped and repositioned in order to disturb the
structure least possible. The freedom of motion of the flexi-
ble void area may be restricted by penalizing its moment of
inertia and the position of its center of mass. By formulat-
ing the problem as two strongly coupled sub-problems, the
design update is performed in an iterative manner, alternat-
ing between updates of the continuous and discrete fields.
This alternation allows to introduce various heuristic mod-
ifications to the design update scheme in the discrete field,
as illustrated with the shape measure, forcing the void area
to assume a predefined shape.

The robustness and applicability of the method is demon-
strated through a range of numerical examples. The paper
has focused on demonstrating the fundamental properties of
the method. The method may easily be combined with the
passive elements method for fixed solid or void inclusions,
simply by excluding the passive elements from the set of
design variables also in the discrete field, μ. Extension to
3D is straightforward.

The nature of the method furthermore makes it very suit-
able for interactive topology optimization applications, e.g.
on handheld devices, as presented in Aage et al. (2013).
A challenge for this end is to handle the potential numer-
ical instabilities described in Section 4.3, arising when the
location constraint is applied with α2 too high. However,
the interactive definition of characteristic parameters, such
as penalization weights, αk , and the interface width, ri ,
allows to achieve maximum gain from the flexibility of the
method.
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Abstract

This paper presents a novel method for including coated structures and prescribed material interface properties into the minimum
compliance topology optimization problem. Several elements of the method are applicable to a broader range of interface problems.
The approach extends the standard SIMP method by including the normalized norm of the spatial gradient of the design field into
the material interpolation function, enforcing coating material at interfaces by attributing particular properties. The length scales
of the base structure and the coating are separated by introducing a two-step filtering/projection approach. The modeled coating
thickness is derived analytically, and the coating is shown to be accurately controlled and applied in a highly uniform manner over
the structure. An alternative interpretation of the model is to perform single-material design for additive manufacturing. Infill is
assumed to be constituted of an isotropic porous microstructure satisfying the Hashin–Shtrikman bounds and is modeled using the
homogenized material properties. A range of numerical results illustrate the effectiveness of the approach.
c⃝ 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Topology optimization; Coating; Interface representation; Two-step filtering; Additive manufacturing

1. Introduction

The objective of this study is to design coated structures by topology optimization. Metal coating of polymer struc-
tures is commonly used to enhance functional or visual properties or to reduce component cost. Furthermore, many
polymers are easily processed into complex shapes that metals alone could not form. Such structures, when coated
with metal, combine the processing and cost advantages of polymers with the performance benefits of metal.

While there exists a wide range of metal coating technologies [1], one of the most common techniques is electro-
plating. In electroplating, the polymer base structure is initially etched to create small pores in the surface where the
coating material can anchor. The polymer surface is then activated with palladium salts and subsequently immersed in
a concentrated electroless copper or nickel plating bath for autocatalytic plating. The surface thereby becomes conduc-
tive and may be coated with a range of different metals by means of electrolytic plating. The most common polymer
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material used as a substrate for electroplating is acrylonitrile–butadiene–styrene (ABS). The initial etching removes
the butadiene phase which allows for a very strong adhesion between polymer and coating. ABS is also widely used in
additive manufacturing (AM), specifically in fused deposition modeling (FDM). Combining the advantages of metal
coated polymers with the design freedom afforded by AM has the potential to create new types of architectures [2].

This work models coated structures. The method assumes perfect bonding between the substrate and the coating
material. The study is limited to 2D applications. Assuming the absence of closed cavities, the model should be readily
expandable from 2D shapes to 3D objects.

The paper considers minimum compliance problems. The approach suggested in the paper draws on the basic ideas
of the SIMP approach (for the fundamentals, see e.g. [3]). The usual stiffness interpolation from SIMP is extended to
include spatial gradients of the (filtered) design field. This allows to identify material interfaces and enforce coating. In
order to control the spatial gradient field and thereby assure a uniform coating thickness a two-step filtering approach
is introduced.

Spatial density gradients have earlier been used for identifying material interfaces. The context has been restriction
methods/perimeter control rather than modeling of interface properties. Petersson and Sigmund [4] introduce a slope
constraint with pointwise bounds on the density slopes to ensure existence of solutions. The topic is discussed in more
detail by Borrvall [5].

Filter processes performed over several steps to control different geometric properties simultaneously have earlier
been used. Sigmund [6] provides an overview of the most common filters and shows how morphological operators may
be combined to assure that several properties are simultaneously attained. As an example the combined open–close or
close–open operator allows to obtain minimum hole size and minimum structural detail size simultaneously.

The ability to accurately describe material interfaces is often mentioned as an advantage of level-set based
approaches, for which interfaces are implicitly defined by iso-contours of a level-set function. For a review of level-
set based topology optimization, see e.g. [7]. Based on the level-set method, Vermaak et al. [8] present a method for
including material interface properties in the optimization of multi-phase elastic and thermoelastic structures. Rather
than modeling a sharp interface between two different materials, a transition zone is introduced to allow for graded
properties.

The method presented in this paper shows that a level set based method is not the only possible approach when
solving problems requiring the ability to accurately describe material interfaces. A density based approach may as
well be used. More generally speaking, issues which were earlier considered a drawback of density based approaches
compared to level set based approaches have been solved in recent work. An example is the presence of intermediate
densities in the final design. By introducing projection methods such as robust optimization [9] this issue may to a large
extent be overcome. Combined with the advantages of density based approaches (such as the availability of sensitivity
information in the entire design domain), a density based approach was considered the preferred choice for solving the
problem addressed in this paper. For a detailed comparison of density based vs. level set based approaches see [10].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the problem formulation. This includes
the material model and the interpolation scheme assuring coating at all surfaces, as well as the optimization problem
and the sensitivity analysis. Section 3 presents and discusses numerical results. A general discussion is presented in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Problem formulation

In this section the optimization problem is defined. This includes defining an appropriate material model, formally
defining the optimization problem, and deriving sensitivities. The material model and characteristic properties are
derived analytically based on continuous versions of the design field and filters. Only when formally defining the
optimization problem, the discretized version is introduced.

2.1. Material model

A coated structure is characterized by a base structure made of one material (referred to as the substrate in a process
context) and a coating made of a different material. Initially, no limitations are put on the shape and dimensions of
the base structure, whereas the coating is assumed to have a constant, pre-defined thickness, tref , at all surfaces of the
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Fig. 1. Illustrative sketch of relation between coated structure, filtered design field and physical density function. (a) Extract of a coated structure in
2D. (b) Feature from (a). (c) 1D physical density function representing the feature. (d) Underlying (filtered) design field with a feature of width w.

base structure. Fig. 1 shows a sketch of a coated structure in 2D and illustrates how the associated physical density
function should look like for a 1D cross section.

This physical density function may be obtained from a filtered 0/1 design field by utilizing that the interface is
characterized by a large spatial gradient, see Fig. 1(d). If the base material is chosen where the design field equals 1
and the coating is enforced where the spatial gradient is large, the physical density function from Fig. 1(c) is obtained.

It is important to notice that the prescribed coating thickness, tref , is a fixed parameter which is defined as part of
the design problem. For the optimization problem it is convenient to define the coating based on the spatial gradient of
the design field in order to assure sufficient design freedom. The modeled coating may be characterized by a thickness,
t . This parameter, referred to as the modeled coating thickness, therefore depends on the design field. This approach
assures sufficient design freedom, but must be combined with a method to control the gradient field in order to end up
with the correct coating thickness in the final design.

To control the shape of the gradient a two-step filtering process is applied as illustrated in Fig. 2. First, the design
field, µ, is smoothed (giving µ̂) and projected (giving ϕ = ¯̂µ). This projection defines the (polymer) base structure.
In order to identify the interface of the base structure, a second smoothing is applied (giving ϕ̂). A large norm of
the spatial gradient,

∇ϕ̂


α
, in this second smoothed field defines the interface (the index α means that the norm is

normalized, see Section 2.1.2). The normalized norm is subsequently projected to model a sharp interface. This field,
denoted

∇ϕ̂


α
, defines the coating. Using this approach the desired coating thickness is defined indirectly by setting

the filter radius used for the second smoothing, as this parameter determines the width of the interface region.
In the following subsections the above considerations will be developed in more detail.

2.1.1. Filters
Filters are a commonly used regularization technique in SIMP-based topology optimization to avoid mesh-

dependency of solutions. In standard filtering techniques the filter radius, R, is equal to the radius of the neighborhood
defined around each individual element for a filtering step. Certain filters assure a minimum feature size, e.g. the
Heaviside projection [11] for which the minimum feature size equals 2R. More details on standard filtering techniques
may be found in [6].

In this work, where material interfaces are described by means of spatial gradients, the role of the filters is extended
to provide the necessary control over the spatial gradient field. A density filter/smoothing and a projection scheme are
applied.
Smoothing

The applied density filter is a so-called PDE-filter based on a Helmholtz-type partial differential equation [12]. For
the isotropic case the filtered density field, µ̂, is implicitly defined as a solution to the Helmholtz PDE

− r2
∇

2µ̂ + µ̂ = µ (1)
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Fig. 2. Two-step filter process allowing to separate length scales of base structure and coating. The physical density is an interpolation of ϕ and∇ϕ̂

α

.

with appropriate boundary conditions. The scalar r is a length scale parameter. The relation between r and the filter
radius, R, in standard filtering techniques is

r =
R

2
√

3
. (2)

In this work the filter radius will be reported in terms of R due to its more intuitive nature.
As opposed to standard filtering techniques which are solved for element density variables, the PDE-filter is solved

for nodal density variables. The PDE filter has several advantages justifying the additional mapping needed between
elemental and nodal densities: First, using nodal densities allows for an easy calculation of the spatial gradient and
a convenient definition of boundary conditions. Second, the PDE-filter is suitable for parallel implementation which
makes it a more attractive choice for large problems.

Projection
Projection methods [11,6] provide an efficient means of obtaining black-and-white designs. Wang et al. [9] propose

the following smoothed projection:

¯̂µi =
tanh(βη) + tanh(β(µ̂i − η))

tanh(βη) + tanh(β(1 − η))
. (3)

Here, β determines the “sharpness” of the projection. η ∈ [0; 1] is the threshold parameter. For η = 0 and η = 1
the projection reduces to the Heaviside step filter [11] and modified Heaviside filter [6], respectively. In the limit
of β → ∞ these two threshold values provide length scale control for the solid and void phase, respectively. For
intermediate values of η there is no length scale control.

Separating length scales by two-step filtering
At sharp edges in the design field, the spatial density function is non-smooth and the gradient is not (analytically)

defined. Using the gradient of the smoothed field eliminates this problem. When the PDE filter is applied (as in this
work) the nodal densities are readily available for calculation of spatial gradients.

The two-step filtering process illustrated in Fig. 2 allows to separate the length scales of the base structure and
the coating. First, the base structure is defined by a smoothing and subsequent projection of the design field. The
smoothing is defined by the radius R1, and the projection is controlled by the parameters β and η. This filtering
process provides an indirect length scale control of the base structure. In order to identify the interface of the base
structure (represented by the projected field, ϕ), a second density filter is applied. By choosing the filter radius, R2,
of this second filter independently of R1, the thickness of the coating may be decoupled and controlled independently
of the feature size of the base structure. In order to model a sharp material interface, the normalized gradient norm of
this second density filtered field,

∇ϕ̂


α
, is subsequently projected using the parameters βg and ηg which may also

be chosen independently of the parameters β and η from the first projection.
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2.1.2. Gradient norm
The two-step filtering and interpolation approach illustrated in Fig. 2 involves the gradient norm for enforcing

coating material at all interfaces between base material and void. More precisely, this gradient norm refers to the
normalized Euclidean norm of the spatial gradient of the second smoothed field, ϕ̂. The index α refers to the
normalization, i.e.:∇ϕ̂


α

≡ α
∇ϕ̂

 (4)

where the normalization factor α is defined as the inverse of the maximum possible gradient norm of the second
smoothed field, ϕ̂. This implies that

0 ≤
∇ϕ̂


α

≤ 1, ∀ϕ. (5)

Derivation of the value of α which can be determined a priori is presented in Section 2.1.4. It is the projection of this
normalized gradient norm,

∇ϕ̂


α
, that is used for enforcing coating material.

2.1.3. Interpolation functions
Based on the above considerations, interpolation functions for the physical density and stiffness may be defined.

The material properties of the base material are defined as a ratio of the coating material’s properties:

1. Coating material: Mass density m0, stiffness E0.
2. Base material: Mass density λmm0, stiffness λE E0.

The coating material is assumed to have a higher stiffness and mass density than the base material, i.e. both λm and
λE are contained in the interval [0, 1]. The assumption is generally valid when considering polymer based structures
with a metal coating. To make the connection with the standard SIMP interpolation as evident as possible, the mass
density of the coating material is assumed to be m0

= 1. Thereby the physical density and mass density may be used
interchangeably, as the coating material has a mass density of 1, whereas the base material has a mass density of λm .
Both materials are assumed to be isotropic with a Poisson’s ratio, ν0, independent of interpolation density.

The physical density, ρ, and stiffness, E , are defined as an interpolation of ϕ and
∇ϕ̂


α

:

ρ(ϕ,
∇ϕ̂


α
) = λmϕ + (1 − λmϕ)

∇ϕ̂


α
(6)

E(ϕ,
∇ϕ̂


α
) = E0


λEϕ p

+ (1 − λEϕ p)(
∇ϕ̂


α
)p


. (7)

The penalization parameter, p = 3, is the same for ϕ and
∇ϕ̂


α

. Note that when the gradient norm approaches zero,
i.e. when going away from the interface, the expressions reduce to:

ρbase(ϕ, 0) = λmϕ

Ebase(ϕ, 0) = E0λEϕ p.
(8)

The similarity with standard SIMP is evident. At the other extreme where the normalized gradient norm approaches
1, i.e. at the interface region, the physical density and stiffness approach 1 and E0, respectively:

ρcoating(ϕ, 1) = λmϕ + (1 − λmϕ) = 1

Ecoating(ϕ, 1) = E0 
λEϕ p

+ (1 − λEϕ p)


= E0.
(9)

The physical density and stiffness functions are graphically represented in Figs. 3 and 4 for an example 1D design
variable step function, µ. There is a symmetry condition at the right edge, meaning that the figure represents (half
of) a sharp edged feature. For the example, λE < λm . Remark that the slope at the interpolated edge is steeper for
the stiffness function than for the physical density interpolation. This is due to the penalization of intermediate design
densities as known from standard SIMP.
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Fig. 3. Physical density interpolation with underlying two-step filtered fields.

Fig. 4. Physical stiffness interpolation with underlying two-step filtered fields.

In addition to the properties given by Eqs. (8) and (9) the following properties may be verified by insertion into (6)
and (7) or by considering Figs. 3 and 4:

ρ(0, 0) = 0
ρ(1, 0) = λm

(10)

and

E(0, 0) = 0

E(1, 0) = λE E0.
(11)

This follows the intention that base material is enforced where the design field equals 1 and has a low gradient. Eq.
(9) assures that coating material is enforced where the spatial gradient is large.

Note that unlike the standard SIMP interpolation, the stiffness is not defined as an explicit function of the physical
density, ρ (no bijective mapping exists between the physical density and stiffness). Instead, both the physical density
and stiffness are interpolated based on the projected design variable field, ϕ, and the normalized gradient of the filtered
field,

∇ϕ̂


α
.

2.1.4. Controlling gradients to achieve prescribed coating thickness
Coating material is imposed at interfaces based on the normalized gradient norm of the second filtered field, ϕ̂.

This makes the modeled coating thickness, t , dependent on several variables.
The starting point is a given feature of width w in the first projected field, ϕ = ¯̂µ. Note that w varies throughout

the field depending on which feature is considered. The field, and therefore w, depends on the filter radius, R1, and
the projection parameters, η and β. The normalized gradient norm at the projected edge depends on the second filter
radius, R2, and the normalization factor, α. Finally, the modeled coating is obtained by projecting the normalized
gradient norm, making it also dependent on the second projection parameters, ηg and βg . In this section it is shown
how the thickness, t , of the modeled coating can be controlled to be equal to the prescribed coating thickness, tref ,
through the second filter radius, R2.

A first step is to derive an expression for the normalization factor, α. This factor should be chosen as the inverse
of the maximum possible value of the gradient norm in the second filtered field. Note that this value is a constant
which is calculated before the optimization loop. To find this scaling value a simplified problem is considered in the
following. The maximum will appear where the first projected field, ϕ, has a discrete (step) edge. Here the edge is
assumed perpendicular to the x-direction. The edge should be straight and the feature should be of infinite extent in
the x-direction. The extent in the y-direction may be of arbitrary, positive length, defined by the real valued limits y1
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Fig. 5. 2D step function representing the limit feature edge of infinite extent for calculation of maximum gradient.

and y2 > y1. Such an edge may be represented as a Heaviside step function (see Fig. 5) in the limit of β → ∞:

ϕH (x, y) = H(x) (12)

where

H(x) = Heaviside(x) =


0 x < 0
1 x > 0 . (13)

The function is not defined for x = 0.
Solving the PDE (1) with four homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions (at y = y1, y = y2 and the limits of

x → ±∞) gives the second filtered field

ϕ̂H (x, y) = H(x) +
ex 2

√
3

R2

2
(1 − H(x)) −

e−x 2
√

3
R2

2
H(x). (14)

This solution is independent of y and identical to the solution when using the corresponding 1D step function

ϕH (x) = H(x). (15)

This implies that using the PDE filter allows to reduce length scale studies of the 2D problem to a 1D problem when
the assumptions mentioned in this section are applied. This would not have been the case if a standard linear filter had
been used.

The maximum gradient norm is obtained in the limit of x → 0 as:

∇ϕ̂H


max =

√
3

R2
(16)

giving a gradient normalization factor of

α =
R2
√

3
. (17)

Based on this definition of α a relation between the second filter radius, R2, and the modeled coating thickness, t ,
may the derived. The projection thresholds are chosen as ηg = η = 0.5 and it is assumed that β and βg are arbitrarily
high. This implies that all projected fields have sharp edges. With these assumptions, the point limiting the coating
from the base material or void is where

∇ϕ̂


α
= ηg . Based on this, the modeled coating thickness may be expressed

as an explicit function of the filter radii, R1 and R2, and the width, w, of a sharp-edged feature in the design field. The
analytical expression is rather lengthy and is omitted here, however, the analytical curves showing the thickness, t , as
a function of w are plotted for various values of R1 and R2 in Fig. 6. The modeled thickness converges quickly to a
constant, maximum value, tmax, which only depends on the second filter radius, R2:

tmax =
ln(2)
√

3
R2. (18)

By exchanging this asymptotic value, tmax, by the prescribed coating thickness, tref , the required value of R2 is ob-
tained:

R2 =

√
3

ln(2)
tref ≈ 2.5tref . (19)
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Fig. 6. Modeled coating thickness, t , as a function of feature width, w, for a sharp-edged feature in the design field, µ.

The larger the first filter radius, compared to the second, the narrower the transition band of w-values leading to inter-
mediate coating thickness, i.e. between the minimum width, wmin, and the width where the thickness reaches (a given
percentage of) the prescribed coating thickness tmax = tref .

Sharp-edged features in the design field, µ, with w < wmin will be filtered out by the first filtering and projection,
meaning that the coating thickness is not defined for these values. Note that with the assumption of arbitrarily large
β, features in the design field with smooth edges will be projected to have sharp edges in ϕ, and the features may be
attributed to an equivalent sharp-edged width.

2.2. Optimization problem

The optimization problem is a standard minimum compliance problem with a constraint on the volume. For the
discretized problem the continuous fields (e.g. µ) are replaced with vectors of element values (µ).

The global stiffness matrix, K, is defined as:

K(µ) =


e

ke(µ) =


e

Ee(ϕe(µ),
∇ϕ̂e(µ)


α
)k0

e (20)

where ke is the element stiffness matrix, and k0
e is the element stiffness matrix for an element with unit Young’s mod-

ulus. For the numerical implementation a small minimum stiffness (λE,min E0) in void elements is required to avoid
singularity. The first term in the stiffness interpolation, λEϕ

p
e , is replaced with λE,min + (λE − λE,min)ϕ

p
e .

The optimization problem is defined in the following way:

min
µ

: c(µ) = UTKU

subject to : KU = F
g(µ) = V (µ)/V ∗

− 1 ≤ 0
0 ≤ µe ≤ 1, ∀e.

(21)

Here c is the compliance, U and F are the global displacement and force vectors, respectively, g is the volume
constraint, V (ρ(µ)) =


viρi (µ) is the material volume and V ∗ is the maximum allowed volume.

Design updates are performed based on sensitivities using MMA [13].

2.3. Sensitivity analysis

For the sensitivity analysis the explicit statement of variable dependency is omitted, i.e. the long notation
ρ(ϕ,

∇ϕ̂


α
) used in previous sections is replaced with the shorter ρ etc. Furthermore, the following notation is

introduced:

E = E0

εS

+ (1 − εS)εG


= E0

εS

+ εG
− εSεG


(22)

where S refers to “SIMP”, and G refers to “gradient”:

εS
= λEϕ p, εG

= (
∇ϕ̂


α
)p. (23)
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Using the adjoint method, the sensitivity of the objective function with respect to an element design variable is:

∂c
∂µe

= −UT ∂K
∂µe

U =


i

∂ Ei

∂µe
(−uT

i k0ui ) (24)

with

∂ Ei

∂µe
= E0


∂εS

i
∂µe

+
∂εG

i
∂µe

−
∂(εS

i εG
i )

∂µe


. (25)

The first derivative term is obtained using the chain rule:

∂εS
i

∂µe
=

∂εS
i

∂ϕi

∂ϕi

∂µe
= pϕ

p−1
i λE

∂ϕi

∂µe
. (26)

Note that when using the minimum stiffness λE,min, the factor λE should be modified to (λE − λE,min) in (26). The
term ∂ϕi/∂µe represents the standard modification of sensitivities due to filtering and projection. The expression is
omitted here but may be found in the respective papers (Lazarov and Sigmund [12] for the PDE-filter and Wang
et al. [9] for the projection).

The second derivative term of (25) is elaborated in a similar way:

∂εG
i

∂µe
=

∂εG
i

∂(
∇ϕ̂i


α
)

∂(
∇ϕ̂i


α
)

∂µe
= p(

∇ϕ̂i


α
)p−1 ∂(

∇ϕ̂i


α
)

∂µe
. (27)

The last derivative term of (27) is further developed using the chain rule:

∂(
∇ϕ̂i


α
)

∂µe
=

∂(
∇ϕ̂i


α
)

∂(
∇ϕ̂i


α
)

∂(
∇ϕ̂i


α
)

∂µe
. (28)

Again, the factor ∂(
∇ϕ̂i


α
)/∂(

∇ϕ̂i


α
) is a standard filter modification factor. The derivative of the normalized

gradient norm (the second factor in (28)) is:

∂
∇ϕ̂i


α


∂µe

=
α∇ϕ̂i




∂ϕ̂i

∂x
∂

∂µe


∂ϕ̂i

∂x


+

∂ϕ̂i

∂y
∂

∂µe


∂ϕ̂i

∂y


. (29)

This expression involves the two gradient components of the second smoothed field:

∇ϕ̂i =


∂ϕ̂i

∂x
∂ϕ̂i

∂y

 =


∂

∂x
∂

∂y

 NTξ̂ i = Bξ̂ i. (30)

Here, ξ̂ i is a vector of the four nodal densities of the second smoothed field corresponding to element i . Note that
the nodal densities are obtained directly when using the PDE-filter (see Section 2.1.1). N is a vector of the four shape
functions relating ξ̂ i with ϕ̂i , and B2x4 is the gradient computation matrix for which the two rows are obtained by
differentiating the four shape functions with respect to the two spatial variables, x and y, respectively.

Eq. (29) also involves the derivative with respect to the design variables of the partial, spatial derivatives. As the
terms in x and y are identical only the term in x is developed further here. Based on the gradient calculation shown in
Eq. (30) and denoting the two rows of B by Bx and By , respectively, the following expression is obtained:

∂

∂µe


∂ϕ̂i

∂x


=

∂

∂µe
(Bx ξ̂ i) =

4
k=1

Bx
k
∂ξ̂ik

∂µe
. (31)

The factor ∂ξ̂ik/∂µe is a standard filter modification factor. The calculation of this term is described in detail in [12].
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Fig. 7. Design domain for MBB beam, including (nodal) boundary conditions for PDE filter.

The last derivative term of (25) is obtained simply by using the product rule:

∂(εS
i εG

i )

∂µe
=

∂εS
i

∂µe
εG

i + εS
i
∂εG

i
∂µe

. (32)

Expressions for all terms have already been given above.

3. Results

In the following a range of numerical results are presented. Many parameters are identical for all examples: The
penalization p = 3 is used for both ϕ and

∇ϕ̂


α
. The two projections are performed with identical parameters. The

threshold is η = ηg = 0.5, and the sharpness parameter is initialized with β = 8. This number should be sufficiently
high to make the projected gradient have an impact already from the beginning of the optimization. A continuation
scheme is adopted, where β is gradually increased to 64 by doubling at every 100th iteration (or at convergence).

3.1. MBB beam

The first numerical example is the MBB benchmark example. The design domain is shown in Fig. 7. A few, minor
modifications of the standard design domain are introduced: First, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions have
been prescribed for the PDE filter to force a gradient at outer boundaries. Symmetry constraints have homogeneous
Neumann conditions. Second, solid material (coating material) is required at all loads and supports to overrule the
zero Dirichlet condition. For a point load or support, the width of the solid box should be larger than the filter radius.
This simultaneously removes the large, local deformations that would appear and should be modeled if a thin shell
is subdued a perpendicular, concentrated load (same principle as a fiber reinforced sandwich structure). At solid
boxes a Dirichlet boundary condition of µ̂ = 1 is prescribed. Identical boundary conditions are used for the two
density filtering steps. The domain has the dimensions 150 by 50 and is discretized by square elements with varying
refinement.

The problem is optimized using a volume fraction of 40%, a filter radius R1 = 10 and a coating thickness tref = 2,
i.e. R2 = 5. The material parameters are E0

= 1, λm = 0.7 and λE = 0.4, meaning that the coating material is
disproportionally stiff with respect to its weight compared to the base material.

Fig. 8 shows the optimized structure using three different discretizations with element side lengths of 1, 0.5 and
0.25, respectively. The three designs have the same topology and are very similar in shape. The coating thickness is
highly uniform and almost independent of discretization.

Note that the figure shows the stiffness (E-field) of the structures. For comparison, Fig. 9 shows the physical density
field, ρ, of the middle structure. The base material has a relative stiffness value of λE = 0.4 but a relative physical
density value of λm = 0.7.

A detail of the coating for the three designs is shown in Fig. 10. The coating thickness is seen to be identical for the
three designs, only the resolution is improved. Within the precision of the resolution, and accounting for variations
due to the FE discretization, the thicknesses equal the prescribed coating thickness, tref = 2.0. For an axis-parallel
edge in the three designs shown in Fig. 8, this maximum value corresponds to 2, 4 and 8 elements, respectively.

If the resolution becomes even coarser, the diagonal edges would begin to contain one-node connections in the
coating which would not make physical sense. In general it is recommended to resolve coating features with at least
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Fig. 8. Optimized MBB beam. Left: 150 by 50 elements (c = 324.3). Middle: 300 by 100 elements (c = 305.2). Right: 600 by 200 elements
(c = 305.8).

Fig. 9. Physical density field, ρ, of optimized MBB beam using 300 by 100 elements.

Fig. 10. Detail of Fig. 8, showing leftmost member. Scale bar indicates tref = 2.0.

Fig. 11. Optimized MBB beam with varying coating thickness. Left: tref = 1 ⇒ R2 = 2.5 (c = 374.4). Middle: tref = 2 ⇒ R2 = 5 (c = 305.2).
Right: tref = 3 ⇒ R2 = 7.5 (c = 270.2).

two elements in order for the model to maintain its physical meaning. Assuming a coating thickness everywhere
of tref , denoting the longer of the element side lengths as we, and using the relation (19), this implies a resolution
requirement, i.e. element size, of

2we ≤ tref ⇒ we ≤
tref

2
=

ln 2

2
√

3
R2. (33)

When choosing R2 close to this limit, R1 should be greater than or equal to R2 to assure sufficiently wide features in
the base structure.

In Fig. 11 the same design problem as above is solved with the intermediate discretization (300 by 100 elements)
and varying coating thickness. The modeled coating thickness is clearly controlled by modifying the filter radius,
R2. The compliance changes as a thicker coating takes up more material per unit length. The compliance improves
significantly when allowing for a thicker coating, and thereby reducing the amount of base material which is dispro-
portionately weak. The design is gradually approaching the design obtained with a standard SIMP optimization. Using
the same method as above to calculate the coating thickness, the relation to Eq. (18) may be verified.

As indicated in the analytical analysis of the modeled coating thickness, illustrated in Fig. 6 from Section 2.1.4,
the modeled coating thickness at a given interface point depends on the feature size, w, of the underlying feature in
the first projected field, ϕ. The figure illustrates that a certain feature size is needed in order to obtain a final design
with constant modeled coating thickness. Thinner features are predicted to have a thinner modeled coating thickness.
In Fig. 12 this circumstance has been investigated from a numerical perspective. The same problem as in Fig. 8 is
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a

b

c

Fig. 12. Dependence of modeled coating thickness, t , on the feature size, w (measured in the first projected field, ϕ). (a) First projected field, ϕ.
(b) Physical stiffness field, E . (c) Comparison of numerical values obtained in (a) and (b) vs. analytical curve derived in Section 2.1.4.

Fig. 13. Effect of varying λm with fixed λE = 0.2. Values of λm (from left to right): 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.99.

considered, except that the volume fraction is decreased to 30% and the first filter radius is decreased to R1 = 5.
The problem is solved using the intermediate discretization. The optimized structure is shown in Fig. 8. For six cross-
sections of varying width, the numerical values of w and t have been calculated. In the figure the values are compared
to the analytically derived relation. The numerical results closely follow the analytical prediction to within the pre-
cision of the discretization. In order to be guaranteed a constant modeled coating thickness for the entire design a
sufficiently high minimum feature size is needed. For most practical applications the coating thickness will be much
smaller (at least several times smaller) than the base structure feature size. This implies a value of R2 which is corre-
spondingly low compared to R1, meaning that the problem of non-constant modeled coating thickness is less likely to
appear.

3.2. Design dependency on material properties

The topology of the optimized design is dependent on the values of λE and λm . The effect of varying the relative
physical density, λm , for a fixed relative stiffness, λE = 0.2, is shown in Fig. 13. The filter radii are R1 = R2 = 3.5,
corresponding to a maximum coating thickness of tmax = 1.4. The volume constraint is 40%.

The figure illustrates an important point: When the value of λm is chosen too close to the volume constraint for
the problem, the entire design domain may be filled up with base material while keeping below the maximum amount
of volume allowed. This is what happens in the first structure of Fig. 13 with λm = 0.2. The second structure with
λm = 0.4 shows the behavior around the limit value where the volume constraint becomes active. The coating is only
partially created. This is possible because there is no minimum length scale control in the first projected design field,
meaning that the interface may be blurred sufficiently to make the gradient norm attain a value below the projection
threshold. It is a well-known issue in SIMP-based topology optimization that the volume constraint has to be active
in order for the penalization to remove intermediate design densities. The issue may be alleviated using robust design
schemes (e.g. [9]) but this is outside the scope of this paper.

For larger values of λm the optimized structures have a clearly defined and homogeneous coating. Base material
becomes more and more uneconomical as λm increases. This favors generation of a higher amount of coating material,
implying an increased number of holes. However, simultaneously the total amount of base material available decreases
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Fig. 14. Compliance iso-curves when varying λm and λE . For the four example structures the upper figure shows the stiffness and the lower shows
the physical density. The dashed line indicates the minimum λm required to make the volume constraint active.

Fig. 15. Design domain for plate in bi-axial tension, including (nodal) boundary conditions for PDE filter.

in order for the volume constraint to be satisfied. This impedes the structure in branching out in a high number of
members, thus limiting the number of holes and counteracting the other effect.

Fig. 14 shows compliance iso-curves obtained by varying the values of λm and λE . The dashed line indicates the
minimum value, λm = 0.33, required to make the volume constraint active for this problem. Structures optimized with
a value of λm below this value will attain the same topology, independent of the choice of λE (see example structures
in the figure). However, the stiffness will still vary with λE . As a result, on the left of the dashed line all compliance
iso-curves are horizontal.

For the part of the figure to the right of the dashed line, the iso-curves appear as almost straight lines with varying
slope. The higher the value of λE and the lower the value of λm , the lower the compliance. Furthermore, the lower the
compliance value, the larger the distance between iso-lines as the relative change becomes larger.

3.3. Bi-axial tension

A second test example is the optimization of a square plate in bi-axial tension. The design domain is shown in
Fig. 15. For symmetry reasons only one quarter of the domain is modeled. The shown domain has dimensions 100
by 100 and is discretized using 200 by 200 square elements. The distributed load adds up to 1 for a full plate side
length. The problem is optimized for varying filter radius, R1, and relative stiffness of base material, λE . The coating
thickness is set to tref = 1 (R2 = 2.5), and the volume fraction is 30%. The material parameters are E0

= 1 and
λm = 0.75.
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(a) R1 = 5, λE = 0.25,
c = 5.18.

(b) R1 = 2.5, λE = 0.25,
c = 4.82.

(c) R1 = 5, λE = 0.40,
c = 4.20.

(d) R1 = 2.5, λE = 0.40,
c = 4.01.

Fig. 16. Optimized plate under bi-axial loading.

Fig. 16 shows the optimized structures. All designs are symmetrical and have a clearly defined coating. In the top
row the relative stiffness, λE , of the base material is lower than in the bottom row. This makes coating material more
attractive and the result is a higher amount of interface. In the right figures, the filter radius for the first smoothing is
only half of the value used in the left figures, thereby allowing for smaller and finer features.

3.4. Multiple load cases

Fig. 17 shows a bridge-like design problem involving multiple load cases. The structure is simply supported and
the five vertical unit loads are applied individually. The objective function is defined as the sum of the corresponding
compliance values. The domain is rectangular with dimensions 200 by 100 and is discretized with two elements per
unit length. The maximum amount of volume allowed is 30%, the first filter radius is R1 = 10 and the coating
thickness is tref = 2 (R2 = 5). The material parameters are λE = 0.4, λm = 0.75.

The optimized structure is shown in Fig. 18. As it would have been the case if a standard black and white projection
method was used, the optimized structure consists of triangular holes only. This makes the design perform well for
each of the individual load cases. Again, the coating is successfully applied uniformly at all interfaces.

3.5. Microstructural infill using Hashin–Shtrikman bounds

A particular application for the approach presented in this paper is the design of structures or components made of
a single material, but where only the surface is required to be solid. The interior is instead required to have a fixed,
pre-defined porosity. In additive manufacturing, this situation is frequently encountered: In the standard format of
many 3D printers, a 3D object is defined by its surface. When preparing the print, the surface thickness and infill
percentage are specified. These parameters may be directly adopted into the approach of this paper: The surface
thickness translates into a coating thickness, tref (giving the second filter radius, R2), and the infill percentage gives
λm and λE . This approach allows to cheaply include microstructure into the optimization model by using only the
homogenized properties.

When the porous infill is required to be isotropic and made of the same material as the solid shell the relation
between the material density, λm , and stiffness, λE , should satisfy the Hashin–Shtrikman (HS) bounds in order to be
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Fig. 17. Design domain for problem with five vertical load cases, including (nodal) boundary conditions for PDE filter.

Fig. 18. Optimized structure for 5 vertical load cases. Average compliance for the five load cases: c = 30.8.

physically meaningful [14]. In 2D, the HS bounds for the Young’s modulus, E , are given by [15]:

0 ≤ E ≤ E∗(ρ) =
ρE0

3 − 2ρ
(34)

where ρ is the density and E0 is the Young’s modulus for full material density (ρ = 1). A porous material of density
ρ = λm which exactly satisfies the HS upper bound will thus have a normalized Young’s modulus, λE , of

λE =
E∗(λm)

E0
=

λm

3 − 2λm
. (35)

Fig. 19 shows the HS upper bound normalized with respect to E0 as a function of the material density. For single
material applications, chosen combinations of (λm, λE ) should lie below the curve. Bendsøe and Sigmund [16] realize
microstructures consisting of solid material and void for a range of combinations of these parameters.

In Fig. 20(a)–(b) the plate from Section 3.3 is optimized using infill material with properties corresponding to the
HS upper bound. The relative stiffness, λE , and the filter radius are shown in the figure. The relative density, λm , is
determined from λE based on (35). For λE = 0.25 the corresponding relative density is λm = 0.5 and for λE = 0.4
the density is λm = 0.67. All other parameters are the same as in Section 3.3. The obtained topologies resemble those
obtained in Section 3.3.

In Fig. 20(c)–(d) the same problem is solved with a standard projection filter. With the formulation used in this
paper it corresponds to setting the gradient normalization factor α to zero. The topologies are different than for the
coated designs. The right structure contains some gray areas. The compliance values for these structures are both
lower than the corresponding values for the solid surface structures optimized with the same filter radius, R1 (by 19%
and 12%, respectively).

A second example is the T-domain shown in Fig. 21. The domain has the dimensions indicated in the figure. The
problem is discretized with square elements of side length 1/8. The first filter radius is R1 = 2 and the coating
thickness is set to tref = 0.4 giving a second filter radius of R2 = 1. The volume fraction is set to 40%. The horizontal
load which is distributed at the bottom face sums up to 1. Again, the relative material parameters for the base material
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Fig. 19. Hashin–Shtrikman upper bound of stiffness as a function of material density.

(a) R1 = 10, λE = 0.40,
c = 3.60.

(b) R1 = 5, λE = 0.50,
c = 3.51.

(c) R1 = 10, std. proj.,
c = 2.92.

(d) R1 = 5, std. proj.,
c = 3.10.

Fig. 20. Optimized plate under bi-axial loading. (a)–(b) Using infill attaining the HS upper bound. (c)–(d) Using standard projection method.

are set such that the HS upper bound is attained. In line with the plate example this problem is optimized both using
λE = 0.4 and with a standard projection optimization.

The optimized structures are shown in Fig. 22. The topologies for the two examples are rather similar, however,
several of the holes from the standard projection solution have been closed when using the solid surface method
(λE = 0.4). At the top center the holes have completely disappeared. At the top of the vertical member, the holes for
the cross beams are only just initiated. Again, the compliance for the standard projection structure is lower (8%) than
for the solid surface structure.

A range of single material example cases have been run in relation to this paper. For all cases a pure black and
white design performs better than a design with a solid surface and porous infill material attaining the HS upper bound.
The reason is that the microstructure used for the infill is predefined and required to be isotropic. This corresponds
to putting a strong constraint on the microstructure, as it does not allow the microstructure to adapt to differences
in the principal stress directions. Even for the plate in bi-axial tension the porous infill leads to suboptimal designs.
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Fig. 21. T-shaped design domain with two simple supports and a moment applied at the bottom.

(a) λE = 0.40, c = 4355. (b) Std. proj., c = 4012.

Fig. 22. Optimized structures for T-domain shown in Fig. 21.

Microstructure is only advantageous when attributed sufficient design freedom. Including a buckling constraint this
conclusion may change.

4. Discussion

This paper focuses on coated structures, however, several elements of the methodology are promising for broader
applications. Particularly the two-step filtering process allowing to identify material interfaces and separate length
scales of base structure and interface may be useful for problems involving interface modeling. An example is to
include graded properties at the interface transition zone for multi-phase structures, thus suggesting an alternative,
SIMP-based method to the level-set based approach suggested by Vermaak et al. [8]. The width and steepness of the
interface may be modeled by modifying smoothing and projection parameters, or different interpolation schemes may
be explored.

More generally speaking, applying the two-step filtering approach allows to crisply model material interfaces in
SIMP-based topology optimization. Furthermore, two-step filtering approaches may find applications outside the area
of interface modeling. A related double filtering concept is used to ensure robustness of topology optimized acoustic
structures in [17].
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The study presented in this paper is limited to minimum compliance design. However, the primary objective of
applying a coating is often to enhance other properties than stiffness. A range of alternative objective functions or
physics problems could be considered. Examples of the latter include conduction or electromagnetic problems.

5. Conclusions

This paper introduces a new methodology for topology optimization of coated structures. The spatial gradient of
the design field is used to identify material interfaces and apply the coating. A two-step filtering approach allows to
control the gradient field and separate the length scales of the base structure and the coating. An analytical expression
has been derived for the maximum coating thickness and the coating is shown to be applied with a highly uniform
thickness over the structure.

The context of the paper is coating, however, several elements from the methodology are expected to be applicable
to a broader range of problems. Especially the ability to identify and attribute particular properties to material inter-
faces is generally useful. In problems where only the length scale of the material interface is important one filtering
step might be sufficient. Possible alternative applications have been discussed.

An alternative interpretation based on the typical additive manufacturing work flow has been presented. Rather
than coating a base structure with a different material, the optimized structure is representing a single material. Ob-
jects optimized with this approach have a solid shell but a porous infill satisfying the Hashin–Shtrikman bounds for
isotropic material.

The effectiveness of the approach has been illustrated through a range of numerical results.
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Additive manufacturing (AM) permits the fabrication of functionally optimized components with high 
geometrical complexity. The opportunity of using porous infill as an integrated part of the manufactur-
ing process is an example of a unique AM feature. Automated design methods are still incapable of fully 
exploiting this design freedom. In this work, we show how the so-called coating approach to topology 
optimization provides a means for designing infill-based components that possess a strongly improved 
buckling load and, as a result, improved structural stability. The suggested approach thereby addresses 
an important inadequacy of the standard minimum compliance topology optimization approach, in 
which buckling is rarely accounted for; rather, a satisfactory buckling load is usually assured through a 
post-processing step that may lead to sub-optimal components. The present work compares the stan-
dard and coating approaches to topology optimization for the MBB beam benchmark case. The opti-
mized structures are additively manufactured using a filamentary technique. This experimental study 
validates the numerical model used in the coating approach. Depending on the properties of the infill 
material, the buckling load may be more than four times higher than that of solid structures optimized 
under the same conditions.

© 2016 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and  
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND  

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM, also known as 3D printing) 
enables the fabrication of components with a geometrical com-
plexity far beyond what can be achieved with conventional man-
ufacturing technologies. Topology optimization, which is partic-
ularly known for creating lightweight mechanical components in 
the aerospace and automotive industries, provides a means for 
intelligently exploiting this design freedom, making these two 
technologies an ideal fit. So far, however, topology optimization 
approaches have only been adapted to a minor degree to the new 
opportunities and the manufacturing constraints relevant for AM. 
Infill is an example of a unique feature of extrusion-based AM 
methods. It allows the creation of structures that are composed 
of a solid shell with a porous interior, as opposed to completely 
solid components (Fig. 1). The authors of this paper have recently 

introduced the so-called coating approach to topology optimi-
zation [1]. While standard topology optimization approaches 
produce solid structures (Fig. 1(a)), the coating approach results 
in structures with a solid shell and a porous interior, exactly as 
when using infill (Fig. 1(b)). The coating approach offers no stiff-
ness improvement. However, as shown in this study, it results in a 
strongly improved buckling load, which is an important element 
of structural stability. We therefore demonstrate an adaption of 
topology optimization to AM that has great potential.

Topology optimized components achieved through a standard 
minimum compliance approach [2] do not take buckling into 
account. On the contrary, the approach results in tension/com-
pression-dominated configurations and avoids bending members. 
As the buckling load is closely related to bending stiffness (being 
proportional for the simple Euler column case), these structures 
may very well end up being failure-limited by the buckling load 
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rather than by the fracture strength of the material. The problem 
becomes increasingly pronounced for smaller volume fractions.

Several works have treated the possibility of including a buck-
ling constraint in the minimum compliance topology optimiza-
tion problem. The approaches suggested so far, however, have 
not produced convincing results, or are challenged by clustering 
of a high number of eigenmodes at the lowest eigenvalue (the 
buckling load) [3–6]. This clustering implies a need for computing 
a large number of eigenvalues, leading to a prohibitively heavy 
computational burden. Instead, the mandatory buckling analysis 
is usually performed as a post-optimization step rather than as 
an integrated optimization constraint. If the elastic stability of 
the component is found to be insufficient, a post-processing may 
be applied to improve the minimum buckling load; however, this 
process may lead to sub-optimal components.

Nature provides a number of examples of structures that have 
an intrinsically high buckling load compared to weight. The most 
obvious examples are animal bone and plant stems, which are 
composed of a stiff, solid outer shell with a softer, porous interi-
or. The same concept is exploited in sandwich structures, which 
are similarly characterized by a high bending stiffness-to-weight 
ratio and thereby a high buckling load. The high buckling load for 
structures obtained with the coating approach comes from the 
same principles. As demonstrated in this paper, the coating ap-
proach offers an effective and computationally cheap way of tak-
ing advantage of AM infill and thereby ensuring a high buckling 
load. The study is composed of both a numerical and an experi-
mental part.

2. Methods

The objective of this paper is to prove the superior buckling 
performance of an infill structure compared to that of a solid 
structure with the same mass. We compare the following two 
density-based topology optimization approaches: ① a standard 
projection-based minimum compliance approach, resulting in an 
almost perfectly black and white structure, and ② the so-called 
coating approach, resulting in a structure composed of a solid 
shell with porous infill [1]. To this end, a standard optimization 
benchmark case is studied: a simply supported beam with a cen-
tral load at the top edge, known as the MBB beam [7] (further 
details in Section 2.3). Compliance and buckling load are com-
pared for the optimized structures. The buckling analysis involves 
both a numerical and an experimental comparison. The study is 
restricted to 2D for clarity. However, 3D effects from experimen-
tal tests are taken into account, and the full study can be readily 
extended to 3D.

2.1. Optimization problem

The optimization problem is a standard minimum compliance 
problem with a constraint on the volume. The discretized prob-
lem is defined as follows:
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where, µ is the vector of design variables; c is the compliance; K is 
the global stiffness matrix (defined in the usual way for density- 
based topology optimization as a sum over element stiffness ma-
trices, each depending on the interpolated stiffness); U and F are 
the global displacement and force vectors, respectively; g is the 
volume constraint; V(µ) is the material volume; V* is the maxi-
mum allowed volume.

Design updates are performed based on analytically calculat-
ed gradients and a mathematical programming-based updating 
scheme, the method of moving asymptotes (MMA) [8]. Gradient 
expressions are omitted here for brevity (for details, see Ref. [2]).

2.2. Designing with the coating approach

Both the standard topology optimization approach and the 
coating approach permit the control of the macro-level structur-
al feature size through the application of filters. These include 
smoothing using a partial differential equation (PDE)-based den-
sity filter [9] and projection of intermediate design fields in order 
to push the smoothed problem toward discrete designs [10–12]. 
The degree of smoothing is determined by the filter radius R (as 
defined in Ref. [11]), while the projection is determined by the 
threshold, η, and sharpness, β.

In addition to this control of the macroscopic feature size, the 
coating approach possesses several levers for designing solid shell 
structures with porous infill. The skin thickness, tref, determines 
the solid shell at the structural surface. Infill is modeled using the 
homogenized properties, that is, the effective macroscopic prop-
erties of the periodic infill structure. This permits the inclusion of 
the fine microstructure into the numerical model in a computa-
tionally feasible way. Two homogenized parameters are sufficient 
to describe the homogenized infill: density and stiffness. These 
parameters are expressed as ratios of the solid material’s prop-
erties, noted as λm and λE, respectively. The relation between the 
two parameters must satisfy the Hashin-Shtrikman (HS) bounds 
in order to be physically meaningful [13]. We apply a triangular 
infill structure that is assumed to exactly reach the HS upper 
bound [14]. For the 2D case, the relation between the density and 
stiffness of the infill, shown in Fig. 1(c), is given by Ref. [15]:

                                      
E

m
E

3
1+2
λ

λ
λ

=   (2)

Note that this relation is based on the assumption that the 
solid material has a Poisson’s ratio of 1/3. However, for lower 
volume fractions where the infill structure behaves as a tension/
compression-dominated triangular honeycomb, the influence of 
the Poisson’s ratio of the solid material is negligible.

2.3. Test designs

The chosen test case is the so-called MBB beam benchmark 
problem: a simply supported beam of uniform thickness with a 
length-to-width ratio of 6 :1, loaded at the central point of the top 
edge. The numerically optimized structures are shown in Figs. 2(a)  
and (b). The domain size is 300 mm by 50 mm, with a thickness 

Fig. 1. Solid versus porous components. (a) Solid component; (b) porous compo-
nent with solid shell and triangular infill; (c) Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound of 
stiffness as a function of material density, defining infill properties.
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deposition modeling (FDM) technique [17]. However, for simplici-
ty, the material will here be assumed to be isotropic linear elastic. 
This assumption is discussed in Section 4. The effective material 
parameters will be determined experimentally.

The fabricated porous specimen turned out to be slightly 
heavier than specified with the volume constraint, as the actu-
al printed infill was denser than the specified value of 43%. The 
skin thickness was validated by means of a digital caliper. The 
additional volume appeared to be due to an inaccuracy between 
the slicer software settings and the extruded filament width in 
the infill. Therefore, this volume difference was accounted for in 
the numerical model by attributing all of the additional mass to 
the infill. During optimization, a 20% infill stiffness was used. The 
corrected, actual density was 52% of solid, implying a stiffness of 
27%. This stiffness value was used in the finite element model for 
the comparison with experimental results. This slight increase 
does not have a major influence on the performance comparison.

2.5. Experimental setup

The experimental measurements consisted of two parts: ① the 
determination of effective material parameters, and ② the deter-
mination of buckling loads. The two parts were carried out using 
different test setups, both based on a three-point bending test, as 
shown in Figs. 3(a) and (c).

For determining material parameters, a steel bracket was 
placed at the loading point of the beam, as shown in Fig. 3(a). 
The load was applied by adding weights of 100 g to a basket at-
tached to the steel bracket by means of a string (the basket is not 

of 15 mm. The allowed volume fraction is 25% for both designs. 
The discretized model uses bilinear square elements with a side 
length of 0.5 mm. The skin thickness, tref, is chosen as 1 mm, 
while the smoothing of the design field is performed with a filter 
radius of R = 10 mm. A symmetry condition is utilized during op-
timization; however, for the buckling analysis, the full model is 
used in order to capture asymmetric modes. We choose a relative 
stiffness for the porous material of 20% of solid, that is, λE = 0.2, 
implying λm = 0.43. The remaining input parameters for filters and 
penalization follow the values used in Ref. [16].

2.4. Part fabrication

The test specimens, shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d), were additive-
ly manufactured by means of the fused filament fabrication (FFF) 
technique, using a MendelMax 2 from MakersToolWorks, USA, 
with an E3D v6 extruder hot end. The print material was styrene- 
ethylene-butylene-styrene (SEBS)†, a thermoplastic elastomer 
(TPE) with an elongation at break of 500%; that is, with sufficient 
flexibility to observe buckling modes without breaking the test 
specimen. Since SEBS is a viscoelastic material, the datasheet 
provided by the supplier states no Young’s modulus. Shore A and 
shore D hardness values are stated as 92 and 40, respectively. The 
filament was extruded with a layer height of 0.2 mm and an ex-
trusion width of approximately 0.5 mm. The unit cell size in the 
infill is determined from this extrusion width (which is equal to 
the cell wall thickness) and the macroscopic density, λm (see Sec-
tion 2.7). Being a filamentary technique, the FFF process produces 
parts with some anisotropy, as observed for the similar fused 

Fig. 2. Test specimens: designed (a, b) and fabricated (c, d) specimens. Left: solid specimen (standard minimum compliance). Right: porous specimen with triangle infill 
(coating approach).

Fig. 3. Experimental setup and effective material parameters. (a) Manual setup for determination of effective material parameters; (b) experimental curves obtained with 
the setup from (a), see Section 3.1; (c) setup for measuring buckling loads using an electromechanical testing machine.

† Super Premium 1.75 mm SEBS, provided by Boots Industries Inc.
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visible in the figure). The displacement of the loaded point was 
measured directly on the loading bracket by means of a dial indi-
cator with a precision of 0.01 mm. Since the beam in this test was 
loaded only within the linear domain, the zero point could be set 
arbitrarily.

The buckling load for each specimen was determined using an 
electromechanical testing machine (Instron 6022, retrofitted to 
5500R) with a 10 kN load cell, shown in Fig. 3(c). A displacement 
controlled loading was applied at a speed of 1.5 mm·min–1. Other 
displacement rates were applied for validation (see Section 4). 
Data were sampled at a rate of 20 measurements per second.

The reason for using a different setup for the two parts was 
that the 10 kN load cell was found to be accurate only for forces 
above 20 N (error below 2%). The forces used to determine the 
material parameters only went up to just over 5 N.

2.6. Numerical buckling analysis

The load at which buckling occurs is referred to as the criti-
cal load, Pc. A linear buckling problem is solved as an eigenvalue 
problem using finite element analysis (FEA) [18]:

                                ( )c ref 0=λK + K u Φσ   (3) 
The geometric stiffness matrix Kσ(uref) depends on the dis-

placements (stresses) obtained from the linear, static equilibrium 
problem solved for a reference load, Kuref = Fref. The critical load, 
Pc, equals the smallest root, λc, of the problem multiplied by the 
reference load. The associated buckling mode is given by Φ. Note 
that for a linear buckling problem, only the mode is given, not the 
amplitude (and thereby the actual displacements).

Initial experiments revealed that out-of-plane buckling modes 
would appear for the porous model. For this reason, the numer-
ical 2D model used for the optimization was complemented by 
a 3D Abaqus model for comparison with the printed samples, 
and 8-node trilinear brick elements were used (Abaqus C3D8 
elements). The discretization for the 2D model using a square 
element layout was reused in the 3D model (x and y directions). 
The model was extruded the sample thickness of 15 mm into the 
z direction, using the double element side length in order to keep 
the number of degrees of freedom low. The final discretization 
thus consisted of elements with the dimensions 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm 
× 1.0 mm. The infill was modeled as a solid material using the ho-
mogenized infill properties, rather than being represented as the 
actual printed triangular structure. This assumption is discussed 
in Section 4.

The load was distributed equally over an area corresponding to 
80 nodes. In addition to the supports defined for the 2D problem, 
the central loaded node was constrained from performing out-
of-plane motion (u3 = 0). This boundary condition corresponds to 
friction between the force actuator and the test specimen, imply-
ing that several out-of-plane buckling modes are prevented.

First, an eigenvalue analysis was performed, as defined in  
Eq. (3) (Abaqus: “Linear perturbation, Buckle”). This analysis was 
refined by tracing the geometrically nonlinear response of the 
structure using an arc-length method (Abaqus: “Static, Riks”). For 
each case, an asymmetric load perturbation was introduced as an 
imperfection with a magnitude of 1% of the buckling load predict-
ed by the eigenvalue analysis. The buckling load values reported 
here are the results of the nonlinear analysis, which for all cases 
was less than 2% below the linear analysis.

2.7. Infill buckling properties

Although our hypothesis was that the macroscopic buckling 
load would increase significantly with decreasing infill per-

centage, the infill itself is known to become more prone to local 
buckling failure as the density decreases. The “buckling strength” 
of triangular infill can be predicted for a general macroscopic in-
plane stress state [19].

Fig. 4(a) illustrates the triangle infill. Fig. 4(b) shows a zoom on 
a unit cell, indicating the triangle side length L and the cell wall 
thickness t. Note that the orientation follows what is used for 
the physical model. The buckling strength of a triangular infill is 
known to depend on the ratio (t/L)3 [19]. Given the regular trian-
gle shape and constant parameters, only two of the parameters L, t, 
and λm are independent. Ignoring the overlap of triangle corners, 
the third parameter depends linearly on the two other parame-
ters. The infill buckling strength therefore depends on λ3

m.
While the elastic properties of the infill are assumed to be 

linear isotropic, the buckling strength depends on the principal 
stress directions. For uniaxial loading directed along one of the 
triangle wall orientations, the buckling strength reduces to a sim-
plified expression [20]. Assuming a load parallel to the x-axis, the 
buckling strength is given by

                                      ( )302.543xS E t L=   (4)

The following discussion describes how the infill buckling 
strength for the design problem studied in this work can be esti-
mated for any allowed infill density λm  (0,1]. Note that several 
assumptions are specific for this design problem.

The fully solid structure may be approximated by a frame 
model, and given the triangle-based layout, even by a truss mod-
el. This is a natural outcome of the topology optimization process, 
which distributes material such that bending of any internal 
structure is minimized. This observation is supported by the 
distribution of the (absolute) maximum principal stress value, 
shown in Fig. 4(d), which is nearly constant over the individual 
beam cross-sections, except for minor irregularities due to the 
discretization.

Assuming that any value of the infill density would lead to 
an optimized structure with the same topology as the fully solid 
model, and assuming that this optimized structure may be mod-
eled using the same linear truss model, the normal force carried 
by a given structural member is unchanged (for a given external 
load). However, the cross-section changes from being fully solid 
to having a porous interior with a smaller homogenized stiffness. 
This means that the macroscopic axial stresses in the given bar 
are lower in the infill than in the corresponding fully solid bar by 
a factor depending on the skin thickness and infill density, while 
stresses in the solid shell are higher. By multiplying the in-plane 
stress state for a bar in the fully solid structure with this “infill 

Fig. 4. Estimation of infill stability. (a) Triangle infill structure with a single unit 
cell indicated; (b) unit cell geometric parameters; (c) “infill stress factor” relating 
macroscopic stresses in the infill with stresses in an equivalent fully solid struc-
ture; (d) distribution of (absolute) maximum principal stress. Green is compres-
sion and red/orange is tension.
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stress factor,” plotted in Fig. 4(c), the in-plane stress state for the 
corresponding bar in a porous structure of any infill density is 
therefore known.

The bar indicated by the arrow (or the corresponding bar, mir-
rored about the vertical symmetry line) in Fig. 4(d) has the high-
est absolute principal stress among the bars in compression. For 
this bar, the stress state is approximately uniaxial along the x-axis, 
which reduces the buckling strength to the simplified expression 
in Eq. (4). The ratio between this expression and the normal stress 
in the bar corresponding to a unit load thus provides the critical 
load for any infill density.

In addition, the solid shell might suffer from local buckling 
before macroscopic buckling occurs; however, the shell buckling 
strength has not been modeled in this study.

3. Results

This section presents the numerical results as well as the ex-
perimental validation. Reasons for deviations are discussed in 
Section 4. In accordance with the definition of the optimization 
problem, all force and displacement values concern the vertical 
components for the central loaded point, that is, the top center 
node.

3.1. Effective material parameters

The numerical model was calibrated by determining effective 
values for the Poisson’s ratio, ν0, and the Young’s modulus, E0. Fol-
lowing the assumption of a linear elastic material, both values are 
assumed to be constant. The calibration was based on the solid 
component. In accordance with the optimization, the effective 
stiffness for the porous phase is assumed to follow the HS upper 
bound (Eq. (2)).

The Poisson’s ratio for SEBS is known to be close to 0.5, like 
that of rubber [21]. To assess the sensitivity of the results with re-
spect to Poisson’s ratio, two runs of the Abaqus model were per-
formed; these runs were identical except for the use of ν0 = 0.45 
in one versus ν0 = 0.49 in the other. Displacement from a 1 N load 
differed by 0.1%, giving a measure of the uncertainty with respect 
to E0. The first critical load differed by 1%. These uncertainties are 
small compared to other sources. This result confirms the obser-
vation made earlier in this paper that topology optimized struc-
tures exhibit members that are mainly in pure tension/compres-

sion states and are hence largely independent of Poisson’s ratio. 
Therefore, it was simply assumed that ν0 = 0.49.

The effective Young’s modulus, E0, was determined by fitting 
the response of the numerical model to the experimentally ob-
served response. The experimental force-displacement curve, 
shown in Fig. 3(b), was found to be perfectly linear for the applied 
range of forces up to 5.3 N. A series of six measurements was per-
formed and the curve was fitted to the average value, with error 
bars indicating the minimum and maximum value observed. The 
slope was determined to be aexp = 5.92 N·mm–1 with a squared 
correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.9999. The numerical test beam 
was evaluated using a geometrically nonlinear model; howev-
er, the linearity observed in the experiments was also found in 
the numerical model. Therefore, the Young’s modulus was fitted 
based on a single force-displacement evaluation, using a 1 N load, 
by the relation (1 N)/uout = aexp, where uout is the output displace-
ment. The modulus was fitted to E0 = 65.7 MPa. Taking the visco-
elastic nature of the material into account, this number is within 
the expected range based on the shore hardness values provided 
by the manufacturer.

The force-displacement diagram in Fig. 3(b) also includes 
data for the porous structure. Again, an almost perfectly linear 
behavior was observed in the experiment (R2 = 0.9994). The stiff-
ness measured for the porous structure was 10% below the value 
measured for the solid structure. The numerical analysis of the 
porous structure predicted a stiffness that was 6% less than the 
measured value. This minor deviation is discussed in Section 4.  
Note that this data refers to the actual printed structure, with 
an infill stiffness of 27% of solid, instead of the 20% stiffness that 
would correspond to a mass that was equal to that of the solid 
structure. A numerical analysis using 20% stiffness indicates that 
the comparable stiffness would be 23% below that of the solid 
structure.

3.2. Buckling performance

For the buckling analysis, recall that the structures studied in 
this work were optimized using a 2D model and fabricated to in-
vestigate in-plane properties. Deviations between numerical and 
experimental results are discussed in Section 4.

The results of the buckling analysis are summarized in Fig. 5. 
In Fig. 5(a), the numerically determined nonlinear response is 
compared with the experimentally obtained buckling loads for 

Fig. 5. Buckling analysis. (a) Comparison of the geometrically nonlinear numerical response (curves with arc-length steps indicated) with experimentally observed buck-
ling loads (two lower horizontal dashed lines); (b)–(d) numerically determined mode shapes corresponding to curves in (a); (e) experimental response of the porous struc-
ture to a load of 100 N, indicated by the upper dashed line in (a); (f) and (g) experimental mode shapes corresponding to numerical shapes (c) and (d), with buckling load 
indicated by the two lower dashed lines in (a).
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the solid and porous structures.
For the solid structure, the numerical buckling load was de-

termined to be 23.2 N, whereas the experimental buckling load 
was determined to be 29.8 N. The corresponding mode shapes are 
very similar, as seen in Figs. 5(d) and (g), respectively. As expect-
ed, the mode shape is initiated by buckling in the bar found to be 
subjected to the highest normal stresses—the bar indicated by an 
arrow in Fig. 4(d).

For the porous structure, an out-of-plane twisting mode ap-
peared before the first in-plane mode, as shown in Fig. 5(f). The 
measured buckling load was 64.3 N. This twisting mode is also 
permissible in the 3D numerical model, with only a single loaded 
node restricted from out-of-plane translational motion. The mod-
el predicted a nearly identical out-of-plane mode shape at a load 
of 65.1 N, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and (c).

The relevant mode shape of the porous structure for this study 
is the first in-plane mode. In order to prevent the twisting mode 
from appearing, two U-shaped steel brackets with the legs sepa-
rated by 15.2 mm were mounted around the porous specimen, as 
shown in Fig. 5(e). The bracket legs were 19 mm wide and placed 
symmetrically about the component center plane at a distance of 
65 mm apart. A 10 kg weight was attached to the load-transfer-
ring steel bracket, with the total mass corresponding to a load of 
100 N. The displacements of the specimen did not appear to be 
noticeably constrained by the friction between the bracket and 
the specimen. As indicated in the figure, the porous structure 
still did not buckle at this load; however, local instability was 
initiated. Therefore, the in-plane mode shape was not obtained 
experimentally. Using the numerical model, the in-plane buckling 
load was determined to be 126 N with a mode shape quite simi-
lar to that of the solid structure despite the different topology, as 
shown in Fig. 5(b). The excellent agreement between the experi-
mental and numerical results for the out-of-plane twisting mode 
shape supports the correctness of the numerically determined in-
plane buckling load.

The relevant values to compare are the critical loads corre-
sponding to in-plane modes, as the out-of-plane mode is simply 
an artifact of extruding the 2D model into 3D without making 
any modifications to support the structural stability. The buckling 
load of the porous structure is 5.4 times higher than that of the 
solid model, using the numerically determined values. Values for 
the out-of-plane twisting mode of the porous structure have been 
included in the figure in order to support the validity of the nu-
merically determined in-plane buckling load.

3.3. Influence of infill density

Fig. 6 compares the numerical performance of the two previ-
ously presented structures to that of three other structures opti-
mized with identical parameters and volume constraint, but now 
using an infill stiffness of 40%, 60%, and 80%, respectively. These 
stiffness values correspond to volume densities of 67%, 82%, and 
92%, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The buckling load values 
for Fig. 6(b) are determined using a 2D linear buckling analysis, 
as described in Section 2.6. The 2D model gives slightly lower 
values for the buckling load; however, the ratio between solid 
and porous remains very close to the values obtained for the in-
plane modes of the 3D model (a ratio of 5.3 instead of 5.4). It is 
clear that, while the structural stiffness decreases close to linearly 
(that is, compliance increases) when using lower infill percent-
ages, the buckling load improves remarkably. This result is due 
to the fact that lighter infill implies wider structural members, 
and that bending stiffness increases with a power of three of the 
perpendicular distance from the center axis. The reason that the 
improvement in buckling load is so small for the higher infill 
percentages is that the HS bound curve has a steep slope, close to 
ρ = 1, meaning that only a little additional beam width is gained 
from the sacrificed stiffness. It should be noted that the different 
topology of the structure with λE = 0.2 compared to the other four 
structures is not the only reason for the high buckling load: A test 
run using a different starting guess resulted in a structure with 
the same topology as the solid structure. This structure’s critical 
load was 4.5 times higher than that of the solid structure, as op-
posed to 5.3 times higher.

Fig. 6(b) includes an estimate of the stability limit of the infill 
as a function of infill density, determined as described in Section 
2.7. Only structures with a macroscopic, relative buckling load be-
low this curve can be expected to retain local stability.

4. Discussion

The experimental results clearly validate our hypothesis that 
structures obtained by the coating approach exploiting AM infill 
have considerably higher buckling loads than structures obtained 
using the standard minimum compliance approach. There are, 
however, a few minor deviations.

The two major assumptions used for the numerical models 
were that SEBS is a linear elastic material and that the infill is ho-
mogeneous and isotropic, and satisfies the HS upper bound.

Fig. 6. Dependency for buckling load and compliance on infill density. (a) Sequence of structures, optimized with identical parameters except for infill density; (b) buckling 
load and compliance for the sequence of structures from (a). For reference, an estimated infill stability limit is included. Values are normalized by values for a fully solid 
structure (structure 5).
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The assumption that the printed SEBS is a linear elastic mate-
rial is a rough idealization, ignoring at least three effects: viscoe-
lasticity, which was observed during experiments; strain depend-
ency for Young’s modulus, which was difficult to distinguish from 
viscoelastic effects given the simple test setup; and anisotropy in 
the specimen due to the filamentary printing technique.

The viscoelasticity manifested itself in a dependency on defor-
mation rate for the stress-strain curve and a significant degree 
of creep. In the manual setup shown in Fig. 3(a) that was used 
to determine E0, the loads were applied practically instantane-
ously in order to minimize creep effects. The testing machine 
measurements of the buckling load, which are shown in Fig. 3(c), 
were subsequently validated with measurements performed at 
a higher strain rate (5 mm·min–1) and measurements performed 
using the manual setup. The former indicated a slightly higher 
buckling load and the latter a slightly lower load, but both meas-
urements were within 10% of the reported value. Based on these 
observations, the viscoelastic effects are assessed to be the major 
source of uncertainty in the experiments. Missing an account for 
these effects would tend to imply an overestimation of measured 
displacements, which implies an underestimation of the fitted 
Young’s modulus and thereby of the numerically determined 
buckling load. This might explain some of the deviation that was 
observed for the solid structure.

Strain dependency for Young’s modulus could influence the 
calculated values in both directions. As mentioned earlier, this ef-
fect was difficult to distinguish from viscoelastic effects given the 
simple test setup.

Anisotropy due to the filamentary printing technique has a 
negligible effect on the porous structure, as both the skin and the 
infill are printed with extrusion paths that are parallel to the local 
loading direction, with only two (for the skin) and one (for the in-
fill structure) filament paths. Therefore, anisotropy is mainly rel-
evant in the solid structure; however, the effect is less critical in a 
frame-like structure, as all bars are printed with the same extru-
sion pattern: The interface is printed in the longitudinal direction 
while the interior is printed with a transversal pattern. In a sense, 
the solid structure could be viewed as a porous structure with full 
density but slightly decreased stiffness in the interior due to the 
anisotropy. An estimation of this decreased stiffness is, however, 
beyond the scope of this paper, and the effect is to some extent 
taken care of by experimentally fitting the effective material pa-
rameters. Note that when extending to 3D designs, anisotropic 
effects in the direction normal to the layers will be stronger than 
within the plane of the layers. However, the degree of anisotropy 
depends on the chosen AM technology and may to some extent 
be alleviated through heat treatment [22].

In addition, the assumption that the infill is homogeneous and 
isotropic and satisfies the HS upper bound is rather rough. The ac-
tual printed, triangular infill is clearly not separated in scale from 
the macro structure, meaning that the infill should really have 
been considered as individual, structural members rather than as 
a homogenized material. However, Ref. [23], for example, reports 
that the use of homogenized properties may be a reasonable ap-
proximation even when using a few unit cells. Furthermore, the 
infill triangle geometry is badly realized along structural edges, 
causing an uneven distribution of material. This results in an in-
accuracy, particularly for thin members. The infill is an important 
source of anisotropy for the porous structure.

The two most important deviations between the numerical 
model and the experiments were that the numerical buckling 
load for the solid structure was about 20% smaller than the ex-
perimental value; and that the numerically predicted stiffness for 
the porous structure was 6% lower than the measured stiffness. 
Compared to the increase in buckling load of a factor of five, these 

deviations are small and in no way alter the conclusions of the 
study. It is clear that the gain in buckling load is inherent to the 
coating approach and is not limited to the MBB beam. The infill 
stability curve in Fig. 6(b) indicates that the 20% infill stiffness 
structure might be close to the optimal trade-off between local 
and global buckling strength. Note, however, that this statement 
builds on a number of assumptions—not only the assumptions 
stated in relation to the derivation of the infill stability curve, but 
also the assumptions that the infill is homogeneous and isotropic 
and satisfies the HS upper bound.

5. Conclusions

It has been shown that the coating approach to topology opti-
mization allows the exploitation of AM infill to create components 
that possess substantially improved buckling properties compared 
to those of structures that are optimized with the standard mini-
mum compliance approach. In the specific MBB beam test case, the 
buckling load for the porous structure was more than five times 
that of the solid structure, for a decrease in stiffness of about 20%–
25%. This gain in buckling load is due to the porous infill, which 
leads to wider structural members and thus components with an 
inherently larger bending stiffness-to-weight ratio.

The numerical results were backed by experimental measure-
ments performed on additively manufactured test specimens. 
The measurement results were associated with some uncertainty, 
mainly because of rough assumptions on the material properties 
of the test specimens. However, the trends of the results are very 
clear, and the deviations are small compared to the performance 
differences.

Going beyond the studied test case, a few remarks regarding 
relevance for future work should be stated. The porous com-
ponent attained such a high in-plane buckling load that the 
structure was failure-limited by local buckling (due to a load 
concentration) rather than global buckling. More generally, local 
buckling failure in the infill is likely to occur before global buck-
ling if the infill density is chosen to be too low. The out-of-plane 
buckling of the porous structure showed the need for designing 
experiments based on a full 3D structure.

This study demonstrates how topology optimization may be 
adapted to AM-specific manufacturing opportunities and provide 
remarkable improvements in structural performance.
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Abstract Most research papers on topology optimization
involve filters for regularization. Typically, boundary effects
from the filters are ignored. Despite significant drawbacks
the inappropriate homogeneous Neumann boundary condi-
tions are used, probably because they are trivial to imple-
ment. In this paper we define three requirements that bound-
ary conditions must fulfill in order to eliminate boundary ef-
fects. Previously suggested approaches are briefly reviewed
in the light of these requirements. A new approach referred
to as the “domain extension approach” is suggested. It ef-
fectively eliminates boundary effects and results in well per-
forming designs. The approach is intuitive, simple and easy
to implement.

Keywords Topology optimization · Filter boundary
conditions ·Minimum length scale

1 Introduction

The goal of topology optimization is to optimally distribute
material in a predefined physical domain. Bearing this aim
in mind it is remarkable how boundary effects for elasticity
problems such as minimum compliance or compliant mech-
anism design are neglected in the vast majority of research
papers on topology optimization. Boundary effects are a con-
sequence of using filters to regularize the design problem.

The authors acknowledge support from the Villum Foundation (the
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Technical University of Denmark, Nils Koppels Alle, B. 404,
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For elasticity problems most publications more or less con-
sciously apply homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
(BCs) at all domain boundaries. At a symmetry condition
this choice of BCs is mathematically and physically correct.
However, for other cases the reason for using these BCs
seems to be that they are trivial to implement. They come
automatically if no modifications to filter operators are per-
formed, and they give visually “nice” results for standard
benchmark problems.

As an example, consider the MBB beam benchmark prob-
lem (Fig. 1a) optimized with the robust approach (Wang
et al, 2011) using homogeneous Neumann BCs on the filter.
The optimized design suffers from three issues, indicated
by numbered arrows in the figure: (1) The minimum feature
size is not satisfied along domain boundaries; (2) structural
edges are forced to be perpendicular to domain boundaries;
and (3) the structure appears to “stick” to the domain bound-
aries. In the von Mises stress plot at right, the lowly stressed
regions at sharp corners reveal excess material. Note that
similar features are also seen for other filtering strategies.

Issues 1 and 2 are a consequence of the homogeneous
Neumann BCs effectively acting as a symmetry condition.
This appears clearly if locally mirroring the optimized de-
sign (Fig. 1b). Issue 3 is driven by two circumstances: first,
since structural edges at an external boundary are not fil-
tered with void (Fig. 1c), the expensive, penalized interme-
diate densities are avoided at early design iterations when
the projection is less sharp; second, since structural edges
are forced to be perpendicular to the boundary (issue 2),
structural members cannot curve smoothly away from the
boundary.

Based on these observations it is clear that homogeneous
Neumann BCs are a suboptimal choice for the robust op-
timization approach and more broadly for elasticity based
topology optimization. Some flaws have already been pointed
out in earlier works by Lazarov et al (2011, 2016), and sev-
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1: Example MBB benchmark problem optimized with
homogeneous Neumann BCs on the filter. (a) Optimized
structure with von Mises stresses on mirrored part. Issues in-
dicated by numbered arrows. (b) Locally mirrored structure
indicating consequences of the symmetry condition on the
filter. (c) External structural edge is not filtered with void.

eral alternatives have been suggested to remedy the issues.
However, no convincing systematic approach to eliminate
boundary effects has yet been suggested. The authors wish
to underline that this paper addresses an issue with general
relevance for topology optimization problems and the is not
limited to density-based approaches.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: First
a brief definition of the problem setting is presented. Then
three requirements are suggested that the ideal BC approach
should fulfill, and previously suggested BCs are discussed in
the light of these requirements. After this, the approach sug-
gested by the present work, the domain extension approach,
is presented. The suggested approach is supported by both
qualitative and quantitative comparisons with the homoge-
neous Neumann conditions for the MBB beam and the force
inverter benchmark problems.

For simplicity only the 2D problem is considered, but
the methodology is fully applicable in 3D.

2 Problem setting

The vast majority of topology optimization approaches make
use of some sort of filters for regularization. This is true
not only for density-based methods, but also in phase field
and level-set approaches. For a general review of the differ-
ent topology optimization approaches see e.g. (Sigmund and
Maute, 2013). The most simple approaches only involve a
single, basic filter (Sigmund, 2001; Andreassen et al, 2011),
such as the sensitivity filter (Sigmund, 1994, 1997) or the
density filter (Bruns and Tortorelli, 2001; Bourdin, 2001),
potentially in the form of a PDE-based filter (Lazarov and
Sigmund, 2011). A density-based filter may be followed by
a projection step (Guest et al, 2004; Xu et al, 2010) to force

the design towards a 0/1 solution. The considerations pre-
sented in this paper are relevant for all of these filters.

The most important flaw of the homogeneous Neumann
BCs, however, is the violation of the minimum feature size
at the domain boundary. A detailed review of feature size
control and manufacturability is presented by Lazarov et al
(2016). The topic is also treated in the frame of the level-
set approach by Allaire et al (2016). In the present paper,
the main focus will be on the robust formulation (Sigmund,
2009; Wang et al, 2011). The method works by considering
not only the optimized “blueprint” design, but also an eroded
and a dilated version. These structures are modeled through
a projection step with varying threshold, typically η = 0.5
for the blueprint design and ηd < η < ηe for the dilated and
eroded designs, respectively. Under the assumption that the
three designs have identical topology, the robust approach
ensures a minimum length scale. With homogeneous Neu-
mann BCs, however, the feature size is not ensured at the
boundary as described in Section 1.

Since homogeneous Neumann conditions eliminate spa-
tial gradients at the domain boundary, also the approach of
imposing a minimum feature size using explicit constraints
based on gradients (Zhou et al, 2015) will need modifica-
tions at the boundary.

In the following the term “design domain” refers to the
domain within which the designer is allowed to place the fi-
nal, optimized structure. For a standard filtering-projection
scheme or the robust formulation, the domain of mathemat-
ical design variables is coincident with the design domain if
the projection threshold is chosen as η = 0.5 for the blueprint
design. For other choices of filtering schemes such as a den-
sity or sensitivity filter alone, the final design will contain
gray elements at the interface between solid and void. Be-
fore manufacturing, an interpretation to a fully solid/void
design must be performed. This will typically be done by
means of some contour extraction method based on the 0.5
level-set curve. Also in this case the domain of mathematical
design variables is coincident with the design domain. For
more complex filtering schemes, e.g. (Clausen et al, 2015),
the two domains may not be coincident.

The terms “Dirichlet” and “Neumann” BCs will through-
out this paper refer to the filter BCs only. BCs for the fi-
nite element (FE) problem will not be described using these
terms in order to avoid confusion.

3 Approach

3.1 Requirements to the ideal approach

The issues observed when using homogeneous Neumann
BCs lead us to define three requirements which the ideal ap-
proach should fulfill in order to eliminate boundary effects:
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Filtering with other BCs than homogeneous Neu-
mann. (a) Filtering a sharp-edged feature using a void
padding (solid blue) or a homogeneous Dirichlet BC (dot-
ted). (b) Gray elements outside the design domain as a result
of using a void padding. Compare to Figure 1c.

1. External vs. internal edges: External structural edges
should be treated exactly like internal ones.

2. Length scale control: The minimum allowed feature
size should not be affected by boundary effects.

3. Restriction in space: The optimized structure cannot
exceed the predefined physical design domain. On the
other hand it should be possible to place features of any
allowed size all the way to the domain boundary.

The term “external structural edges” here refers to edges suf-
ficiently close to the domain boundary to be affected by po-
tential boundary effects.

3.2 Previous alternatives

Apart from the homogeneous Neumann BCs discussed in
the introduction, two other types of filter BCs have been sug-
gested in the literature: using Dirichlet conditions; or using
a boundary padding on the filter domain. These two alterna-
tive approaches are discussed below.

3.2.1 Dirichlet conditions

Lazarov et al (2011) pointed out the issue that the minimum
feature size is only half the width at the domain boundary
when using homogeneous Neumann BCs. The paper sug-
gested using a PDE-filter (Lazarov and Sigmund, 2011) with
Dirichlet BCs as an alternative to the homogeneous Neu-
mann BCs. The Dirichlet BCs were chosen as nonhomoge-
neous at loads/supports and homogeneous elsewhere (except
at symmetry conditions). Clausen et al (2015) employed the
PDE-filter with a similar choice of BCs, and Lazarov et al
(2016) pointed out Dirichlet BCs as an option. All three pa-
pers suggest using a filter support domain which is coinci-
dent with the design domain.

The choice of Dirichlet BCs is physically meaningful
and removes the symmetry condition imposed by homoge-
neous Neumann BCs. However, the approach violates Re-
quirement 1 as stated above, in that external structural edges
are treated differently than internal edges: A symmetric fea-
ture in the design field located sufficiently close to the do-

main boundary becomes non-symmetric after filtering (Fig-
ure 2). Two concrete consequences is that a bar at the bound-
ary will not have coincident center lines for the dilated, eroded
and blueprint structures, and that the spacial gradient field
will behave differently, which is a problem in approaches
using this field, e.g. (Clausen et al, 2015).

Dirichlet BCs furthermore imply a violation of the sub-
point in Requirement 3: If the projection threshold is η = 0.5
and a homogeneous Dirichlet condition is applied, the pro-
jected structural edge cannot be placed exactly at the domain
boundary (again, see Fig. 2). Simply enforcing the Dirich-
let condition at some non-zero distance outside the domain
boundary will not solve this issue, since the distance be-
tween the enforced Dirichlet condition and the edge of a
projected feature will vary with the feature size. Such a rem-
edy would also spoil the simplicity and physical reasoning,
and may pose problems at interface points between homo-
geneous and nonhomogeneous BCs. Furthermore, it is un-
clear to the authors if the minimum feature size is guaran-
teed close to the boundary.

3.2.2 Filter boundary padding

An alternative to Neumann or Dirichlet BCs, suggested by
e.g. Zhou et al (2014) and Lazarov et al (2016), is to use
a boundary padding on the filter, i.e. extend the filter do-
main beyond the design domain by a distance equal to the
filter radius. The field value in the padding before perform-
ing the filtering would typically be set in a way similar to
the Dirichlet conditions, i.e. solid at loads/supports and void
elsewhere. At a symmetry condition homogeneous Neumann
BCs are applied without a padding.

While using a padding alleviates the issues directly re-
lated to the symmetry condition of homogeneous Neumann
BCs it still violates Requirement 1, though not as severely
as the Dirichlet BCs. This may be seen from Figure 2b.
The filtered field may contain regions of non-zero density
(ρ̃ ∈ [0,0.5[) outside the design domain. If these regions
are ignored and not included in the FE evaluation and the
volume constraint, gray elements are excluded, and external
edges will be favored compared to internal ones.

When using the robust optimization approach it is a par-
ticularly rough assumption to ignore gray elements in the
filters’ boundary padding, as the dilation operation projects
low density elements to fully solid density. Consider for in-
stance a feature of width R at the boundary in the design
field which is filtered with a linear density filter of radius R
and projected with infinite sharpness (β →∞) at a threshold
of ηd = 0.25. For the resulting physical, solid feature, 18 %
of the width and thereby axial stiffness exceeds the design
domain.

More generally speaking, if a boundary padding is used
for the filtering step, but the FE domain is not extended to
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include the resulting gray elements, boundary effects are in-
troduced. Depending on the problem and approach, this ap-
proach may ignore significant stiffness and volume contri-
butions from outside the physical design domain.

3.3 The domain extension approach

The domain extension approach builds on the same idea as
using a boundary padding for the filter. However, due to
the issues described in the preceding section, it is critical
to extend not only the filter domain, but also the FE do-
main. This leads to the definition of the approach suggested
in this work, which we refer to as the “domain extension
approach”. If we initially ignore the need for local modifi-
cations at loads and supports, the idea of the approach may
be stated as follows: The spatial extent of the blueprint de-
sign should be limited by the extent of the design variable
field; all other domains used for filters, FEA, gradient field
computation etc. should be extended sufficiently beyond the
boundaries of the design domain to avoid boundary effects.
The approach is illustrated in Figure 3, where the gray area
corresponds to the design variable field and the dashed line
indicates the boundary of the extended domains. The dis-
tance dext should typically be at least one filter radius. The
extension is performed by adding a padding of void elements
to the design domain before the first filter operation. At sym-
metry conditions homogeneous Neumann BCs are applied
without a padding. The final blueprint design is defined by
the physical densities inside the design domain.

For a linear filter or other filters with finite support it
makes no difference which BCs are applied at the exter-
nal boundary of the padding if the padding width, dext , is
at least the filter radius. For the PDE-filter, which in theory
has infinite support, the choice does influence the filtered
field, however, numerical experiments have shown that for
all practical purposes it is sufficient to use a padding width
equal to the filter radius, and that it makes no difference
whether Dirichlet or homogeneous Neumann conditions are
used. We therefore suggest using the simple homogeneous
Neumann BCs at the extended boundary.

Loads or supports defined at or close to the design do-
main boundary require minor, local modifications to the do-
main extension. Since the design domain is filtered with
a void padding, boundary elements will have intermediate
(penalized) density at early design iterations where the pro-
jection sharpness is low. This implies high local displace-
ments at loaded or supported points. For the robust approach
the method will fail since the eroded field defined by a thresh-
old ηe > 0.5 will never reach the boundary. We therefore
suggest that the domain extension is omitted at loaded or
supported points closer to the domain boundary than one
filter radius. This modification is indicated by dotted lines

Fig. 3: The domain extension approach. The gray area shows
the extent of the design variable field. All other domains are
extended to the dashed line. Dotted lines indicate local mod-
ifications of the domain extension at loads and supports. All
external boundaries have homogeneous Neumann BCs.

in Figure 3. Instead, homogeneous Neumann BCs are ap-
plied directly at the non-extended boundary. Thereby the de-
scribed issues are removed. The region of the domain bound-
ary which is not extended should be consistent with the min-
imum feature size and not smaller than one filter radius in
any direction along the boundary. At the interface between
the non-extended and extended parts of the domain, the ex-
tension should be performed perpendicularly on the bound-
ary. Note that this modification implies that the minimum
feature size is not guaranteed at loads and supports, how-
ever, if any issues appear they may easily be alleviated by
adding a block of solid, passive elements.

As follows from the above justifications, the domain ex-
tension approach allows the blueprint design to exceed the
design domain with gray densities for a finite projection
sharpness. This is, however, no problem as long as the final
design is a black and white interpretation of the grayscale
design. The dilated design interpreted as a black and white
structure will obviously still exceed design domain. Again
this is no problem. If the designer wants a margin for manu-
facturing uncertainty this margin would in any case require
an additional restriction of the design domain.

For some problem formulations, the simplified technique
of using a void padding on the filter and ignoring gray ele-
ments in the padding for the FE problem, as done by Zhou
et al (2014) and Lazarov et al (2016), may lead to simi-
lar results. An example is compliance problems optimized
with the robust approach, where it is sufficient to optimize
the eroded design. However, the choice of ignoring stiffness
and volume contributions in the boundary padding should
always be stated explicitly and justified.
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4 Validation

4.1 Basis for comparison

As described in Sections 1 and 3.2 the three previously em-
ployed choices of BCs, i.e. the standard homogeneous Neu-
mann approach, the Dirichlet approach and the boundary
padding approach, all violate the requirements put forth in
Section 3.1 and introduce boundary effects. However, for il-
lustration purposes the domain extension approach is here
compared with the corresponding structures obtained with
homogeneous Neumann BCs.

The minimum feature size requirement is a heavy per-
formance limitation, and since the standard homogeneous
Neumann conditions permit violating the minimum feature
size, it does not make sense to quantitatively compare the
two approaches directly. However, with a minor modifica-
tion to the homogeneous Neumann BCs the minimum fea-
ture size can be assured to be satisfied and the methods can
be more directly compared. This modification is described
in the following.

Consider a density filter with a constant radius R in the
interior of the filter domain. Recall that the homogeneous
Neumann BCs effectively act as a symmetry condition at
the boundary. Therefore, by locally modifying the filter ra-
dius at the boundary from R to 2R, an effective minimum
feature size is obtained for the solid phase, corresponding
to using a radius of R in the interior. By letting the local
radius decay linearly from 2R to R at a distance of R from
the boundary a smooth transition is obtained. The modifi-
cation of the local radius is only performed in the direction
normal to the domain boundary and thus results in a locally
anisotropic filter.

With this modification, Requirement 2 is fulfilled for the
solid phase. However, Requirement 1 is not satisfied with
this approach since it still forces structural edges to be per-
pendicular to domain boundaries, now amplified to a local
radius in the void domain of 2R.

This minor modification will be used in the performance
comparison and labeled “homogeneous Neumann BCs with
anisotropic filter”.

4.2 Benchmark problems

Two benchmark problems are considered to validate the do-
main extension approach: The MBB beam and the force in-
verter. For the MBB beam the design domain dimensions
are 300×100 and the filter radius is R = 10. The domain is
discretized with square unit length bi-linear elements. The
projection thresholds are η = 0.5, ηd = 0.25 and ηe = 0.75
for the blueprint, dilated and eroded designs, respectively.

The penalization is omitted, i.e. p = 1. Instead black and
white designs are ensured by using a continuation approach

Fig. 4: MBB beam optimized with the standard homoge-
neous Neumann BCs (top), homogeneous Neumann BCs
with anisotropic filter (middle) and domain extension ap-
proach (bottom). Mirrored part illustrates the von Mises
stresses (colorbar: [0, 0.35]).

on the projection, starting at β = 1, gradually increasing by a
factor of

√
2 at every 50 iterations up to βmax = 32. The max-

imum allowed number of iterations is 1000. All compliance
values refer to thresholded designs, with the final threshold
value chosen individually for each optimized structure such
that the volume constraint is exactly satisfied. The figures
show the non-thresholded designs, illustrating how interme-
diate densities are practically absent.

Figure 4 shows the MBB beam optimized with a vol-
ume constraint of 40% for three different filter approaches:
the standard homogeneous Neumann approach, the homoge-
neous Neumann approach with anisotropic filter, and the do-
main extension approach. As opposed to the standard Neu-
mann approach, the other two approaches satisfy the mini-
mum feature size. The compliance values are 233.4, 236.7
and 233.8, respectively. That is, the domain extension ap-
proach performs 1.2% better than the homogeneous Neu-
mann approach with anisotropic filter, and almost exactly
like the standard homogenous Neumann approach in spite
of the latter not satisfying the minimum length scale. Stress
concentrations at loads and supports are in the plot shown
with a maximum value of 0.35.

Figure 5 compares MBB beam results obtained at vary-
ing volume constraint value using homogeneous Neumann
BCs with anisotropic filter and the domain extension ap-
proach (the two only approaches from Figure 4 which satisfy
the minimum feature size). The domain extension approach
performs consistently slightly better in terms of compliance
(0.8-1.2%) and eliminates the peculiarities at the domain
boundary.

Compliance values do not vary much between the two
presented approaches. However, it seems that the classic MBB
beam benchmark case, with the supported node defined in
the corner of the domain, to some extent conceals the flaws
of the homogeneous Neumann BCs. For this test case, the
tendency of placing material along the bottom edge of the
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c = 330.4 c = 326.4

c = 236.7 c = 233.8

c = 196.2 c = 194.6

Fig. 5: MBB beam optimized with homogeneous Neumann
BCs with anisotropic filter (left) and domain extension ap-
proach (right). Volume fractions (from the top): 30%, 40%
and 50%.

domain follows the straight line between the two supports
at the bottom of the domain. Intuition and a number of nu-
merical tests performed with the domain extension approach
indicate that this line is the optimal load path in sustaining
the horizontal force at the simply supported node.

Slight modifications to the problem reveal the shortcom-
ings of the homogeneous Neumann BCs—Figure 6 shows
an example where the issues are clearly exposed. In this
problem the support is translated 1/4 of the domain height
upwards. Due to the requirement that edges must be perpen-
dicular to the domain boundary, the structure ends up with a
highly sub-optimal sharp bend in the middle of a beam, both
when using the standard homogeneous Neumann BCs and
homogeneous Neumann BCs with anisotropic filter. This ar-
tifact is avoided with the extended domain approach. The
compliance values are 232.6, 236.4 and 228.0, respectively,
i.e. the domain extension approach outperforms the two ver-
sions of homogeneous Neumann BCs by 2% and 4%, re-
spectively.

More generally, it seems that homogeneous Neumann
BCs produce dissatisfactory results when the optimal load
path goes close to the domain boundary, but is not aligned
with it. A related issue to that of Figure 6 is expected to
appear if the design domain boundary curves outwards be-
tween two points that should optimally be connected by a
straight bar, the homogeneous Neumann conditions would
either have to place material all along the curved bound-
ary, or at some point make a sharp corner at the middle of
a beam, as observed in Figure 6. Neither result would be
optimal.

The force inverter problem is solved using the design do-
main from (Wang et al, 2011) with the parameters from Fig-
ure 8(j-l) in the same paper: Domain dimensions are 200×
100, R = 8.4, ηd = 0.2 and ηe = 0.8. The penalization and
continuation scheme follow those described above for the

Fig. 6: MBB beam where the support is translated 1/4 of
the domain height upwards, using the standard homoge-
neous Neumann BCs (top), homogeneous Neumann BCs
with anisotropic filter (middle), and domain extension ap-
proach (bottom). Volume fraction: 40%. Mirrored part illus-
trates the von Mises stresses (colorbar: [0, 0.35]).

MBB problem. The maximum allowed number of iterations
is 1500.

Figure 7 compares the blueprint structures for (a) stan-
dard homogeneous Neumann BCs like in the original pa-
per, (b) homogeneous Neumann BCs with anisotropic filter,
and (c) the domain extension approach. The horizontal out-
put displacements are -1.96, -1.71 and -1.81, respectively.
When inspecting the plots of the optimized structures it is
clear that the superior performance obtained with standard
homogeneous Neumann BCs is due to a violation of the
minimum feature size at the hinge, which is placed at the
domain boundary. In similarity with the initial observations
for the MBB problem, the algorithm exploits flaws in the
choice of BCs. The two latter designs satisfy the minimum
feature size. Here the design obtained with the domain ex-
tension approach is superior by 6%.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents the domain extension approach to fil-
ter boundary conditions for topology optimization problems.
Three requirements which filter BCs should comply with in
order to eliminate boundary effects are defined. The domain
extension approach satisfies all three of them.

The paper furthermore introduces a simple modification
to the standard homogeneous Neumann BCs ensuring that
the minimum feature size is satisfied everywhere: A locally
varying anisotropic filter. This latter method, however, still
suffers from the other issues observed with standard homo-
geneous Neumann conditions.

For the standard MBB beam benchmark case the com-
pliance values of the domain extension approach are only
marginally better. For more general minimum compliance
design problems, where the domain boundary is not neces-
sarily aligned with the optimal load path, the domain exten-
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Fig. 7: Optimized blueprint designs for force inverter prob-
lem. (a) Homogeneous Neumann BCs. (b) Homogeneous
Neumann BCs with anisotropic filter. (c) Domain extension
approach. The reason that the structure in (a) differs slightly
from the corresponding structure in (Wang et al, 2011) and
has a slightly better performance is the modified penaliza-
tion and continuation scheme.

sion approach performs significantly better than the homo-
geneous Neumann approach. For the force inverter problem,
the domain extension approach removes boundary effects
from the design of the hinge.

At early design iterations where the projection is soft and
interfaces between solid and void are not sharp, elements
along the boundary cannot attain full density since they are
filtered with void. Thus, these elements are initially treated
differently than internal elements. However, if the penaliza-
tion is excluded (p = 1) the gray elements are not more ex-
pensive than solid ones.

The main drawback of the domain extension approach is
that features smaller than the filter radius cannot be placed
exactly at the domain boundary (only relevant for values of
ηe < 0.75 and ηd = 1−ηe > 0.25). In this case the sub-point
in Requirement 3 is thus slightly violated. However, all other
advantages are kept, independently of the value of ηe. This
drawback is considered of minor importance compared to
the advantages of the approach.

The discussion in this work only covers elasticity-based
problems, however, all elements of the approach can be trans-
fered to a broader range of problems.
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Abstract

This paper presents a topology optimization approach in 3D for designing shell structures with
a porous or void interior. It is shown that the resulting structures are significantly more robust
towards load perturbations than fully solid structures optimized under the same conditions. The
study indicates that the potential benefit of using porous structures is higher for low total volume
fractions.

Compared to earlier work dealing with topology optimization for 2D problems, several new
effects appear in 3D. Most notably the opportunity for designing closed shells is shown to signif-
icantly improve the performance of porous structures due to the sandwich effect. Furthermore,
the paper introduces improved filter boundary conditions, ensuring a completely uniform coating
thickness also at the design domain boundary.

Keywords: Topology optimization, Coating, Shell structure, Two-step filtering

1. Introduction

This paper presents a design methodology for creating 3D porous shell structures, that is,
structures consisting of a porous base structure with a solid shell of uniform thickness at all
interfaces between base structure and void. The work extends the so-called coating approach
to topology optimization originally introduced for 2D problems by Clausen et al. (2015). The
approach is suitable for two types of problems: (1) modeling of coated structures, e.g. metallic
coating of polymers (Schaedler et al., 2011; Møller and Nielsen, 2013) which is used in industry
to combine the benefits of the two materials regarding performance, cost and manufacturability,
or (2) the opportunity of creating shell structures with porous infill, an example of a unique
additive manufacturing capability which is typically not taken into account in automated design
processes.

In this work the method is extended to 3D by adapting the implementation to a large-scale,
parallelized computational framework (Aage et al., 2015). The addition of a third dimension
changes the design opportunities fundamentally, since pure shell structures with vanishing base
structure stiffness still have significant load carrying capacity in 3D. For instance, consider Figure
1. The bending stiffness and buckling load for two parallel 2D bars separated by a core of
vanishing stiffness (Figure 1a) are very low, as opposed to the properties of a hollow 3D shell
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Figure 1: Model of coated feature. (a) 2D coated feature and its 3D interpretation obtained by extrusion. (b) 3D coated
feature. (c) Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound on stiffness for isotropic materials in 2D versus 3D.

structure (Figure 1b). New effects can therefore be observed when studying the 3D problem as
compared to the previous 2D works.

We restrict the present work to structures for which the porous filling is isotropic and made
of the same material as the coating (and void). In this case, the infill density, λm, and stiffness,
λE , expressed as ratios of the fully solid material, should satisfy the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds on
stiffness in order to be physically meaningful (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963). Figure 1c compares
the bounds for 2D plane stress versus 3D. Assuming a base material Poisson’s ratio of 1/3, the
two curves are given by the following simple expressions:

λE =
λm

3−2λm
, (2D)

λE =
λm

2−λm
, (3D)

(1)

The simplified 2D relation is derived e.g. by Torquato et al. (1998). The simplified 3D relation
is obtained using the usual relation

E =
9KG

3K +G
, (2)

where K and G are the bulk and shear moduli of the fully solid material, respectively, but substi-
tuting K and G with the upper bound expressions provided by Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) for
the effective bulk modulus, K∗, and effective shear modulus, G∗:

K∗ ≤ 4GKλm

4G+3K(1−λm)
, (3)

G∗ ≤ G+
1−λm

6
5G

(K+2G)λm
(3K+4G) − 1

G

. (4)

This approach assumes that the maximum bulk and shear moduli can be realized simultaneously.
Equations 3 and 4 are here shown in the form used by Andreassen et al. (2014).

Due to the sublinear relation between density and stiffness for the porous material, a fully
solid structure should always have a lower compliance compared to a structure incorporating
porous, isotropic infill, if the length scales of the two structures are comparable. However, the
use of a porous interior provides other structural advantages. Clausen et al. (2016) showed ex-
perimentally validated examples of porous structures which possessed a buckling load that was
nearly five times higher than that of a fully solid structure with the same mass. This effect was
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attributed to the disproportionately high bending stiffness that porous structures can obtain by
separating the solid shells away from center axes of local bars making up the optimized struc-
ture, a principle similar to that employed for sandwich or I-beam structures.

Based on that previous 2D study, it was our hypothesis that porous 3D shell structures should
be even more robust towards load perturbations, since all structural members are generally wider
and have significantly larger bending stiffness. In other words, one achieves robustness to various
loading conditions “for free” when employing the proposed approach. In this work, we will test
this hypothesis.

An advantage of designing porous shell structures with the coating approach is that these
benefits are implicitly ensured and not explicitly included in the optimization. It is therefore a
computationally cheap and simple way of ensuring improved structural robustness. An alterna-
tive but less efficient way of implicitly ensuring a higher buckling load is to restrict the structure
from generating thin features, e.g. by using a larger filter radius. However, this approach does
not allow the forming of porous, coated elements and should perform worse than the suggested
coating approach.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: First the problem formulation is pre-
sented in Section 2, including the optimization problem, the main points of the coating approach
and their adaption to the 3D case. Improved filter boundary conditions are presented in Section
3. We employ the domain extension approach suggested by Clausen and Andreassen (2016). In
Section 4 numerical results are presented and discussed in relation to our initial hypothesis. The
results are further discussed in Section 5 and the work is concluded in Section 6.

2. Problem formulation

This section presents the problem formulation, with focus on the two-step filter process and
the particular material model employed in the coating approach. The interior of a coated structure
is referred to as the base structure, as opposed to the coating which must be applied with a
uniform thickness at all interfaces between base structure and void.

2.1. Optimization problem

The considered optimization problem is a standard minimum compliance problem with a
constraint on the volume. The discretized problem is defined in the following way:

min
µµµ

: c(µµµ) = UTKU

subject to: KU = F,
g(µµµ) =V (µµµ)/V ∗−1≤ 0,

0≤ µe ≤ 1, ∀e,

(5)

where µµµ is the vector of design variables, c is the compliance, U and F are the global displace-
ment and force vectors, respectively, K is the global stiffness matrix, g is the volume constraint,
V is the material volume and V ∗ is the maximum allowed volume. A more precise definition
of the global stiffness matrix, K, is presented in relation to the coating interpolation function in
Section 2.3.
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2.2. Two-step filtering approach
The coating approach uses a single underlying design variable field. Two smoothing steps

with subsequent projections define the geometry of the base structure and the coating. The
scheme is illustrated in Figure 2, with the starting point being the field of mathematical design
variables, µ . The two filtering steps may be seen as two separate operations. The first step,
going from µ to ϕ = µ̂ is identical to a standard formulation with a density filter of radius R1
followed by a projection of sharpness β at the threshold η , as reviewed in Sigmund (2007). This
step ensures a nearly black-and-white base structure in the field, ϕ . The second step models
the coating by using the spatial gradients of the base structure. First the base structure field is
smoothed using the radius R2, to obtain ϕ̂ . Then the gradient norm of this field is normalized
and subsequently projected using a sharpness βg at the threshold ηg, to obtain the coating field,
‖∇ϕ̂‖α . The index α refers to the normalization. These fields enter in the density and stiffness
interpolation function as described in Section 2.3.

2.2.1. Smoothing and projection
The two-step filtering procedure involves several smoothing and projection operations. The

smoothing operation is performed using a density filter—in this work a PDE-based filter (Lazarov
and Sigmund, 2011). This filter smoothes the design by solving a second order partial differential
equation:

−
( R

2
√

3

)2
∇2µ̂ + µ̂ = µ. (6)

The filter radius, R, corresponds to the radius used in the standard, image-based filtering tech-
niques. For the coating approach, the filter boundary conditions (BCs) must be chosen appropri-
ately in order for the coating thickness to be applied uniformly in the entire domain (see Section
3).

A projection scheme (Guest et al., 2004; Sigmund, 2007) is employed in order to ensure a
sharp interface at the base structure as well as a crisply defined coating. The version suggested
by Xu et al. (2010) which permits an intermediate threshold value is employed, in the version
suggested by Wang et al. (2011):

¯̂µ =
tanh(βη)+ tanh(β (µ̂−η))

tanh(βη)+ tanh(β (1−η))
, (7)

where η ∈ [0;1] is the threshold value and β the projection sharpness. In this work, β is initially
chosen as 8, then gradually increased to 64 by multiplying it with 1.2 every 50 iterations or at
convergence (the smallest change in any design variable is below 1%).

2.2.2. Gradient normalization and coating thickness
The maximum possible gradient norm in the second, filtered density field will occur at the

interface between a fully solid and a completely void half space. Since the norm is computed for
the smoothed field, its value is bounded. As was shown in Clausen et al. (2015), the maximum
gradient norm value can be calculated analytically by assuming η = 0.5 and β → ∞. Conve-
niently, the use of a PDE-filter permits to reduce the problem to the corresponding 1D problem,
that is, a Heaviside step function, ϕH(x) = H(x). The argument used for the 2D case is com-
pletely analogous in 3D and is not repeated here. It suffices to state that the maximum value
is ‖∇ϕ̂H‖max =

√
3/R2, implying a normalization factor α3D = α2D = R2/

√
3. The reader is

referred to Clausen et al. (2015) for details.
4
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ρ(ϕ,‖∇ϕ̂‖α)

Smoothing, R1 Projection, η ,β Smoothing, R2 Gradient norm Projection, ηg,βg

µ µ̂ ϕ = ¯̂µ ϕ̂ ‖∇ϕ̂‖α ‖∇ϕ̂‖α

Step 1 Step 2

Figure 2: Two-step filtering process. ρ represents the interpolation of the physical density.

Another useful result based on the analytical maximum gradient norm value is that also an
analytical relation can be established between the uniform coating thickness and the filter radius
R2 of the second smoothing. In other words, the coating thickness can be prescribed through the
value of R2:

R2 =

√
3

ln(2)
tref ≈ 2.5tref. (8)

The reader is again referred to (Clausen et al., 2015) for details on the derivation. Remark,
that this relation only holds if the base structure is sufficiently wide compared to the coating
thickness. This point will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.

2.3. Interpolation function

The coating interpolation function includes spatial gradients. As opposed to the standard
SIMP approach, the physical density is not simply a filtered/projected version of the design
variable field, but itself an interpolation involving both the projected design variable field, ϕ , and
their spatial gradient field through the variable ‖∇ϕ̂‖α .

For simplicity the mass density of the coating material is assumed to be m0 = 1. The materials
are assumed to be isotropic with a Poisson’s ratio, ν0 = 1/3, independent of interpolation density.
The physical density, ρ , and stiffness, E, are defined as:

ρ(ϕ,‖∇ϕ̂‖α) = λmϕ +(1−λmϕ)‖∇ϕ̂‖α , (9)

E(ϕ,‖∇ϕ̂‖α) = E0
[
λEϕ p +(1−λEϕ p)(‖∇ϕ̂‖α)

pg
]
. (10)

We use the penalization parameter p = 3 for the base structure, while we use pg = 1 for the
coating in order not to penalize low gradients at early design iterations.
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Away from the interface, that is where ‖∇ϕ̂‖α ≈ 0, the expressions reduce to the SIMP-
like ρ = λmϕ and E = E0λEϕ p. On the other hand, at the interface where ‖∇ϕ̂‖α ≈ 1 the
physical density and stiffness approach 1 and E0, respectively. As a consequence, base material
is enforced where the design field equals 1 and has a low gradient, while coating material is
enforced where the spatial gradient is large. In addition to the intuitive sketch presented in
relation to the two-step filter in Figure 2, a graphical representation of the interpolation may be
seen in the subsequent section where the relation between feature size and coating thickness is
discussed.

Based on this interpolation function, the assembly of the global stiffness matrix, K, can be
expressed as:

K(µµµ) = ∑
e

ke(µµµ) = ∑
e

Ee(ϕe(µµµ),‖∇ϕ̂e(µµµ)‖α)k
0
e , (11)

where ke is the element stiffness matrix, k0
e is the element stiffness matrix for an element with

unit Young’s modulus, and summation over e indicates the usual element assembly process.
In order to avoid singularities in the numerical implementation, the first term in the stiffness

interpolation, λEϕ p
e , is replaced with λE,min +(λE −λE,min)ϕ p

e . This ensures a strictly positive
minimum stiffness (λE,minE0).

2.4. Influence from base structure feature size on coating thickness

As already pointed out, the uniform coating thickness relation (8) only holds if the given
feature in the base structure is sufficiently wide compared to the coating thickness. In Figure 3a,
a sequence of 1D plots with decreasing feature size is shown to illustrate this point. The width,
w indicates the width of a sharp-edged feature in the design variable field, µ . The resulting
filtered and interpolated fields are obtained using the parameters R1 = 10.0, tref = 1.0, η = 0.5
and β = 64, i.e. the same choice as for the MBB beam benchmark study which will be presented
in Section 4.1.

The top plot of Figure 3a shows the case of w>R1. Here the base structure feature defined by
ϕ = ¯̂µ is coincident with the design field feature. The base structure feature width may be defined
as being delimited by the points where ϕ = η = 0.5. In the subsequent plots, w < R1 and the
base structure feature becomes smaller than the design field feature, an effect which accelerates
with decreasing feature size. Since a well-defined coating requires a well-defined feature in the
base structure, the modeled coating thickness decreases when the base feature becomes too thin.
This effect accelerates in parallel to the decreasing base structure feature size.

In Figure 3b the modeled coating thickness, t, is plotted as a function of the feature size for
the six 1D cases in Figure 3a. The dashed line with circle markers plots t(w), i.e. t as a function
of the feature width in the design field. To illustrate the connection to the feature size in the
base structure, also t(w̄) is plotted, i.e. t as a function of the resulting base structure feature size
(dotted curve with square markers). Take as example the fourth 1D plot, where a design feature
of w = 4.4 results in a base structure feature of width w̄ = 2.17. The resulting coating thickness
of t = 0.87 is plotted as a function of both these numbers.

Figure 3 reveals the behavior of the interpolation function when the feature size goes towards
zero. An ideal model would impose a constant coating thickness for any feature of non-zero
width. If assuming a coating-based manufacturing method, the model should not permit a double
coating layer without base structure, while an additive manufacturing-oriented model should be
fully free to merge the two shells. However, with the interpolation function used in this work the
coating vanishes before the base structure feature reaches a width close to zero.
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Figure 3: Dependency of physical density interpolation function on feature width, w, in the underlying field of mathemat-
ical design variables, µ . (a) Sequence of sharp-edged features of varying thickness in the design field and the resulting
physical density interpolation. (b) Modeled coating thickness, t, as a function of the feature width, w.

For the filter parameters used for the plots in Figure 3 even a base structure feature as small
as w̄ = 2.17 will be modelled with 87% of the reference coating thickness. At the plot for
w = 5 the base structure feature is w̄ = 3.5 wide and the coating has the full thickness of 1.0. In
other words, only very small features cause issues with the modeled coating thickness. For the
optimizations performed in this paper, no issues were observed. However, if the issue appears, it
can be alleviated by including feature size control for the base structure. Possible formulations
for this aim include the robust formulation (Wang et al., 2011) or explicit constraints (Zhou et al.,
2015). This extension is left for future studies.

2.5. Sensitivity calculation

Due to the form of the interpolation function for stiffness and density, the sensitivity analysis
for the coating problem involves several chain rule derivations. The reader is referred to Clausen
et al. (2015) for details. Design updates are performed using the method of moving asymptotes,
MMA (Svanberg (1987)).

3. Implementation

This section describes considerations on the choice of boundary conditions (BCs) used for
the PDE-filters. Since the material interpolation function depends both on the design field and
its gradient, the choice of filter BCs is non-trivial. We employ the domain extension approach
(Clausen and Andreassen, 2016) in order to eliminate boundary effects from the density filters.
The idea is explained in more detail in the following and sketched in Figure 4a.

The first filtering step must ensure a base structure with crisply defined structural edges,
not only in the interior of the domain, but also in the vicinity of the design domain boundary.
Consider a sharp feature in the design variable field, µ . Figure 4a shows such a feature, indicated
by a dashed, bold, blue line. The feature is located at the domain boundary. When applying the
first density filter, the feature will be smoothed anti-symmetrically around the domain boundary
(dashed, thinner blue line). Assuming a feature of sufficient width, the edge of the base structure
(dotted black line) will be coincident with the edge of the feature in the design variable field,
since the threshold of the first projection is η = 0.5. Subsequently, the coating will occupy half
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Figure 4: Coating interpolation function at design domain boundary for a sharp feature which lies exactly at the design
variable field boundary (1D example). Points left of the design domain boundary are outside the domain. (a) Domain
extension approach ensures correct coating at boundary. (b) Homogeneous Neumann BCs in both filtering steps permit
omission of coating. In the example the fields µ , µ̂ , ϕ and ϕ̂ all equal 1.

a thickness on each side of the edge. Hence, the base structure—and consequently the domain
of mathematical design variables, µ—cannot extend closer than tref/2 from the domain border
of the physical design domain, if space should be left for the coating.

Following the domain extension approach (Clausen and Andreassen, 2016), the smoothing of
the design field (6) is performed with a void padding extending at least one filter radius from the
design domain boundary, as this will eliminate edge effects. If the domain extension is performed
with a sufficiently wide padding, it will make no difference whether homogeneous Neumann or
homegeneous Dirichlet BCs are used in this smoothing step. Here we employ homogeneous
Neumann BCs, as its implementation is trivial.

For the second filtering step which enforces the coating, the domain extension from the first
step is reused. This eliminates further boundary effects.

At loads and supports, a local modification is employed: The domain extension is omitted
in the first smoothing, and instead homogeneous Neumann BCs are employed directly at the
boundary of the field of mathematical design variables. This follows the suggestion from Clausen
and Andreassen (2016). Since coating must be enforced also at loads and supports, the domain
extension is not omitted in the second smoothing step.

Note, that at a symmetry condition, the domain extension is omitted and homogeneous Neu-
mann BCs are chosen for both filtering steps, as this choice eliminates gradients and thereby
implies that coating is avoided (Figure 4b).

4. Results

Two different test problems will be considered: the MBB beam benchmark problem, and a
branching design problem.

4.1. MBB beam

First a 3D MBB beam benchmark problem is considered. For all porous structures, the infill
is assumed to exactly attain the upper HS bound. In order to avoid thin, non-robust features in
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Figure 5: Design domain for MBB beam problem. The physical design domain is the central blue box, having a side
length ratio of 3:1:1. The domain extension used for the PDE-filters is indicated by the surrounding light gray box. The
load is applied vertically at the center line of elements, half a coating thickness from the top face. The black solid line
is simply supported. It is located half a coating thickness from the domain borders. The dark gray boxes at loads and
supports indicate where the filter domain is not extended, cf. Section 3. A single symmetry condition is used.

the fully solid structure, this structure is optimized using a filter radius equal to the porous base
structure filter radius, R1.

As a means for testing our hypothesis that porous structures are more robust towards load
perturbations than fully solid structures, we will numerically test the optimized structures for an
off center (asymmetric) load case, which is different from the load case they were optimized for.
The load magnitude is identical to that used in the optimization, but now applied asymmetrically
on only one half of the beam width, from the edge to the center.

Figure 5 shows the design domain, including loads and supports. The physical design domain
is the central blue box, having a side length ratio of 3:1:1. Moreover, the domain extension used
for the PDE-filters is shown (surrounding light gray box) along with dark gray boxes at loads
and supports indicating where the filter domain is not extended. A single symmetry condition is
used. The domain was discretized using 288×96×96, or 2.7 million, tri-linear brick elements
in order to be compatible with the employed multi-grid FE solver (the element number in each
dimension was an integer multiple of 8). For simplicity, the dimensions of the domain were
chosen such that the element side lengths where 0.5, that is, as 144× 48× 48. The first filter
radius was R1 = 10.0 and the coating thickness was tref = 1.0.

We created two series of optimized structures at a volume constraint of 25% (Figure 6) and
10% (Figure 7), respectively. For each series a fully solid structure was used as a reference and
compared with four porous structures with infill stiffnesses of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8, corresponding
to infill densities of 0.18, 0.33, 0.67 and 0.89, respectively, assuming that the HS upper bound is
attained, see Equation (1).
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Figure 6 shows the five optimized structures for the 25% volume fraction, along with cross
sections through the center point, normal to the x, y and z directions, respectively. For the vi-
sualization the coating elements and the base structure are thresholded individually at 0.5. The
coating is defined by ‖∇ϕ̂‖α , while the base structure is defined as max(ϕ−‖∇ϕ̂‖α ,0) to avoid
overlapping elements.

The first three structures (solid, λE = 0.8 and λE = 0.5) have identical topology with a clearly
defined I-beam-like shape to sustain the bending load. For the porous structure with λE = 0.2,
the infill is sufficiently light so that two parallel I-beams can be created, thus better exploiting
the stiffer coating material. The last structure, λE = 0.1, performs reasonably well but illustrates
an issue which was also observed in the 2D problem (Clausen et al., 2015): if λm is smaller than
the volume fraction, the volume constraint is not active in the first iterations. The reason is that
using a uniform initial guess for the design field implies that gradients are zero in the interior of
the design domain. Without an active volume constraint, hole nucleation might fail to happen.

Figure 8a plots compliance values for the five structures (indicated by solid squares), normal-
ized with respect to the fully solid structure. As was observed in the 2D problem, the compliance
generally increases with smaller infill density due to the sublinear relation between density and
stiffness given by the upper HS bound curve. However, the structure with λm = 0.89 performs as
well as the fully solid structure. The five structures are furthermore evaluated for the off center
load case (indicated by circles). For this load case all structures perform similarly, except for the
structure with λm = 0.33 which performs 12% better than the fully solid structure. The lower the
infill density, the smaller the relative decrease in performance due to the load perturbation.

The five optimized structures for the 10% volume fraction are presented in Figure 7. Here, a
larger variation in the topologies is observed due to the more limited amount of material. For the
fully solid structure, there is no longer enough material to generate a full, vertical plate. Instead,
three holes are introduced, making the y cross section more similar to the topologies which are
typical for 2D problems. Still, an I-beam-like shape is observed in the x cross section, however,
the flanges are very narrow.

The next three structures, λm = 0.89, λm = 0.67 and λm = 0.33, have identical topology. The
most important difference to the fully solid structure is that two holes have been closed, and
the y cross section is now predominantly a solid plate (the I-beam web). The flanges gradually
become wider with lower infill density. For the last structure with λm = 0.18 the plate has been
fully closed, and the flanges are wide and thin.

Note that the porous structures in this case suffer from small areas for which the coating
is absent. This effect may be attributed to a too steep continuation scheme employed for the
projection. A more slowly applied continuation might alleviate this issue.

Compliance values, again normalized with respect to the fully solid structure, are shown in
Figure 8b. Here, the picture is somewhat different than for the 25% volume constraint case. All
compliance values are more or less identical, despite the relatively softer infill material. In all
cases the designs seem to pursue an I-beam-like shape, which is not surprising for the bending-
dominated load case. There appears to be a trade-off between making a solid, vertical plate (the
I-beam web) and ensuring wide flanges. The introduction of a porous interior permits ensuring
both features simultaneously. This was not possible for the fully solid structure due to the filter
radius, which is large compared to the coating thickness for the porous structures. This seems
to be the reason for the similar performance in compliance. This observation fits well with
the effects which have been observed in a recent study on the optimality of Michell structures
(Sigmund et al., 2016).

Also these five structures were evaluated for the off center load case (indicated by circles). In
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Figure 6: Optimized MBB beam structures for a volume constraint of 25%. From the top: Fully solid structure, then four
porous structures. The infill stiffnesses of 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1 correspond to infill densities of 0.89, 0.67, 0.33 and 0.18,
respectively.
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Figure 7: Optimized MBB beam structures for a volume constraint of 10%. From the top: Fully solid structure, then four
porous structures. The infill stiffnesses of 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1 correspond to infill densities of 0.89, 0.67, 0.33 and 0.18,
respectively.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the structural performance. Compliance values are normalized with respect to the fully solid
structure. Solid squares indicate compliance when evaluated with the same load case as used in the optimization. Circles
indicate compliance when evaluated with an off-center load of the same magnitude. (a) MBB beams of 25% volume
fraction. (b) MBB beams of 10% volume fraction.

this case, the three porous structures of lowest infill density perform remarkably better than the
fully solid structure. The compliance of the porous structure with an infill density of λm = 0.18
is nearly 45% lower than for the fully solid structure.

Considering simultaneously the compliance plots for the two series of structures (Figure 8a-
b), there is a clear trend that the porous structures are less sensitive towards the asymmetric load
perturbation. The effect is more pronounced for the 10% volume constraint, where the material
limit puts stronger restrictions on the designs. For the 25% case, the I-beam-like shape is well
realized for all five designs, and the benefits of using porous material is smaller. The application
of porous structures therefore appears to be most valuable for design problems subject to a low
volume fraction constraint, since such designs generally are more sensitive to load perturbations
and more prone to e.g. buckling failure.

4.2. Branching problem

In some cases, it is a manufacturing requirement that the feature size is uniform. An example
is when using a coating-based process. First a polymer base structure is fabricated, e.g. using
an adequate additive method. Next, this base structure is coated e.g. using electroplating, upon
which the base structure is etched away (Schaedler et al., 2011). What remains is a hollow solid
shell structure of uniform thickness. Such designs only make sense in 3D.

In order to explore this problem, consider Figure 9 illustrating a branching connection where
three pipes meet. The three pipe sections are modeled as passive, solid domains with a passive
void interior. The inner and outer radii are ri = 6 and ro = 8, respectively, and the pipe section
length is h = 10. The design domain is the extruded, regular hexagon connecting the pipes as
indicated in the figure. The side length and the extrusion depth of the domain are both equal to
the outer diameter of the pipes, respectively ls = le = 2ro = 16. The pipes serve a load carrying
purpose only, and only solid material should be used for the connection. In the considered load
case, the pipes are all pulled away from the center point. Only a quarter of the domain is modeled,
using two symmetry conditions. The forces balance exactly, so supports are only needed to
make the numerical problem non-singular. Along with the symmetry FE boundary conditions,
a single node at the edge of the hexagon at the midpoint between two pipes is clamped. As
will be seen in the results, this node is located in a void part of the optimized structures. The
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Figure 9: Design domain for branching problem. Forces balance exactly.

problem is modeled in a rectangular cuboid FE domain of dimensions 25×15×50 (accounting
for symmetry). The y direction is the extruded direction. The discretization used 56×32×104
tri-linear brick elements.

By using a void infill, the coating method is also adequate for this type of shell design prob-
lem. In order to avoid numerical instabilities and a singular stiffness matrix, the void interior is
modeled with λE = λm = 10−3. The base structure radius is R1 = 8.0 and the coating thickness
is tref = 1.9, corresponding approximately to 4 element widths.

In order to have a benchmark for the result obtained with the coating approach, first two
structures are created with a standard, solid optimization. The first case uses the base structure
radius as the filter radius, R = 8, and the second case uses the coating thickness, R = 1.9. The
resulting structures are shown in Figure 10a-b. The corresponding compliances are 215 and
205, respectively. In both cases the algorithm attempts to connect the pipe ends with a plate-like
structure. This prevents the generation of wide, thick features, even when using a large filter. The
large filter does, however, enforce restrictions on the design and prevents the shell-like structure
to be generated as is the case for the small filter, Figure 10b. Note however, that while the small
filter results is a shell-like structure, the shell thickness is not uniform. This is best seen at the
cut shown in the middle figure (the effect is not visible in the slice at the bottom). The shell has
approximately double thickness at the corners in the cut and is thinner in the y direction.

Now consider the structure obtained with the coating approach (Figure 10c). The structure
has some resemblance with the structure in Figure 10b obtained with a small filter, however, the
cut shown in the middle figure and the slice at the bottom reveals a constant coating thickness
throughout the entire shell. The compliance is 206, that is, practically identical to the solid struc-
ture, which employs a small filter and has full design freedom. Clearly, a performance similar
to that obtained with a free form approach cannot be expected for all design problems, since the
uniform thickness requirement is a strong design restriction. However, this case supports the
validity of the coating approach for shell structure design problems.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10: Optimized branching connection. From the top down: Full structure; cut at x = 0; slice at y = 0. (a) Standard
solid with R = 8. c = 215. (b) Standard solid with R = 1.9. c = 205. (c) Coating approach with R1 = 8, tref = 1.9 and
λm = λE = 10−3. c = 206.
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5. Discussion

The numerical results support our initial hypothesis that porous shell structures are more
robust towards load perturbations than fully solid structures. Both sets of MBB beam designs
showed this tendency. However, for the high volume fraction (25%), the compliance of the
porous structures with respect to the load case they were optimized for was so much lower than
for the solid structure that the “net gain” from introducing internal porosities is disputable. How-
ever, for lower volume fractions, porous structures become more relevant.

An effect that was seen in this 3D study which does not appear in 2D is the emergence of thin
plates, both to support bending forces and in-plane, multi-axial loading conditions. Also for thin
plates, porous structures are advantageous since they effectively act as sandwich structures. For
the low volume fraction MBB beam study, the observed trade-off between a solid web (vertical
plate) and wide flanges in the I-beam resulted in a solid structure which performed at the same
level as the porous structures, but much more poorly resisted a load perturbation.

This improved robustness of porous structures adds to earlier results which indicate that
porous structures have a higher buckling load. Again, something that is highly relevant for low
volume fraction designs. An essential point is that both the robustness towards load perturbations
and with respect to buckling are inherently ensured and are not explicitly included in the opti-
mization. This is an important advantage since especially the buckling load is difficult to include
as a design constraint.

The coating approach may in some cases provide a length scale advantage compared to fully
solid structures. This both goes with respect to manufacturing, where coating can be applied
in very thin layers, and with respect to structural performance, where the porous infill permits
obtaining more robust structures with only a thin solid shell, as shown above. This effect is ex-
pected to partially explain that all MBB beams performed identically for the low volume fraction
case. A fully solid structure should always have a better compliance compared to a porous struc-
ture, if it is allowed a sufficiently small length scale. This was confirmed in the pipe branching
example.

A drawback of the coating approach is that a relatively fine resolution is required if a thin
coating thickness is to be modeled. This is a consequence of using continuum elements for
the modeling. For pre-defined topologies, other element types might provide better precision at
lower resolution.

6. Conclusions

It has been shown that the coating approach which has earlier only appeared in a 2D imple-
mentation is fully working in 3D. The addition of an extra dimension revealed new effects such
as the appearance of thin plates and the possibility for creating pure shell structures of uniform
thickness with a void interior.

The MBB beam results confirmed our initial hypothesis that porous shell structures have a
significantly better robustness towards load perturbations than fully solid structures optimized
under the same conditions. If the volume fraction becomes too high the porous structures may
be too soft to be relevant. The relevance increases with decreasing volume fraction.

For future research it would be valuable to validate these numerical results experimentally,
including studies on infill performance for the 3D case for various manufacturing methods.
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